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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenon of semi-free word order exhibited by many languages, espe- 
cially at the sentence level, poses problems for the descriptive and explanatory 
adequacy of many recent versions of Categorial Grammar. This thesis presents 
as approach to Categorial Grammar which involves factoring out the linear ord- 
ering properties of functional categories from other aspects of categorial struc- 
ture. A formal construct - referred to as a local structure - is defined, of which 
two versions, unordered and ordered local structures, play a key role in the 
model. Unordered local structures are assigned in the lexicon; ordered local 
structures explicitly specify the order of application of arguments to functions 
and the directionality of those arguments. A mapping between the two struc- 
tures is given and the linear ordering constraints, expressed in a boolean logic, 
are interpreted as filters on this mapping. The result is a model in which com- 
plex data from Spanish - the language primarily used to illustrate semi-free 
word order - can be economically described. A number of issues which arise in 
the application of this model are discussed. 

An extended version of the model using attribute-value matrices and 
unification is also presented. This has the advantage that linear ordering con- 
straints apply directly to lexical and phrasal categories without the necessity of 
expanding out ordered local structures. One consequence of this innovation is 
the need for a three-valued interpretation of the linear ordering logic in order 
to model the contingency of partial valency satisfaction in the grammar. 
Further analysis of the Spanish data is undertaken within this model with par- 
ticular attention being paid to intra- linguistic word order variation and the 
analysis of Spanish clitic personal pronouns. 
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INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Outline of the Issues Discussed and Principal Findings 

Applicative functional calculi such as Categorial Grammar (Ajdukiewicz (1935), 

Lambek (1958,1961,1988), Moortgat (1988a, 1988b)) have recently attracted 

considerable attention as potential models for the syntactic and semantic 

analysis of natural languages (Bach (1983a, 1983b, 1984), Flynn (1983), Steed- 

man (1985,1987a, 1987b, 1988), Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler (1988), Moortgat 

(1988a, 1988b)). They have certain distinctive characteristics which bring with 

them advantages for the description and analysis of linguistic data, among 

which may be included the emphasis on lexicalism and the concomitant re- 
location of the "explanatory burden" (Moortgat 1988b, page 1) from the syntac- 

tic component to the lexicon, the modelling of incomplete expressions as func- 

tions with basic dependencies such as government, control and concord "defined 

on the function-argument hierarchy rather than on structural configurations" 
(Moortgat 1988b, page 1), a flexible approach to constituency structure and a 

strictly compositional approach to semantics with a semantic operation 

corresponding to each syntactic operation. 

Despite these advantages, there are numerous natural language phenomena 

which do not readily submit to analysis within a function- argument framework, 

even one augmented by type shifting rules and complex compositional combina- 

tors. Among these phenomena may be included the flexible word or constituent 

ordering which is found in many languages, particularly at the sentence level. 

Most versions of Categorial Grammar that have been discussed in the litera- 

ture are either too restrictive or far too liberal with respect to the permutations 

of word order they admit. The aim of the research reported in this thesis is an 

attempt to find a formal syntactic theory, fundamentally applicative in nature 
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and lexically oriented, which will permit the expression of linguistically sensi- 
tive statements about semi-free word order which are required for the descrip- 

tively adequate treatment of natural language data. The results are recorded 
in the following chapters. 

The first step in this enquiry required the collection of reasonably clear-cut 
data on flexible word ordering. Spanish is a semi-free word order language and 
is the source of most of the data used in the thesis. The term semi-free is used 
to indicate that at some level of analysis (notably the sentence level), major 

constituents can be found in different orderings, but that not all logically possi- 
ble orderings are judged to be grammatical by native speakers. This is a 
difficult area, of course. Judgements vary considerably from region to region 

and speaker to speaker. It is possible, nevertheless, to isolate certain facts 

about Spanish sentences which virtually all native speakers are agreed upon. 
A simple example - which illustrates the problems experienced in obtaining the 

data as well as the kind of approach adopted in this thesis - is the question of 

the ordering of subject (S), verb (V) and direct object (0) relative to one another 
in simple transitive sentences. There is considerable disagreement among 
Spanish speakers with regard to the flexibility they are prepared to tolerate in 

the ordering of these constituents. Most speakers accept the orders SVO, VSO 

and VOS, although it was found that in the case of one informant there was a 
distinct preference for the SVONOS alternation; VSO was regarded as margi- 

nal at best. However, the judgement here was probably influenced by Catalan, 

generally recognised to be a more strict word order language than Spanish. 

Other speakers freely accept all the orderings mentioned so far - though ack- 

nowledging that some are more marked than others - and in addition accept 
OVS under certain circumstances. Again, judgements vary considerably. One 

thing all speakers are agreed upon is the fact that the verb final orderings of 
SOV and OSV are ungrammatical. Variations of this magnitude are quite typi- 

cal in studies of word order phenomena and decisions have to be made by the 

linguist which inevitably conflict with some native speakers' intuitions. What 

is important is to have a formal descriptive framework capable of expressing 
these differences and defining the orderings which are generally accepted. The 

principal aim of this research has been to find a version of Categorial Grammar 
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in which such statements can be made. 

An influential approach to the analysis of word order in monostratal frame- 

works is the Immediate Dominance/Linear Precedence factoring developed 

within Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar (Pullum (1982), Gazdar, Klein, 

Pullum and Sag (1985)). This explicitly recognises the fact that linear ordering 
information is of a different kind to other syntactic information such as the 

dominance relation pertaining between categories in a constituent structure 

tree. It should, therefore, be described independently, An interesting starting 

point, then, for the exploration of word order in Categorial Grammar is to ask 
if anything analogous to Immediate Dominance/Linear Precedence factoring 

can be developed within an applicative functional framework. 

At first sight it seems unlikely that there could be common ground between 

Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar and Categorial Grammar since there is 

no notion of a local dominance relation in Categorial Grammar over which the 

equivalent of linear precedence statements could be defined- This obstacle 
disappears, however, given two observations. 

Firstly, there is an isomorphism between the conventional, so-called curried 
functional representations of Categorial Grammar categories in which the func- 

tion is constrained to accept one argument at a time and non-curried represen- 

tations in which the arguments form a list. (The demonstration of this mapping 

was originally due to Sch6nfinkel (1924)). Secondly - and following on from the 

first observation - the same formal abstract object underlies both Phrase Struc- 

ture rules and non-curried Categorial Grammar categories. It is this second 

observation that forms the starting point of the work reported in this thesis. 

In Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985, pages 52-55), an Immediate Domi- 

nance statement is given formally as an ordered pair, <aJflP#2)-#n1mýý') in 

which the first element is a designated (perhaps complex) symbol and the 

second element is a multiset of designated (perhaps complex) symbols. Basic 

linear precedence statements are pairs <P1, #2> and the set of admissible 

local trees induced by the grammar which derive from a single Immediate 
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Dominance statement is the set of trees each with root a and leaves #1, #2-A' 

over which an exhaustive ordering relation is defined which is compatible with 

all the Linear Precedence statements. The formal representation of each of 
these graph-theoretic objects is given as < :: ý' where the second 

element is an ordered n-tuple. Notice the simple, but crucial point that these 

set-theoretic constructs are interpreted graph-theoretically as local trees, the 

well-formedness of which are guaranteed by an isomorphism between the set- 
theoretic and graph-theoretic constructs. These objects can, of course, be given 

quite different interpretations. Within Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 

itself, an earlier account regarded the output of this application of linear order- 
ing constraints to Immediate Dominance statements as Phrase Structure rules 

rather than local trees. Yet another interpretation - the one relevant to this 

thesis - involves taking the output constructs as non-curried categorial func- 

tions in which the first element in the n-tuple is the range and the second ele- 

ment, the domain. This observation is the first step towards the development of 

a formal theory of word order in Categorial Grammar. 

Three generalisations of the formal objects underlying the Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar account were undertaken in order to allow for the full 

expression of categorial functions. 

First, the ordered pairs were generalised to n-tuples. This allows the underly- 
ing construct to model further aspects of category structure by introducing new 
information into the n-tuple. The n-tuple whose second member is a multiset is 

referred to as an unordered local structure; its equivalent with an n-tuple as its 

second member is referred to as an ordered local structure. Collectively, they 

are referred to as local structures. The mapping between unordered and 

ordered local structures essentially involves taking the cross-product of all pos- 

sible orderings from the unordered local structure and applying the indepen- 

dent ordering constraints to filter out a set of admissible ordered local struc- 

tures. 

Second, the basic linear ordering statements were generalised to statements 

about the content and form of the second element of the local structure. They 
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are taken to be n-tuples rather than pairs with the result that <a>, < a, P >, 

<a, P, y .... > are all well-formed linear ordering statements. However, of these 

only two need to be considered as basic -<a> and < a, P>- since the order- 
ing imposed by an n-tuple can be represented by n-1 pairs. If a, P are inter- 

preted as complex feature bundles, <a> simply asserts that a local structure 

contains that feature bundle. <a, #>, on the other hand, asserts that the 

ordered local structure contains a and P and further that the feature bundle 

associated with a linearly precedes the feature bundle associated with P in the 

second element of the ordered local structure. Again, different interpretations 

of this abstract linear ordering statement are available. Under the functional 

interpretation, which is the one of interest here, statements of the form <a> 

(or simply, a) can be used to constrain feature specification in complex feature 

bundles including the directionality marking associated with the arguments of 
functions. Statements of the form <a, #> on the other hand constrain the 

order of combination of the arguments with a function. 

There is one complication to this generalisation of linear ordering statements. 
The constraints mentioned in the previous paragraph all refer to the second ele- 

ment of the n-tuple that forms the local structure. However, it is sometimes 

necessary to have the ordering statements refer to other elements in the n- 

tuple. In order to accommodate this, a new ordering constraint is defined of the 

form fy, where -y is an element in the n-tuple, ný! t 3. The discrepancy between 

this constraint type and the generalisations above is not resolved until the 

introduction of a full attribute-value matrix formalism for category representa- 

tion later in the thesis. 

Third, recall that in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar the admissible 
local trees were taken to be those compatible with all the linear ordering state- 

ments. This effectively treats the set of linear ordering statements as a con- 

junctive list. It is argued here that this view of linear ordering statements 

needs to be generalised to arbitrary boolean combinations of basic expressions. 

The motivation for this came from an examination of the complex word order- 

ing found in Spanish. Local structures are flat by virtue of the fact that they 

define an immediate relation between a single designated symbol and either a 
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multiset or ordered n-tuple of symbols. Under a functional interpretation, a 
transitive verb, for example, whose range is a sentence (thereby adopting the 

position that sentences are projections of finite verbs) will have Noun Phrases 

in its domain. Without the aid of further structure, the linear ordering state- 

ments need to be more complex than simply the conjunction of basic expres- 

sions in order to describe the various orderings found in Spanish. Conse- 

quently, a Propositional Logic is introduced to express the complex word order 

statements, a logic which takes the set of ordered local structures as its model. 

To summarise so far. The claim is made here that a formal and abstract 

representation called a local structure models both Phrase Structure Grammar 

and Categorial Grammar. In the case of Phrase Structure Grammar, this 

structure is interpreted in graph-theoretic terms as a local tree; in Categorial 

Grammar, it is interpreted as a functional category structure. Notice that 

quite frequently in work on Categorial Grammar the results of function- 

argument application are represented in terms similar to the representation of 

local trees. This is not, however, what is meant by local structure here. If it is 

desired to represent function-argument cancellation in graph-theoretic terms, 

then the tree resulting is the analogue of a non-local tree in Phrase Structure 

Grammar. But, as Moortgat (1988b) points out, it is not necessary for this 

notion of a tree to be imported into Categorial Grammar: the function- 

argument hierarchy is better interpreted as a derivational history since it is 

not required for semantic interpretation. This is in contrast to the graph- 

theoretic constructs of Phrase Structure Grammar which are the backbone upon 

which semantic interpretation hangs. However, despite Moortgat's observation, 

in this thesis partial reification of the functi on- argument hierarchy as a graph- 

theoretic object is assumed in order to provide a vehicle for coordination. This 

is not crucial to any argumentation in the thesis, but it does allow for the 

analysis of coordinated structure in traditional terms. 

The outcome of this examination of the common ground between Generalised 

Phrase Structure Grammar and Categorial Grammar is a model which stipu- 

lates unordered local structures in the lexicon and takes (potentially) complex 

boolean expressions to be filters on the mapping from these unordered to a set 
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of ordered local structures. The boolean expressions, which are given as state- 

ments in a Propositional Calculus, are interpreted against a model of potential 
local structures ie. the set of all possible expansions of the unordered local 

structures. 

This framework is used for the detailed examination of a variety of word order 

problems in Spanish and it allows for the economical description of that data. 

However, despite the interest of this model of Categorial Grammar for the 

description of semi-free word order data, it has important limitations. Two of 

particular importance relate to the structure of the categorial lexicon and the 

mapping from unordered to ordered local structures. 

The complexity of the orderings found in semi-free word order languages forces 

many of the linear ordering constraints to be parochial in nature: being true of 

one function type, but not true across the entire grammar. This parochial 

nature of the linear ordering constraints causes massively redundant stipula- 

tion in the lexicon. Conventionally, the categorial lexicon is taken to be a pair- 
ing of words with categories. It is easy to see that in any particular implemen- 

tation of such a lexicon, a judicious use of pointers between categories might 

avoid some of the more obvious redundancy: the structure and ordering con- 

straints on transitive verbs, for example, need only be given once. It is possi- 
ble, however, to adopt a more radical approach to the lexicon which virtually 

eliminates redundant structure and specification altogether. 

Consider the category for an auxiliary verb. It is analysed as a function taking 

(among other potential arguments) a function as argument. It returns a sen- 

tence. This functional argument will be a verbal function (such as a transitive 

verb). Why not regard the auxiliary not simply as taking a category that hap- 

pens to be the category of a transitive verb but rather as taking the verbal 
function itself? In other words, auxiliaries may be analysed not so much as 

independent categories but as complexes of relations constructed from other 

categories in the lexicon. Ultimately, all categories "bottom out" as the primi- 

tive categories of the grammar such as S, NP, N. This suggests complex infor- 

mation sharing in the lexicon whereby linear ordering constraints may be 
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inherited from one category to another. Not only is redundant stipulation 

avoided in this way, but a clearer relationship is established between lexical 

categories. The problem is that given the formal apparatus for the description 

of categories so far introduced, there is no way of precisely describing how this 

information sharing is carried out. The mechanisms for this only come with a 
further re-analysis of the formal machinery of Categorial Grammar. 

The mapping from unordered to ordered local structures presents a variety of 

problems. A particularly difficult one is the fact that a single unordered local 

structure may be associated with a (potentially) large number of ordered local 

structures, all of which need to be spelled out prior to application of the combi- 

nators. While this is a matter of implementation rather than formal theory, it 

does raise the question whether or not a formal notation exists which would 

allow the grammar to be defined and used without the explicit mapping to 

ordered local structures. This type of question is not new, of course. Shieber 

(1984) investigated the direct parsing of Immediate Dom inance/Li near Pre- 

cedence grammars for the very same reasons, 

The attribute-value matrix notation which is currently used in a number of 

unification-based theories of grammar (see Shieber (1986) for an introduction 

and overview) is a very general notation for the representation and manipula- 
tion of syntactic information. It is interesting to explore the possibility of using 
this notation for the representation of unordered local structures. Certain 

features of the attribute-value matrix notation are clearly useful. For example, 

the mechanism available for structure sharing may be expected to assist with 
the solution noted above to the problem of redundancy in the categorial lexicon. 

It was decided therefore to explore the extent to which this notation could be 

used to model the relevant aspects of a linear order factored Categorial Gram- 

mar. 

When linear ordering constraints and function-argument structure are factored 

out, a problem arises with respect to the satisfaction conditions for function- 

argument application. The problem is that the ordering constraints are con- 

straints about all the arguments of a function. When just one of these 
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arguments is offered, it is not clear under what circumstances it should be 

accepted as a valid argument for that function. The solution to this problem 

turns out to be unexpectedly interesting. A three-valued logic is required to 

evaluate the linear ordering constraints on function categories in order to 

determine the suitability of a potential argument. The logic needs to be three- 

valued in order to model the contingency of partial valency satisfaction 
displayed by function categories. 

The result of these investigations is that a new version of Categorial Grammar 

is offered which is sufficiently distinct from other Categorial Grammars to be 

dubbed Extended Categorial Grammar. This is a member of the family of appli- 

cative categorial calculi which is linguistically sensitive and capable of directly 

expressing the complex word order facts found in semi-free word order 
languages. 

The formal definition of this new model also allows the programme of work 

undertaken here to be seen from the perspective of other categorial research. 
This Introduction started by pointing out that conventional directional 

Categorial Grammars are either too restrictive or far too liberal in their treat- 

ment of word order. Moortgat (1988b, pages 40-48) has an excellent discussion 

of this. He identifies a hierarchy of Categorial Grammars from the simplest 

applicative systems through the classical Lambek calculus (Lambek 1958) - 

referred to as L- to various extensions of L which include operations such as 

permutation over strings of categories. The Lambek system is rigid. Although 

it allows free bracketing of strings (it has a rule of Associativity which guaran- 

tees that if a sequence of categories reduces to a single category with one 
bracketing, it will reduce to that category with any bracketing) it does not 

allow permutations. Consequently, the semi-free word order facts of, say, Span- 

ish could only be captured by having multiply different directional categories 

assigned to items in the lexicon. With the addition of a rule of Permutation, 

however, all orderings (and all bracketings, of course) become immediately pos- 

sible. Moortgat (1988b) is, in part, an investigation of the categorial space 

between the classical system L and the augmented version with Permutation, 

LP. 
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The enterprise undertaken here can now be seen as one way of addressing 
these issues with respect to the linguistic sensitivity of grammars in the 

categorial space between L and LP. The conclusion drawn with respect to 

Extended Categorial Grammar is that it has the generative capacity of LP but 

it allows for the specification of individual grammars which are weaker than 

LP but more powerful than L (strictly, product-free L without Associativity). 

In other words, it allows for the construction of specific natural language gram- 

mars within this category space which are sensitive to the range of linear ord- 

ering facts exhibited by natural languages. 

0.2 Outline of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into three parts. The First Part provides the necessary 
background in two chapters. Chapter One is an introduction to Categorial 

Grammar. This is given in some detail since it is assumed that Categorial 

Grammar is still a relatively unfamiliar formalism for linguists. The chapter 

presents a simple conventional Categorial Grammar followed by a detailed 

examination of the combinatorial properties of an important recent version 

referred to here as Generalised Categorial Grammar[l]. 

The chief difference between the simple and generalised versions lies in the use 

of multiple combinators in the latter grammar, Much recent research in this 

area has been devoted to explicating the formal and mathematical properties of 
these augmented versions of Categorial Grammar. As already indicated, 

Moortgat (1988b) is an important recent overview of these issues. The Chapter 

concludes with a brief survey of the hierarchy of Categorial Grammars as 
defined by Moortgat. 

Chapter 2 presents some basic data from Spanish which is taken throughout 

this thesis as a representative of a semi-free word order language. The data 

are restricted to a few syntactic phenomena which are used in later chapters to 

exemplify the new formalism of the linear order factored grammar. These data 

include word order possibilities in transitive and di-transitive sentences as well 
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as the position of the subject in various sentence frames. There is some discus- 

sion of the form and ordering of direct and indirect objects. 

The Second Part of the thesis develops a theory of linear ordering in Categorial 

Grammars based on the proposition that the categories in such grammars can 
be interpreted as local structures in the sense introduced above. The problem 

of accounting for word order in Categorial Grammar has, of course, been 

addressed a number of times in the literature. Chapter 3 therefore provides a 
brief overview of three approaches to word order (Section 3.2), contrasting them 

with the approach presented here. This chapter then continues (in Section 3.3) 

with an informal presentation of the central notion of a local structure and its 

categorial interpretation. Since this notion owes so much to Generalised 

Phrase Structure Grammar, some background to the factoring of linear order in 

that model is first provided. Chapter 3 ends with a formal statement in Section 

3.4 of the theory of linear order in Categorial Grammar. 

Part Two continues in Chapter 4 with a detailed investigation of the conse- 

quences of applying this account to Categorial Grammar. Several aspects of 
linear order factored Categorial Grammars are considered. These include the 

interaction between the linear ordering logic and coordination (Section 4.2), the 

consequences of introducing limited unification into the grammar (Section 4.3), 

feature passing within categories (Section 4.4) and, finally, the use of 

metagrammatical definitions of categories (Section 4.5). 

Chapter 5 applies the theory developed in the preceding two chapters to the 

analysis of the Spanish semi-free word order data given in Chapter 2. The aim 

of this chapter is two-fold: to demonstrate the complexity of word ordering facts 

in Spanish by considering various approaches to the basic data and, to show the 

power of the new categorial formalism for expressing generalisations about that 

data. Particular emphasis is laid on an analysis of word order in transitive 

sentences with reference to grammatical relations and the contrast of 
Given/New information (Section 5.2.2). The final section of the Chapter con- 

trasts the ordering properties of auxiliary and subject control verbs in Spanish 

(Sections 5.4 and 5.5). 
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Part Two concludes in Chapter 6 with an examination of the structure of the 

categorial lexicon. This is a particularly important topic in Categorial Gram- 

mar given the fact that so much information resides in the categories associ- 

ated with lexical entries. It is shown how redundancy can be removed and 
information sharing among categories explicitly modelled. 

The Third Part of the thesis extends and modifies the theory and linguistic cov- 

erage of Part Two. There are a number of problems with the implementation of 
linear order factored Categorial Grammars as presented in Part Two. These 

are addressed at the beginning of Chapter 7 and a new formalism for category 

structure is introduced there. The issues surrounding the introduction of a 

three-valued logic are discussed in detail (in Section 7.3) and Chapter 7 ends 

with a suggestion for a generalised combinator fulfilling the roles of Functional 

Application, Composition and Substitution (Section 7.4). 

Chapter 8 applies the Extended Categorial Grammar model of Chapter 7 to 

further Spanish data. First of all, a detailed treatment of simple sentence 

structure in Spanish is given, showing in particular how the particle a in these 

sentences interacts with Grammatical Relations. In addition, (in Section 8.2) a 
decomposition of Grammatical Relations - which have hitherto been taken as 

primitives - is suggested, that allows for interesting generalisations in the 

analysis of these simple sentence types. Next, the problem of word order varia- 

tion mentioned earlier is addressed and different linear ordering constraints for 

different word orders are compared. A suggestion for a theory of markedness is 

also briefly sketched (Section 8.3). Finally, (in Section 8.4) there is a brief 

examination of the role of object pronoun clitics in Spanish, restricted to their 

effects on word order. 

The thesis concludes in Chapter 9 with a brief evaluation of the work presented 

here and a statement of what is referred to as the categorial perspective on word 

order, a view of ordering constraints as syntactic properties projected from the 

lexicon via the function- argument hierarchy. This embodiment of the essential 

lexicalism of Categorial Grammar ensures that the complex word orderings 

exhibited by semi-free word order languages are the product of interactions 
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between the ordering associated with individual lexical items mediated by the 

combinatorial processes of the grammar. 

0.3 Notes 

[11 Another term frequently used in the Categorial literature is Combinatory Gram- 

mar. This term, associated like Generalised Categorial Grammar with Steedman, 

derives from the use of the variable-free Combinatory Logic of Curry and Feys ('1958) 

for the semantic interpretation of the combinatory operations. 
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THEBACKGROUND 
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CHAPTERI 

CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR: AN INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Categorial Grammar is a monostratal theory of grammar[l] in which the com- 
binatorial properties of words are encoded directly and explicitly in the 

categories associated with items in the lexicon rather than in a set of indepen- 

dent statements in the form of phrase structure rules. The origins of the theory 

lie in developments in formal logic (see Ajdukiewicz (1935)) but the theory has 

a long history of application to natural language analysis. Apart from 

Ajdukiewicz's original paper, see Bar-Hillel (1953), Lambek (1958,1961,1988), 

Bach (1983a, 1983b, 1984), Lyons (1968), Geach (1971), van Benthem (1986), 

Klein and van Benthem (1987) and Moortgat (1988a, 1988b). In particular, the 

collection of papers in Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler (1988) shows, in the editors' 

own words, "that work in Categorial Grammar in the broad sense has moved 
beyond the stage of sporadic rediscovery and reached a critical mass" (Oehrle, 

Bach and Wheeler, page 8). 

Moortgat (1988b, pp. 1-2) characterises the programme of categorial research by 

drawing attention to those aspects which distinguish it from related monostra- 

tal theories of grammar such as Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar (Gaz- 

dar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985)) and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Gram- 

mar (Pollard (1985), Pollard and Sag (1987)). He emphasises four such aspects. 

(1) Lexicalism: Categorial Grammar takes the tendency to "shift the explana- 
tory burden" from the syntactic component of the grammar into the lexicon 
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much further than most recent theories of grammar. Syntactic information is 

projected entirely from the categorial structure: "In its most pure form, 

Categorial Grammar identifies the lexicon as the only locus for language- 

specific stipulation" (page 1). The ideas on word order presented in this thesis 

are very much in the lexicalist spirit as Moortgat defines it. The linear order- 
ing properties of lexical items are encoded directly within the lexicon rather 
than in an independent set of configurational syntactic rules. This approach 
has the added advantage that the interaction of word order and other syntactic 

properties of lexical items can be expressed directly by the formalism presented 
in this thesis. 

(2) Function -Argument Structure: incomplete expressions in Categorial Gram- 

mar are modelled as functions, syntactically and semantically. Dependencies 

between expressions determining grammatical phenomena such as government, 

control and agreement are defined over the function-argument hierarchy in the 

derivation of a sentence, rather than over a structural configuration. This 

gives a different and new perspective on these central concepts of grammatical 
description. It will become clear in the course of the work reported in this 

thesis how effective this approach can be, particularly when taken together 

with the use of partial information in category structures. 

(3) Flexible Constituency: Simple directional Categorial Grammars using only 
Functional Application assign unique constituency structure to non-ambiguous 

expressions. The generalised versions of Categorial Grammar with their com- 

plex combinatory and type changing rules standardly induce multiple, 

semantically-equivalent derivations for a single word string. This relativisa- 

tion of constituency structure has at least two justifications. Firstly, it may 

permit a uniform left-branching derivation of sentences. This is significant if 

one)s interests lie in the direction of left-to-right incremental parsing of natural 
language input. Secondly, it provides for coordination across many more adja- 

cent substrings than conventional Phrase Structure Grammar coordination 

schemata. Much of the categorial linguistic literature has, in fact, been 

directed at motivating the need for such a wealth of potential coordinations 

from the examination of complex coordination phenomena in natural 
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languages, in particular non-constituent coordination. The chief problem with 

most accounts is that they allow too much coordination. As with word order in 

the semi-free word order languages discussed later, there are limits to the free- 

dom to coordinate. One of the strengths of the theory of word order in 

Categorial Grammar developed in this thesis is that it provides a means for 

defining extensive but systematically constrained coordinations and word ord- 

ers. 

(4) Compositionality: The semantic value of a complex expression is a function 

of the semantic values of its composing parts. This fact is encoded directly into 

the categories of Categorial Grammar just as is the homomorphic or structure- 

preserving relationship between the syntax and semantics. Compositionality is 

a central, guiding principle in much modern grammatical theory; in Categorial 

Grammar it is particularly transparent and clear. 

Formally, a Categorial Grammar possesses three components: a (frequently 

implicit) list of atomic categories together with a set of formation rules for 

well-formed formulae or complex categories; a categorial lexicon in which 

atomic and complex categories are assigned directly to lexical items; and, 

thirdly, a set of combinatory and perhaps type changing rules defined over the 

categories. This arrangement ensures that syntactic entities resulting from the 

application of the combinatory and type changing rules are themselves well- 

formed formulae of the system according to the formation rules. This is an 

attractive property of a grammar since it encodes in a very direct way the idea 

of the hierarchical structure of well-formed expressions of the language induced 

by the grammar. 

This chapter opens (Section 1.2) with a simple non-directional categorial cal- 

culus intended to illustrate these components of Categorial Grammar. The 

principal feature of this grammar is the fact that it possesses only the one rule 

of combination (Functional Application) of classical Categorial Grammar 

(Ajdukiewicz (1935)). Section 1.3 is an introduction to the semantics of simple 

Categorial Grammar and the chapter continues in 1.4 with a description of 
Generalised Categorial Grammar. This makes use of two innovations: 
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directional categories and more complex combinators. Different sets of combi- 

nators are available in Generalised Categorial Grammars depending, to some 

extent, on the motivation behind the grammar. The most important of these 

combinators are discussed with examples of their application. The Chapter con- 

cludes with a review of some of the logical properties of Categorial Grammars. 

1.2 A Simple Categorial Grammar 

Figure 1.1. presents a simple non-directional Categorial Grammar. With this 

grammar it is possible to generate and parse the sentence in 1.1a, assigning it 

the structure given in 1.1b. 

Atomic Categories: INP, Sl 

Formation Rules for well-formed formulae : 

i every atomic category is a well-formed formula of the 
grammar; 

ii every expression of the form XJY is a well-formed formula 
of the grammar where X, Y are well-formed formulae of the 
grammar. Such an expression is referred to as a complex 
category. Parentheses are used to mark the scope of expres- 
sions, but are omitted where no ambiguity results. 

Lexicon: lJohn, Bevindal = NP 

flovesl (SINP)INP 

Rule of Combination: 

A complex category of type XJY in which X, Y are well- 
formed formulae of the grammar can combine with a 
category of type Y to form a category of type X. 

Figure 1.1 
A Simple Categorial Grammar 
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a John loves Bevinda 

b BA: S 
NP ) John 

FA: SINP 
(SINP)INP ) loves 
NP ) Bevinda 

A few comments about presentation of derivations are relevant at this point. 
There is no generally agreed method of laying out a derivation in Categorial 

Grammar. Two formats are currently employed. In the linguistic literature, a 

commonly used format follows that introduced by Steedman in a number of 

papers (Ades and Steedman (1982), Steedman (1987a, 1987b)). This involves 

drawing horizontal lines across constituents which combine together. The 

visual effect is to make a derivation resemble a traditional tree diagram except 

that the root is at the bottom and the terminal word string at the top. Another 

format, which derives from the logical literature, is used here. This is illus- 

trated in 1.1b above. This indented list format is intended to suggest a com- 

parison with the format used for listing derivations in logic texts. The advan- 

tage as far as this thesis is concerned is primarily a matter of convenience: it 

takes up less space on the page than its alternative. In this format, as can be 

seen from 1.1b, indentation corresponds to branching in a tree diagram with a 

top-down, left-to-right order on the derivation. The rule identifier before the 

colon is explained below. The 3 notation introduces lexical items. 

The formation rules, lexicon and rule of combination constitute a formal system 
for the derivation of sentences and their associated structural analyses. The 

similarity to the way that logical systems are presented is not a coincidence. [21 

The categorial calculus in Figure 1.1 is presented in terms of an uninterpreted 

category notation. In fact, as already indicated, it is usual to give the complex 

categories of Categorial Grammar a function-argument interpretation so that a 

category of the form XJY is understood to be a function with domain a category 

of type Y and range a category of type X. Functions may, of course, have more 
than one argument. However, they are conventionally assumed to be unary. 
For example, in a simple, non-directional Categorial Grammar of this sort, the 
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verb give will standardly be assigned the category ((SINP)INP)INP reflecting its 

di-transitive nature, which is modelled, on this account at least, as a function 

from NP denotations (indirect objects) into a function from NP denotations 

(direct objects) into a function from NP denotations (subjects) into sentence 
denotations. This restriction to unary argument structure is conventional, not 

essential. It has been noted for some time that there is an equivalence between 

higher-order unary functions and first order n-ary functions (see Dowty (1982) 

and, originally, Sch6nfinkel (1924)), a fact which makes possible the use of 

ordered n-tuples of arguments deployed in the theory presented later in this 

thesis. [31 

It will have been noticed that the grammar in Figure 1.1 induces more than 

the sentence in 1.1a. Complex categories of the form XJY accept their argu- 

ments from either the right or the left. Consequently, the rule of combination 
is standardly given in two parts to reflect this fact. In 1.2, each part carries a 

label used to identify the rule in derivations: FA stands for Forward Applica- 

tion; BA for Backward Application. 

1.2 a FA: XIY Y =>X 

b BA: Y XIY =>X 

If only the first version of the rule of combination were available, 1.1b could not 

be generated by this grammar since "John" precedes its function "SINP". How- 

ever, given both versions in 1.2, two things immediately follow: (1) all order- 

ings of the three words in 1.1a become derivable and, (2) all derivations of each 

ordering are possible. These are illustrated in 1.3 below where the bracketing 

indicates substrings obtained by the first application of one version of the com- 

binator and the label on the right indicates which version of the rule in 1.2 is 

used for this first application. The outer brackets are omitted. Given standard 

assumptions about constituent coordination, these substrings may be the source 

of conjoined structure. 
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1.3 a [John loves] Bevinda BA 

b John [loves Bevindal FA 

c John [Bevinda loves] BA 

d [loves John] Bevinda FA 

e [loves Bevindal John FA 

f [Bevinda loves] John BA 

Bevinda [loves John] FA 

h Bevinda [John loves] BA 

Clearly, this is embarrassingly liberal. Even ignoring the semantic problems 

posed by the different interpretations of 1.3a and 1.3f, only a few of these ord- 

ers are syntactically acceptable. A linguistically motivated Categorial Gram- 

mar must provide the means for reducing the over-generation while at the 

same time retaining those properties of the grammar which allow for the com- 

plex coordination and word order facts of natural languages. It is considera- 
tions of this kind that led to the introduction of an indication of directionality 

on the arguments of functions (discussed in Section 1.4 below) and that have 

led to the development of the linear order factored Categorial Grammar 

presented in this thesis. Before augmenting the formalism with these new dev- 

ices, however, it is important to consider briefly the relationship between 

categorial structure and semantics in Categorial Grammar. 

1.3 The Semantics of Categorial Grammar 

The title of McDermott (1978) neatly summarises one of the imperatives in the 

Tarskian universe which modern formal semantics inhabits: no notation 

without denotation. One of the fundamental tasks facing a theory of natural 

language grammar is to provide a semantic interpretation for each of the well- 

formed syntactic expressions of the grammar. In model-theoretic semantics, 

this is usually taken to mean that the semantic component of the grammar 
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must provide (a) the denotation of primitive or basic expressions relative to a 

model and (b) an account of the way that the denotations of complex expres- 

sions are built up from the denotations of their constituents. In other words, 

the semantic component of the grammar provides a recursive definition of the 

semantics of all well-formed expressions of the language relative to some 

model. 

Generally speaking, Categorial Grammars provide a very transparent relation- 

ship between syntax and semantics since the syntactic structure of complex 

categories directly encodes their semantic properties. This section expands on 
this in order to lay down the foundations for the more complex semantics of 
Generalised Categorial Grammars introduced later. It does not, however, 

attempt anything beyond a very elementary account of the formal semantics of 
Categorial Grammars. 

Assume a function Den from categories to sets of denotations in a model M (cf. 

Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag 1985, page 184). The denotations of atomic 

categories are given by stipulation. So, for example, Den(S) = JO, 11 and 
Den(NP) = E, where E is the set of entities in M. This last is an 

oversimplification but will serve for present purposes. For complex categories, 
the rule for semantic interpretation is given in 1.4. 

1.4 Den(XIY) = <Den(Y), Den(X)> 

where the notation <a, P> is interpreted as a function from elements of type 

a into elements of type ft. 

Since this recursive semantic definition exactly mirrors the syntactic definition 

of category structure for Categorial Grammar, the result is that for any arbi- 

trary category, what it denotes in the model M follows directly from its internal 

structure. Categorial Grammar categories wear their semantics on their 

sleeve. It is quite possible, therefore, to map directly from the syntactic 

category structure into denotations in M, a course paralleling that adopted in 

Montague (1970). However, a standard way of giving the semantics, also 
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deriving ultimately from Montague (see Montague 1973), is to use an inter- 

mediate representation as a bearer of the semantic values of Categorial Gram- 

mar categories. [41 This "logical form" has its own semantic mapping into the 

model. The logical form used in Montague (1973) is a higher-order typed ver- 

sion of the X-calculus. Since this second approach helps to clarify how the com- 

positional semantics works in complex derivations in Categorial Grammar, it 

will be assumed in this Chapter, although it is important to remember that 

nothing substantive hangs on the decision to construct such an intermediate 

representation. In the translations given here, the logical form will, however, 

be restricted to a simple, non-typed version of the X-calculus. [51 

Each assignment of category to word in the categorial lexicon is associated with 

an expression in the X-calculus. In addition, each combinator has associated 

with it a semantic value for the result of the combination. In the case of the 

simple Categorial Grammar under consideration, this works out in the follow- 

ing way. The lexical items in Figure 1.1 have the semantic values given in 1.5. 

1.5 John = John' 

Bevinda = Bevinda' 

loves = XxXyloves'(x)(y) 

where John', Bevinda' are expressions of type e and XxXyloves'(x)(y) is an 

expression of type < e, < e, t>> in the X-calculus. The combinator in 1.2 can 

now be re-written including the semantic translation. This is given in 1.6. 

1.6 a FA: XJY: f Y: a=>X: Aa) 

b BA: Y: a XIY: f=>X: f(a) 

1.6a is to be read as follows. The category XJY is a function f of semantic type 

< a, P >. The category Y has the semantic type a. The result, X, has the 

semantic type resulting from the application of the argument to the function, 

ie. f(a) with semantic type ft. 
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The derivation of 1.1 can now be re-written with a parallel semantic transla- 

tion, as in 1.7. 

1.7 BA: S 
NP ) John 

FA: SINP 
(SINP)INP ) loves 
NP ) Bevinda 

loves'(Bevinda') (John') 
John' 
Xyloves'(Bevinda')(y) 
XxXyloves'(x)(Y) 
Bevinda' 

This very brief account of the semantics of Categorial Grammar is adequate for 

present purposes. The next section introduces new combinators and for some of 

these an indication is given of how the compositional semantics works. Apart 

from that, semantics does not play a central role in the issues discussed in this 

thesis; it is this fact that enables the very simple account given above to stand 

as representing the theory of model-theoretic semantics for Categorial Gram- 

mar. 

1.4 Generalised Categorial Grammar 

Generalised Categorial Grammars extend the simple Categorial Grammar of 

the previous section in several ways, most notably in the introduction of direc- 

tional categories and new combinatory or type changing rules. These two 

aspects of Generalised Categorial Grammar will be discussed in turn. 

In the Linguistic literature, Generalised Categorial Grammars are associated 

with Steedman (for example, Steedman 1985,1987a, 1987b, 1988), Bach (1981), 

Dowty (1988), and Moortgat (1987,1988a, 1988b) among many others. One 

useful collection of recent articles is Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler (1988). 

The basic components of a Generalised Categorial Grammar are very like those 

of a simple Categorial Grammar, An illustrative set of categories, formation 

rules and a lexicon are given in Figure 1.2. The set of assignments of 

categories to lexical items in Figure 1.2 will be used throughout the rest of this 

chapter. These assignments are mostly straightforward. For example, 
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Atomic categories: INP, N, S, S'l 

Formation Rules for well-formed formulae: 

i every atomic category is a well-formed formula of the 
grammar; 

ii every expression of the form X/Y, X\Y, XJY is a well- 
formed formula of the grammar where X, Y are well-formed 
formulae of the grammar. Such an expression is referred to 
as a complex category. 

Lexicon: lHarry, Betty, Mary, 

mushroomsl = NP 

floves, cook, reading, 

eat, file) 

Ithel 

farticlesl 

1will, might, mustj 

Ithatj 

lbelievel 

landl 

1whichl 

1withoutj 

(S\NP)/NP 

NP/N 

N 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) 

s I/S 

(S\NP)/S' 

(X\X)/X 

(N\N)/(S/NP) 

((S\NP)\(S\NP))/(S\Np) 

Figure 1.2 
Categories, Formation Rules and Lexicon 

for a Generalised Categorial Grammar 

transitive verbs are taken to be functions from noun phrase denotations into 

functions from noun phrase denotations into propositions. The latter part of 

this semantic mapping (ie. the function from noun phrase denotations into pro- 

positions) may be given the abbreviation "W". Modal verbs are, then, 
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functions from VPs into VPs. Notice that the term "VP" has no special status 
in the Categorial Grammar given in Figure 1.2 beyond being an abbreviation 
for a particular functional mapping. This is an attractive aspect of the formal- 

ism when dealing with the analysis of languages which arguably have no dis- 

tinct verb phrase in transitive sentences. 

Notice also the category associated with and. There are several ways of han- 

dling coordination in Generalised Categorial Grammar. The analysis here 

involves the use of a category variable "X". This variable ranges over the 

infinite set of categories induced by the formation rules and in a derivation all 

values of the variable are instantiated to the category of its first argument. 
Problems arising from the introduction of category variables into Generalised 

Categorial Grammar and the consequent lexical polymorphism induced are 

currently active areas of research. [61 

1.4.1 Directional Categories in Generalised Categorial Grammar 

Generalised Categorial Grammar uses an explicit directional marking on the 

arguments of function categories. This idea has a long history (see Lyons 

(1968, pages 227-231) and, originally, Bar-Hillel (1953) for the introduction of 
directional marking) but it has recently been re-introduced in response to the 

problem of over-liberal word order flexibility mentioned at the end of Section 

1.2. So, for example, the transitive verb "loves" would be represented as in 1.8 

in a Generalised Categorial Grammar 

1.8 flovesl = (S\NP)/NP 

in which the directional marking is interpreted as follows: 
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1.9 a. X/Y: the function category will only accept its argument Y 

from its immediate right. 

b. X\Y: the function category will only accept its argument Y 

from its immediate left. 

The category XJY may still be available as a well-formed formula of the system 

and is now interpreted as a function category looking for its argument either to 

its immediate left or its immediate right. 

There are two conventions for representing directional categories using forward 

and backward slashes. [71 The original, introduced in Lambek (1958), places the 

argument under the slash. So, a function returning an expression of type X 

and looking for an argument of type Y to its left is represented as in 1.10. 

1.10 Y\X 

The alternative convention, adopted by Steedman, places the range of the func- 

tion consistently to the left of the expression. The equivalent of 1.10 would 
therefore be 1.11. 

1.11 X\Y 

This latter convention will be adopted in this thesis. [81 

1.4.2 The Combinatory and Type Changing Rules of Generalised 

Categorial Grammar 

A Categorial Grammar with Functional Application as its only rule of combina- 

tion and without type changing rules will fail to generate many familiar 

natural language constructions. In particular, two types of common construc- 

tion - non-constituent coordination and unbounded extraction - that separate 

elements of a sentence which belong together semantically cannot be accounted 
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for in a grammar having only Functional Application. 

Generalised Categorial Grammar addresses this difficulty by introducing more 

complex combinatory rules, which generalise the operation of category combina- 
tion and extend the notion of constituent to include "nonstandard" substrings. 
However, from a linguistic point of view, the fewer the combinators - and conse- 

quently the more restrictive the grammar - the better. New combinators are 

added to a Categorial Grammar only when motivated by the needs of natural 
language description. Much recent work in Generalised Categorial Grammar 

has involved the detailed analysis of natural language constructions as motiva- 

tion for the introduction of new combinatory or type changing rules. The fol- 

lowing paragraphs review some of these arguments. 

Consider the three sentences in 1.12.191 

1.12 a Harry will cook mushrooms 

b Harry will cook and might eat mushrooms 

c Harry will cook mushrooms and bake a cake 

1.12a requires only Functional Application for its derivation, as indicated in 

1.13. 

1.13 FA: 
NP ) Harry 

FA: S\NP 
(S\NP)/(S\NP) ) will 

FA: S\NP 
(S\NP)/NP cook 

NP ) mushrooms 

This has a strictly right branching analysis and is strongly equivalent to the 

corresponding Phrase Structure Grammar analysis. However, Functional 

Application will not suffice for 1.12b. In this case, the direct object appears to 

be unavailable as an argument for the first conjunct will cook. A new rule of 

Functional Composition overcomes this problem. 
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This rule is given in Figure 1.3. It is so-called from its relationship to the alge- 
braic operation of composing two functions, Standardly, if f and g are two func- 

tions such that f. Y --* Z and g: X ---> Y then the composition of f and g 
(represented as fo g) is another function h: X --* Z such that for any xEX, h(x) 

= f(g(x)). Functional Composition therefore cancels the argument of the princi- 

pal function with the range of the argument function, producing a new function 

category. This is indicated in the semantic value of the output in Figure 1.3. 

For completeness, all the versions of the rule that have been suggested in the 

literature are given in Figure 1.3. These divide into Forward (F) and Back- 

ward (B) Composition, with in each case the direction of the argument of the 

resulting function being the same as the direction of the argument of the prin- 

cipal function. There are, of course, other logical possibilities but Steedman 

(1987a) has argued for a set of universal constraints on the order of arguments 

which effectively reduce the number of versions of the rule available to the 

grammar. These constraints are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Given this new combinator, 1.12b now has the derivation in 1.14. 

FC: X/y: f Y/z: g > X/Z: Äxf(g(x» 

Fcx: X/Y VZ > X\Z 

B C: VZ X\Y > X\Z 

BCx: Y/Z X\Y => X/Z 

Figure 1.3 
Functional Composition 
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1.14 BA: 
NP ) Harry 

FA: S\NP 
BA: (S\NP)/NP 
FC: (S\NP)/NP 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) ) will 

FA: 
(S\NP)/NP ) cook 

((S\NP)/NP)\((S\NP)/NP) 
(((S\NP)/NP)\((S\NP)/NP)) 

/((S\NP)/NP) ) and 
FC: (S\NP)/NP 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) ) might 
(S\NP)/NP ) eat 

NP )mushrooms 

This makes the correct claims about the sentence: the auxiliary is a function 

into S\NP denotations which when combined with a following lexical verb, so to 

speak, collects the subcategorised-for arguments of that verb. These arguments 

are then cancelled after the coordination operation. 

One consequence of this analysis is that 1.12a now has two derivations: the 

one indicated in 1.13 and a second in which the auxiliary composes with the 

lexical verb before cancelling the direct object argument by Functional Applica- 

tion. The advantage of this is that not only is the coordination in 1.12b admit- 
ted by the grammar but also the coordination in 1.12c. Furthermore, both 

derivations of 1.12a receive the same semantic interpretation. 

This last point is worth drawing out in some detail. In the simple extensional 
fragment of the X-calculus being used here to illustrate the semantic import of 

the combinators, Noun Phrases are taken to be expressions of type e, cook 

translates into XxXycook'(x)(y) and will translates into XPXvwill'(P(v)). The 

translation of cook yields an expression of type < e, < e, t >> and will an expres- 

sion of type <<e, t >, < e, t > >, given that v is a variable over expressions of 

type e and Pa variable over expressions of type < e, t >. The derivation of 

1.12a using only Functional Application is given in 1.15; that using both Appli- 

cation and Composition in 1.16. 
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1.15 

1.16 

FA: 
NP ) Harry 

FA: S\NP 
(S\NP)/(S\NP) will 

FA: S\NP 
(S\NP)/NP cook 
NP ) mushrooms 

FA: S 
NP ) Harry 

FA: S\NP 
FC: (S\NP)/NP 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) ) will 
(S\NP)/NP ) cook 

NP ) mushrooms 

will'(cook'(mushrooms') (harry')) 
harry' 
Xvwill'(cook'(mushrooms')(v) 
xpxvwill, (P(V)) 
Xycook'(mushrooms')(y) 
XxXycook'(x)(y) 

mushrooms' 

will'(cook'(mushroom s') (harry')) 
harry' 
Xvwill'(cook'(mushrooms')(v)) 
XxXvwill'(cook'(x)(v)) 
xpxvwill, (P(V)) 
XxXycook'(x)(y) 

mushrooms' 

The semantics given in 1.16 is necessarily abbreviated. will and cook combine 

as XPXvwill'(P(v)) - XxXycook'(x)(y) yielding, in the first instance, 

, \xXvwill'(Xycook'(x)(y)(v)). This expression reduces to the one given in the 

derivation in 1.16 because v is an expression of the same type as y and can 

therefore eliminate the abstraction in the scope of will'. 

Powerful as the combination of Composition and Application is, there are com- 

mon constructions which cannot be analysed using these two combinatory rules 

only. One of these is the type of non-constituent coordination illustrated by 

sentence in 1.17. 

1.17 [Harry will cook] and [Betty might eat] mushrooms 

The auxiliary and lexical verb in the first conjunct may compose to give a func- 

tion from Noun Phrases into Verb Phrases, but this will not then combine with 

the subject. The solution here lies in a type changing rule applied to the sub- 
ject. Figure 1.4 gives the appropriate rule, where Y. is a category variable. 

With this rule available, the derivation goes through as in 1.18. 
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1.18 FA: S 
BA: 
FC: 
FR: 

FC: 

FA: 

FC: 
FR: 

FC: 

S/NP 
S/NP 

S/(S\NP) 
NP 3 Harry 

(S\NP)/NP 
(S\NP)/(S\NP) 3 will 
(S\NP)/NP 3 cook 

(S/NP)\(S/NP) 
((S/NP)\(S/NP))/(S/NP) 3 and 
S/NP 

S/(S\NP) 
NP ) Betty 

(S\NP)/NP 
(S\NP)/(S\NP) 

) might 
(S\NP)/NP 

) cook 
NP ) mushrooms 

Again, composition is used for delaying combination with the appropriate NP 

as direct object. Type raising changes the type of the subject to allow the com- 

position to go through prior to coordination. 

A different approach to the analysis of 1.17 introduces a new rule type: Associa- 

tivity. This is given in Figure 1.5. Associativity permutes the two most 
"oblique" arguments of a function, inducing the derivation in 1.19 below. 

Moortgat (1988b, pages 15-6) shows that the two derivations in 1.18 and 1.19 

are semantically equivalent. This is another demonstration of the inherent 

flexibility of categorial calculi with many rules of combination. 

FR: X: f=>Y. 1(1\X): Av(v(fi) 

BR: 

Figure 1.4 
Type Raising 
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FAss: (X\Z)/Y: f 

BAss: (X/Y)\Z 

(X/Y)ýZ: ý'VdtVJ(V201) 

= (X\Z)/Y 

Figure 1.5 
Functional Associativity 

1.19 FA: 
BA: S/NP 
BA: S/NP 

NP Harry 
FAss: (S/NP 2 )\NPI 
FC: (SNPI)/NP2 

(SNP)/(S\NP) ) will 
(SNP)/NP 3 cook 

FA: (S/NP)\(S/NP) 
((S/NP)\(S/NP))/(S/NP) ) and 

BA: S/NP 
NP ) Betty 

FAss: (S/NP2)\NP, 
FC: (S\NP, )/NP2 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) might 
(S\NP)/NP cook 

NP mushrooms 

Lambek (1958), (summarised in Moortgat (1988b)), presented the classic argu- 

ment for the necessity, in English at least, for both associativity and composi- 
tion. This involves the English pronoun system. 

Nominative and accusative personal pronouns obviously have different distribu- 

tional properties. This could be modelled in a Generalised Categorial Grammar 

by assigning them different categories in the lexicon. Nominative pronouns 

combine with an S\NP (= VP) category to form a sentence. They therefore 

have the category S/(S\NP). This effectively excludes strings such as likes he. 

Accusative pronouns on the other hand may be assigned the category S\(S/NP). 

That is, they look leftwards for the subject-verb combination. Associativity 

makes this combination possible, and strings of the form him loves are not 
derived. Two derivations (based on Moortgat 1988b, page 17) illustrating these 

I 
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types are given in 1.20 and 1.21. 

1.20 a he loves Mary 

b FA: 
S/(S\NP) E he 

FA: S\NP 
(S\NP)/NP E loves 
NP E Mary 

1.21 a Mary loves him 

b BA: S 
BA: S/NP 

NP E Mary 
FAss: (S/NP)\NP 

(S\NP)/NP E loves 
S\(S/NP) E him 

Unfortunately, Application and Associativity alone will not derive he loves 

her. Composition is required in addition, giving the derivation in 1.22. 

1.22 a he loves her 

b BA: S 
FC: S/NP 

S/(S\NP) E he 
(S\NP)/NP E loves 

S\(S/NP) E her 

Composition of the subject and verb (as in 1.22) gives a derivation relevant to 

coordinated sentences of the form he hates but she loves him. The derivation in 

1.23 composes over the verb and accusative pronoun following a change in the 

associativity of the verb, thereby admitting the possibility of the different coor- 
dination: he loves her but hates him. 
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1.23 BA: 

BCx: 
FAss: 

S/(S\NP) E he 
S\NP 

(S/NP)\NP 
(S\NP)/NP E loves 

S\(S/NP) E her 

This argument also motivates type raising for Noun Phrases on the standard 

assumption that like categories coordinate, since full lexical Noun Phrases and 

personal pronouns freely coordinate in English. The type raising rule already 
introduced changes the category of the lexical NP appropriately. 

Another construction, for which a special combinatory rule seems necessary, is 

topicalisation. Consider the simple topicalised sentence in 1.24 

1.24 Mushrooms, Harry must eat 

The fronted direct object is clearly in the wrong position to combine with its 

verb, even when the subject and verb sequence are composed as in the earlier 

examples. The special rule given in Figure 1.6 overcomes this problem admit- 

ting the derivation in 1.25. 

Top: X: f=> Stop/(S/X): Xv(v(f)) 

Figure 1.6 
A Topicalisation Rule 
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1.25 FA: 
Top: 

FC: 
FR: 

FC: 

Stop 
Stop/(S/NP) 

NP 
S/NP 

) mushrooms 

S/(S\NP) 
NP ) Harry 

(S\NP)/NP 
(S\NP)/(S\NP) ) must 
(S\NP)/NP ) eat 

Notice that this rule introduces a category looking for two arguments from the 

same direction. Clearly, this rule is related to the type raising rule in Figure 

1.4, except that in the former case the arguments came from different direc- 

tions. The fundamental fact about this rule is that the harmonic relationship 
between the directional slashes (see Moortgat 1988b, Chapter 3 for the terms 

harmonic and disharmonic when applied to the directionality of slashes) allows 
for a permutation of standard order - the most obvious syntactic fact about topi- 

calisation. This topic has been much discussed in the Categorial Literature. 

This thesis takes a rather different approach to the permutation of word order, 

as will become clear in what follows. 

As a final example of the combinatorial extensions in Generalised Categorial 

Grammar, an additional combinator has been motivated for the analysis of 

parasitic gaps, Consider the noun phrase in 1.26 below. 1101 

1.26 the articles which I file without reading 

No combination of the combinatory and type changing rules introduced so far 

will derive this NP, since it is not possible to combine the adjunct missing its 

NP with the principal lexical verb. Steedman (1985) argues that a new combi- 

nator, which he calls Functional Substitution, is required. This is given in Fig- 

ure 1.7. 

The derivation of this sentence is given in 1.27. Again, as with all the previous 

additions to the armoury of combinators, this rule has generated much discus- 

sion, most of which is not immediately relevant to the concerns of this thesis. 

Chapter 7 develops an approach to the combinatory logic of Categorial 
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FS: (X/Y)/Z: f Y/Z: 

FSx: (X/Y)\Z TZ 

B S: Y\Z (X\Y)\Z 

BSx: Y/Z (X\Y)/Z 

= X/Z: Xxf(x)(g(x)) 

= X\Z 

= X\Z 

= X/Z 

Figure 1.7 
Functional Substitution 

Grammar which permits a simplification in the number of combinators. It 

turns out that Application, Composition and Substitution, together with certain 

other potential combinators not discussed above, can be subsumed under one 

general combinatory schema. 

1.27 FA: NP 
NP/N the 

BA: N 
NE articles 

FA: N\N 
(N\N)/(S/NP) E which 

FC: S/NP 
FR: S/(S\NP) 

NP EI 
FC: (S\NP)/NP 

(S\NP)/(S\NP) E will 
BSx: (S\NP)/NP 

(S\NP)/NP E file 
FC: ((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP 

((S\NP)\(S\NP)) 
/(S\NP) E without 

(S\NP)/NP 
E reading 

This completes this review of some of the more important suggestions that have 

been made about combinators and type changing rules motivated from natural 

language data. The availability of these combinators, together with several not 
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illustrated in this Section, raises the issue of the generative capacity of gram- 

mars with different sets of combinators. This is an area of active research 

which is briefly addressed in the next section. 

1.5 A Hierarchy of Categorial Grammars 

It was mentioned earlier that Categorial Grammar originated as one branch of 
formal logic and this logical perspective, which is in many ways quite distinct 

from the linguistic perspective, has carried over to the study of Generalised 

Categorial Grammars. Categorial grammar is a formal logic whose mathemati- 

cal and metalogical properties merit attention in their own right. For example, 
the combinators may be viewed as axioms of a formal system and as such are 

subject to the same criteria of completeness and independence as the axioms of 

any formal logic. Although this is not the place for a review of the research 

programme currently under way into the logical properties of Generalised 

Categorial Grammar (for that, the reader is referred to Moortgat (1988b) for an 

excellent survey), one aspect of the formal properties of Generalised Categorial 

Grammar is relevant to later discussion: the hierarchy of categorial grammars 
induced by the introduction of new combinatory rules. 

Moortgat (1988b, page 41) presents a hierarchy of grammars analogous to the 

well-known Chomsky hierarchy for re-writing systems and the languages they 

induce. Part of this is illustrated in Figure 1.9. The locus classicus of recent 

investigations into categorial logics is the Lambek calculus L. As mentioned 

earlier, the system L can be implemented in a variety of ways: one is via a 

definition of category structure and the specification of a set of combinatory 

rules similar but not identical to those given in the previous section; another 

(adopted in Moortgat (1988b)) presents L in the form of a sequent calculus in 

which the combinatory rules have the status of theorems (ie. valid inferences 

in the logic of the categorial combinators). For the purposes of this thesis, it is 

sufficient to take the former view and draw attention to the differences between 

L and the definition of Generalised Categorial Grammar given above as far as 

the combinators and category structures are concerned. 
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Combinators and 
Type changing rules 

available 

APPI 

colv. 

AB +P 

F 

I 

Figure 1.9 
A Hierarchy of Categorial Grammars 

The system L uses three primitive category connectives: the right and left direc- 

tional slashes and a product connective. The right and left slashes have the 

interpretations already introduced: they form categories interpreted as func- 

tions. The product connective "-" is also a concatenative operator: an expres- 

sion belongs to the product category A-B if it is the linear concatenation of 
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category A and category B. The system introduced in previous sections is 

sometimes referred to as a product-free categorial calculus. The combinators of 

L include those discussed already together with two rules of Division which are 

summarised in 1.29 and 1.30 below. These will not be discussed in detail here 

since they play no direct part in the categorial models developed in this thesis, 

but for a discussion of the linguistic and logical aspects of Division see Moort- 

gat (1988b, Chapter 1). 

1.29 Division (Main function); 

a X/Y: f=> (X/Z)'(Y/Z): ýXlý'XJ(Xl(XO) 

b X\Y: f=> (XýZ)\(Y\Z): XX1'ýLX2f(Xl(X2)) 

1.30 Division (Subordinate Functor): 

a X/Y: f=> (Z/Y)\(Z/X): XX0'X2(Xl(f(X2))) 

b X\Y: f=> (ZýY)'(Z\X): XX1; ýX2(XI(f(X2))) 

The two systems AB and F which are weaker than L are, respectively, the clas- 

sical Applicative system of Ajdukiewicz (Ajdukiewicz (1935)) and Cohen's Free 

Categorial Grammar (Cohen (1967)). AB has only Functional Application as its 

sole combinator and F has, in addition, Composition, Associativity and Type 

Raising. L is the system F plus the two versions of the Division Rule. 

From a linguistic point of view, none of the systems AB, F or L are adequate 
for describing the full range of structural relations found in natural languages. 

The limitations of L (and, consequently, also of the weaker systems) as a model 
for natural language description include the following: (1) it is order preserv- 

ing in the strict sense that although the associativity property allows com- 

pletely free bracketing of any string (hence providing for strictly left-to-right 

incremental parsing and non-constituent coordination), no permutations of 

input are allowed; (2) there is no copying of functions or arguments. This is 

related to the count invariance property of L (van Benthem (1986)) which 

ensures a balance between the numbers of directional slashes on either side of 

a single derivation step; (3) there is no deletion or omission of types in a 
I 
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derivation step. It will be clear why these are limitations. It is an easy matter 

to cite linguistic data which prima facie require the use of permutation, copying 

and deletion. The data in Chapters 2 and 8 contain numerous such examples. 

FP, LPC, LPE and LPCE are all augmentations of L with respectively, Per- 

mutation, Permutation + Contraction (deletion), Permutation + Expansion 

(copying) and, lastly, all three operations, the last being the most powerful of 

the systems. The problem with LP and the stronger categorial systems as 

models for natural language description is that they are much too liberal in 

allowing permutation, deletion and copying. The typical situation in natural 
languages is that certain permutations, for instance, are allowed but not all. 
One of the primary goals of Categorial Grammar research in recent years has 

been the investigation of the categorial and logical space between L and LP. 

The work reported in this thesis is offered as a contribution to this programme, 
driven primarily by a consideration of the complexities exhibited by semi-free 

word order languages. 

1.6 Notes 

[1] A monostratal theory refers to only a single level of representation. For a brief 

defence of monostratal over multistratal syntactic descriptions, see Gazdar, Klein, Pul- 

lum and Sag (1985, pages 10-11). The claim that Categorial Grammar uses only one 

level of representation is, of course, quite compatible with the metagrammar/object 

grammar distinction which plays such an important role both in Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar and the model of Categorial Grammar presented in this thesis. 

[2] Although this is the conventional way of giving a formal calculus, a more recent 

interpretation, originating with Lambek (1958,1988) and explored in Moortgat (1988b), 

takes "the categorial reduction system as a calculus analogous to the implicational frag- 

ment of the propositional logic sequent calculus... The sequent perspective is a particu- 

larly lucid basis for the discussion of the central notions of derivability and decidabil- 

ity" (Moortgat 1988b, page 27). For the exploration of word order in Categorial Gram- 

mar, where the crucial issues relate to category structure and inheritance of informa- 

tion between categories, the conventional representation of the calculus given here is 
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adequate. 

[31 "An early result by Sch6nfinkel (1924) and, independently, by Curry, showed that it 

is always possible to take an n-ary function and break it down into a series of 1-ary 

functions.... Conversely, any complex function of the curried sort can be 'decurried'. 

The algebraic basis of this result is the fact that there is an isomorphism between the 

two function sets: 

syxz = (sy)z 

given by associating a function f in the first set with a function F in the second just in 

case f (y, z) = [F(z)](y)... The linguistic consequence of this result is that theories based 

on the theory of functions can make use either of many-place or one-place functions 

(analogous to ideas about flat versus hierarchical structures in phrase-structure gram- 

mars). " (Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler (1988, pages 5-6). The relevance of this result to 

the theory of word order in Categorial Grammar presented in this thesis will become 

apparent in later chapters. 

[41 For a general introduction to this approach to Montague Semantics, see Dowty, Wall 

and Peters (1981). For a review of the relevance of Montague's programme to Linguis- 

tics see Halvorsen and Ladusaw (1979). 

[51 See Steedman (1988) for an alternative using a variable-free semantics based on the 

combinatory logic of Curry and Feys (1958). 

(61 The limitations of this paragraph as a resum6 of coordination in Generalised 

Categorial Grammar will be obvious. The category of conjuncts, for example, is highly 

problematic. For recent accounts see Moortgat (1988b, page 15), Steedman (1987b) and 

Wood (1988). It is not necessary in the context of the work reported in this thesis for a 

decision to be taken with respect to the proper theory of coordination in Categorial 

Grammar. The topic of coordination in relation to word ordering is discussed further in 

Section 4.2. 

[71 Other conventions have been used in the Categorial Grammar literature. Bar-Hillel 

(1953) used non-directional slashes and associated directionality directly with the argu- 

ments of a function. An adaptation of this is used in Huck (1985). From the point of 

view of the ideas presented here, this is particularly important since it is assumed 

throughout that directionality is a feature associated with arguments in the domain of 
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a function. 

[81 For an exchange between Lambek and Steedman on the relative merits of the two 

notations, see Moortgat, Oehrle and Wood (1987,1988). 

[91 Many of the sentences used for illustration in this Chapter bear a striking resem- 

blance to those found in Steedman (1987b). This is not a coincidence. 

[10] This is based on the sentence Which articles did you file without reading in Steed- 

man (1987a), the wh-question has been suppressed as irrelevant for the purposes of this 

Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SEMI-FREE WORD ORDER: SOME DATA FROM SPANISH 

2.1 Introduction 

Throughout most of this thesis Spanish is taken as a representative semi-free 

word order language. By way of introduction to this topic it will be useful to 

look briefly at two contrasting views of word order in Spanish and make clear 

the position adopted here. The following, from Ramsey (1956, page 662), a 

standard grammar of Spanish for English students, is representative of the first 

view: 

A sentence ... may be separated into sections according to meaning, and 
the order of the sections changed according to taste; but each section 
should remain unchanged: 

Tres-grandes-faltas-politicas I comitieron I los-drabes I al-Ilegar-a- 

nuestro-suelo 

(On arriving in our territory, the arabs committed three serious political 

mistakes) 

The implication here is that all orderings of the four constituents are grammat- 

ical, the decision being free ("according to taste") or constrained by contextual 

and pragmatic factors. 

The second view is represented here by the Spanish grammarian Gili Gaya 
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(1982). After noting that there are twenty four possible ordering combinations 

of subject, direct object, indirect object and finite di-transitive verb, Gili Gaya 

points out that twelve are clearly ungrammatical by the standards of modern 

usage, although examples may be found in poetic and "affected" styles of writ- 
ing (pueden hallarse en poes! o en estilo notoriamente afectado (Gili Gaya 1982, 

page 88): 

En las doce el verbo ocupa el tereero o euarto lugar, y la tendeneia a la 
biparticiön estä visiblemente favorecida en ellas. En armonia con 10 

observado en las oraciones formadas por tres elementos, el verbo no 
puede ir sin afectaciön mäs allb del segundo lugar. 

(Gili Gaya (1982, page 88. My italics) 

(In the twelve [ungrammatical sequences] the verb occupies the third or 
fourth position and the tendency to divide into two (distinct intonational 

units] is very clear in them. In conformity with what is observed in sen- 
tences formed from three elements [simple transitives], the verb cannot 

without artificiality be further [to the right] than the second position. ) 

These views differ in a fundamental way: the former implies that any ordering 

of major constituents at the sentence level is grammatical in Spanish; the latter 

asserts explicitly that only some orderings are grammatical, that a clear 
demarcation can be made between those sequences of words or constituents 

which are grammatical and those which are not. It may be the case (and 

almost certainly is) that within the set of grammatical sequences there are 
different degrees of acceptability and markedness but the important point is the 

partition into two sets. 

It is one of the fundamental assumptions of the work reported in this thesis 

that the second of these views more accurately reflects the situation in modern 
Spanish. All the native speaker informants who have contributed to the work 

reported here support the general opinion that the sequences of constituents at 

the sentence level can be partitioned into grammatical and ungrammatical sen- 

tences. Not all speakers agree on the contents of these sets and that poses 
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problems for analysis but there is a core of sequences that all native speakers 

seem agreed upon. A difference will emerge, however, between the data 

presented in this Chapter and the judgements given by Gili Gaya. In particu- 
lar, there seems to be strong evidence from di-transitive sentences to reject the 

claim that the verb can only occur as first or second constituent. 

A language which displays some degree of freedom for some of its major consti- 
tuents is referred to here as displaying semi-free word order. The intended con- 
trasts are on the one hand with languages which show little or no flexibility 

with respect to linear ordering of components of major constituents and on the 

other hand with languages which display virtually complete freedom of order- 
ing of components of major constituents. This topic has been of considerable 
interest in syntax for a number of years. Examples of rigid word order 
languages include English which offers very little freedom in the ordering of 

components of ma or constituents and even makes use of syntactic devices to 

maintain the basic underlying word order in different sentence types such as 
the use of do-support in formation of yes-no questions. The definition of mixed 

word order above, which is intended to exclude English as a mixed word order 
language, does not preclude the possibility of some degree of freedom with 

respect to the ordering of certain syntactic elements. So, for example, English 

displays some freedom with respect to the ordering of verbal particles with cer- 

tain verbs and even more freedom with respect to the ordering of certain adver- 
bials (eg. sentence adverbs) but the obligatory components of major consti- 

tuents systematically exhibit fixed word order. 

There are numerous recorded cases of free word order languages from Aus- 

tralian aboriginal languages to classical Latin and modern Finnish. A frequent 

observation regarding free word order languages is that the syntactic freedom 

correlates with the use of case marking. Spanish is an interesting language in 

this respect since it is mixed word order with complex ordering possibilities at 

the sentence level yet it lacks the fully explicit case marking found in, say, 

classical Latin and modern Finnish. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide some basic data against which to test 
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the theory of word order in Categorial Grammar developed in Chapter 4. More 

detailed data will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 8. These data concern the 

position of the subject in simple transitive and di-transitive sentences, the 

fronting of direct and indirect objects and the ordering of the subject relative to 

sequences of auxiliary verbs. The chapter is divided into the following sections. 
Firstly, some basic information about Spanish sentences is given illustrating 

phenomena such as the optionality of the subject and the occurrence of lexical 

noun phrases and clitic object pronouns in the same sentence, a topic which will 
be developed further in Chapter 8. Secondly, detailed accounts are given of the 

orderings of subject and direct object in transitive sentences. Not all infor- 

mants agree on all aspects of the data and, where relevant, areas of disagree- 

ment are highlighted. Finally, the chapter concludes with tabular summaries 

of the grammaticality patterns for some important sentence types which will be 

referred to in later chapters. 

2.2 Some Basic Facts about Spanish Sentences 

Consider the sentence in 2.1. 

2.1 Juan le dio un 
John [dat] gave a 

(John gave a book to Peter) 

libro a Pedro 
book to Peter 

This sentence illustrates a number of elementary but important facts about 

Spanish sentences which will be relevant to later discussion. 

Firstly, the subject is present lexically and has certain of its syntactic features 

morphologically marked on the verb. In other words, there is agreement 

between the verb and the subject with respect to features of number and per- 

son. The morphological marking of these features is richer in Spanish than in 

English. 

Secondly, the indirect object is both lexically present and marked as a dative 
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clitic - le - associated with the verb. The grammatical status of this clitic is a 

topic of some controversy. One important syntactic feature of this clitic is that 

it is optional. A few informants accept 2.1 without the clitic; most do not. All 

agree, however, that with the verb dar the sentence is better with the clitic. 
Other apparently di-transitive verbs (eg. mandar, to send) do not have such a 

strong requirement for the doubled dative clitic. 

Thirdly, in the case of both the subject and the indirect object, the lexical reali- 

sation may be omitted from the sentence without causing ungrammaticality. 
The following are, therefore, grammatical sentences: 

2.2 a le dio un libro a Pedro (omitted lexical subject) 
(he gave a book to Peter) 

b Juan le dio un libro 
(John gave him a book) 

(omitted lexical indirect object 

c le dio un libro 
(he gave him a book) 

(omitted lexical subject and 
indirect object) 

Fourthly, the lexical direct object in 21 is not duplicated morphologically or by 

means of a clitic. An accusative clitic can take the place of the lexical direct 

object, but both cannot usually be present, hence the following grammaticality 
judgements: 

2.3 a Juan se lo dio a Pedro 
John [dat] [accl gave to Peter 

(John gave it to Peter) 

b *Juan se 10 dio un libro a Pedro 
John [dat] [accl gave a book to Peter 

(John gave a book to Peter) 

It will be one of the arguments of this thesis that these facts relate closely to 

the constituent ordering freedom characteristic of Spanish sentences. The finite 

verb occupies a central position in the organisation of the sentence, a fact 
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which Categorial Grammar is particularly well suited to represent. 

2.3 The Position of the Subject in Various Sentence Types 

This section presents data on the ordering of the subject for various sentence 
types with respect to the verb and its subcategorised-for constituents. Consider 

the sentences in 2.4 and 2.5 in which the subject NPs are in bold font. 

2.4 a Juan compr6 una casa 

b Compr6 Juan una casa 

c Compr6 una casa Juan 
(John bought a house) 

2.5 a Juan le dio un libro a Maria 

b le dio Juan un libro a Mar fa 

c le dio un libro Juan a Maria 

d le dio un libro a Marf a Juan 
(John gave a book to Mary) 

These grammatical sequences suggest the following generalisation: subjects can 

occur in any inter-constituent position within sentences, including the first and 

last position in the sentence. This is a generalisation which must be modified a 

little in the light of data such as the following however: 

2.6 a Juan dijo que Pedro compr6 una casa 

b Dijo Juan que Pedro compro una casa 

c *Dijo que Juan Pedro compro una casa 

d *Dijo que Pedro compr6 Juan una casa 

e Dijo que Pedro compro una casa Juan 
(John said that Peter bought a house) 
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The subject of the top level (matrix) verb cannot occur within an embedded sen- 

tence, although it can occur at the end of the sentence, that is, after a senten- 

tial (or infinitival) complement. 

The correct generalisation is, therefore: 

A subject can occur in any inter-constituent position within its own sentence. 

This will be important later, but at the moment we might note in addition that 

sentences are usually better from a stylistic point of view when the subject is 

close to its verb, so that, for example, 2.6e is less good than 2.6b. This does not 

affect grammaticality, however. 

An apparent counter-example to this generalisation is provided by subject con- 
trol verbs such as querer (to want), the data for which are given in 2.7.2.7c 

appears to have its subject within the "embedded" infinitival complement. It 

will be argued in Chapter 5 that the control verb behaves rather like an auxili- 

ary by forming a verbal complex with its infinitival complement. The result is 

that the orderings found in 2.7 resemble those of a simple transitive sentence. 
The ordering in 2.7b arises given the linear ordering properties of the control 

verb itself, a topic taken up in more detail in Chapter 5. 

2.7 a Juan quiere cantar la canci6n 

b quiere Juan cantar la canci6n 

c quiere cantar Juan la canci6n 

d quiere cantar la canci6n Juan 
(John wants to sing the song) 

2.4 The Direct Object 

Two aspects of the grammar of direct objects are relevant to the present discus- 

sion: 
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1. the occurrence of the particle a with certain direct objects; 

2. the capacity of direct objects to be fronted before the verb. 

2.4.1 The Marking of Direct Objects 

The particle a is used to mark certain direct objects and most indirect objects in 

Spanish as well as being a true preposition. Consequently, there is room for 

different interpretations of the categorial status and syntactic function of this 

particle with respect to objects. This is an important issue but one on which 
there is no general consensus. In this section, examples of the use of a with 
direct objects are given; in Section 2.5 a more detailed examination of the 

status of this particle with respect to indirect objects is undertaken. First, the 

conventional wisdom. Ramsey (1956, page 38) has the following: 

The chief device in Spanish for distinguishing a noun as direct object 
(accusative) is by placing the preposition "a" before it. But as this 

preposition is the regular sign of the indirect object (dative), its applica- 
tion to direct objects vacillates between an endeavour on the one hand to 

prevent the noun from being mistaken for the subject, if the preposition 
were omitted, and on the other, to prevent its being mistaken for the 
indirect object, if the preposition were employed. 

While the essential point of this quotation is certainly true (there is a tendency 

towards ambiguity which is avoided by using a), the assumption that the a 

which marks direct and indirect objects is a preposition would not be generally 

accepted today. 

A few examples of the use of a with direct objects follow. 

It applies primarily to nouns representing determinate, known persons or to 

things personified (Ramsey 1956, page 38). The use of a with personified direct 

objects will not be considered here, but an instance of the former is: 
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2.8 Of a detrds de 61 a sus persiguidores 
(he heard his pursuers behind him) 

Proper names usually denote determinate, known persons and so the use of a 

extends to names as direct objects. Compare 2.9a and 2.9b. 

2.9 a Admiro mucho a Napoledn 
(I admire Napoleon a great deal) 

b *Admiro mucho Napoledn 

A can be omitted, however, in cases where the direct object denotes a person or 

persons preceded by a numeral. Contrast 2.10a with 2.10b. 

2.10 a El general derrotO trescientos enemigos 
(the general defeated three hundred enemies) 

b El general derrot6 a los rebeldes 
(the general defeated the rebels) 

Finally, before direct objects beginning with the indefinite article there is con- 

siderable variation in usage. The following judgement is attested in Ramsey 

(1956, page 41): 

2.11 Barraba vio un hombre que se movia a pie en el campo, 
(Barraba saw a man moving, on foot, out in the country, 

cargando con un bulto voluminoso. 
loaded with a bulky object) 

which can be contrasted with 2.12 (Ramsey 1956, page 41): 

2.12 Por la ventana vio a un hombre que corria 
(through the window he saw a man running 

a campo traviesa. 
across country) 

In both 2.11 and 2.12 un hombre bears the same grammatical relation to its 
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verb (direct object). There is, however, some tension between the requirement 

that determinate, animate objects take the particle a and the fact that in these 

instances the objects are syntactically indefinite. This tension is resolved 
differently in each case depending on the perception and intention of the 

speaker. 

Sufter (1988, pages 425-431), offers a brief but very clear summary of the main 
issues with regard to the categorial status of this particle. As the examples 

above show, it does not affect the categorial status of the Noun Phrase. Sufler 

points out that "although its exact usages have not received a completely satis- 
factory analysis, the specificity or individuation and animacy of the DO [direct 

object] plays a role in its presence with nonquantified Noun Phrases [2.131, and 

with overt personal pronouns [2.141. However, specificity is not relevant with 

quantified Noun Phrases [2.151, since the subjunctive relative clause in [2.15b] 

clearly indicates that its indefinite antecedent is nonspecific" (page 426). 

2.13 a Of an a Paca a la nifia a una nifia 
(they heard Paca the girl a girl 

*a niflas a la gata *a la radio 
girls the cat the radio) 

b La anciana amaba los nifios (generic reading) 
(the old woman loved (the) children) 

e Busca a una estudiante que traduce japonds 
(S/he is looking for a student who translates Japanese) 

2.14 Nos querf an s6lo a nosotros 
(they loved only us) 

2.15 a No vieron a ninguna persona 
(they didn't see anybody) 

b Buscaban a a1guien que los ayudara 
(they were looking for somebody who could help them) 

In the face of these data, Sufter argues that the a particle with direct objects is 

it primarily a marker of animacy" (page 426). This position will be adopted 
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here. 

2.4.2 The Fronting of Direct Objects 

Data on the fronting of direct objects have proved to be one of the most difficult 

aspects of word order to clarify because of the lack of stability and consistency 
in native speaker informant judgements. Basically, there appears to be a range 

of possibilities involving whether or not the direct object is syntactically 
definite or indefinite and whether or not it is marked with 'a' (as in the case of 

animate direct objects). Some informants are reluctant to accept any fronted 

direct objects when presented with them in isolated sentences, although most 

accept certain fronted objects given a sufficiently specific discourse context. In 

at least one instance, this reluctance to accept fronted direct objects could be 

attributed to influence from Catalan, a language with a more rigid word order 

than Spanish. It is also possible that Gili Gaya's insistence that the Spanish 

finite verb can only appear in first or second place in a sentence is due to 

influence from Catalan. Castillian speakers accept much greater freedom. For 

all informants, fronted direct objects constitute a marked word order which in 

some cases required very specific context for acceptability. This was true even 

of informants who quite freely accepted fronted direct objects. 

There appears to be a scale of possibilities such as the following: 

2.16 a Indefinite inanimates: 

b Definite inanimates: 

un coche compr6 Juan 
(John bought a car) 

el coche compr6 Juan 
(John bought the car) 

c Direct Objects marked with V: A la mujer vio Juan 
(John saw the woman) 

2.16a is the most acceptable; 2.16c the least acceptable. 

In the face of this problem it is necessary to take a position even though the 
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decision may not be acceptable to all native speakers. Here, it is assumed that 

all direct objects can be fronted but that discourse context disallows certain pos- 

sibilities in just the same way that it disallows certain other word orders. 
Chapter 5 develops this analysis in detail. 

One ordering possibility is universally accepted as ungrammatical: the 

occurrence of both the subject and direct object to the left of the verb for simple 
transitive sentences. 

2.5 Indirect Objects 

As with direct objects, two aspects of the grammar of indirect objects are of 
importance here: the status of the particle a which accompanies virtually all 
indirect objects, and the word order possibilities they exhibit. Each of these 

will be discussed in turn. 

2.5.1 The Particle a: Preposition or Case Marker? 

The discussion and example data in this section are heavily dependent on the 

presentation in Sufier (1988). The conclusion reached there that when it is 

associated with indirect objects, the particle a is a case marker and that conse- 

quently indirect objects are Noun Phrases rather than Prepositional Phrases is 

consonant with the categorial analysis of indirect objects developed in Chapter 

8. 

As Sufier points out (1988, page 425), there is no question that a can function 

as a true preposition in Spanish. For instance, in 2.17 a patterns with other 

true prepositions, in 2,18 it introduces an idiomatic expression and in 2.19 it is 

selected by the verb. 
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2.17 Lf a se sent6 a (delante, sobre, bajo) la mesa 
Lf a sat at (in front of, on, under) the table 

2.18 Lo mataron a sangre fr fa 
(they killed him in cold blood) 

2.19 Asisti6 al (= a+ el) simposio 
(S/he attended the symposium) 

The a which is found with indirect objects has none of these properties. Furth- 

ermore, there are distinct differences in the syntactic properties of prepositional 

phrases with a and indirect objects. Sufler considers three arguments for this. 

Firstly, "Spanish PPs may behave as governing categories" (page 427) with the 

result that a pronominal form within the PP may refer back to the clausal sub- 
ject, as in 2.20, where the co-indexing indicates that the pronominal must be 

free in its governing category. 

2.20 a Ese sefiori nunca se cansa de hablar [PP de 6li/jl 
(that man never tires himself of speaking about himself/him) 

b Es una pena, Pilari s6lo piensa [ 
PP en. ellai/jl primero 

(it is a pity, Pilar only thinks about herself/her first) 

In contrast to this, indirect objects must be disjoint in reference with respect to 

the subject, as indicated by the co-indexing in 2.21 below. 

2.21 a Marai lej acept6 la invitaci6n [a ella, i/jl 
(Mara accepted the invitation from her) 

b Pepej lej darci una fiesta [a dl. jjj] 
(Pepe will give a party for him) 

Compare the two sentences in 2.21 with those in 2.22 where reference is not 

required to be disjoint. 
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2.22 a Marai acept6 la invitaci6n para ellaij sola 
(Mara accepted the invitation for her(self alone) 

b Pepej darA una fiesta para dli/j 
(Pepe will give a party for him(self) 

As Sufier says: "If IOs [indirect objects] were PPs, the pronouns should be able 

to co-refer with the subjects (at least in certain contexts, or with certain Vs), 

just as in [2.201. That they never do argues against considering them PPs. 

These dissimilar patterns cannot be explained in terms of subcategorised argu- 

ments, since the bracketed PPs in [2.201 as well as the IOs in [2.221 are sub- 

categorised" (page 428). 

Secondly, there is a difference in "anaphora binding within the VP" (page 428) 

between direct and indirect objects on the one hand and true PPs on the other. 
Consider the sentences in 2.23 to 2.25 below, where 2.23 shows the co-indexing 

that obtains with direct objects, 2.24 the co-indexing with indirect objects, and 
2.25 the co-indexing with true PPs. 

2.23 El profesor (los) libr6 a los estudiantesj a sf mismosj 
(the professor left the students to themselves) 

2.24 a Pacoi (le) hab16 al profesorj de sf mismoi/. 
(Paco talked to the professor about hims4 

b El padre le cont6 a la nifiaj de sf mismaj 
(the father told the girl about herself) 

2.25 Pacoi hab16 con el profesorj sobre/de sf mismoj/*j 
(Paco talked with the professor about himself) 

Direct and indirect objects may serve as binders for a VP-anaphor, while a true 

PP cannot (SuAer 1988, page 429). "This implies that direct and indirect objects 

are Noun Phrases (despite being preceded by a)". 

Thirdly, indirect objects are "semantically unrestricted" (page 429): "It is well- 

known that the theta-role of a Noun Phrase governed by a preposition is 
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determined by this preposition. In English, for example, to and for signal 
Goals, while from indicates a Source. On the other hand, prepositionless argu- 

ments such as subjects and objects are not so restricted. Thus we expect that, if 

10s are Noun Phrases, the 10 a-phrase should be semantically unrestricted". 
Consider the semantic roles of the bracketed phrases in 2.26. 

2.26 a Entreg6 las flores [a la mucamaJGoal 
(S/he gave the flowers to the maid) 

b Los nifios compraron chucherfas [de la vend edora lsou, 
c, ý (the children bought trifles from the vendor) 

c Conseguf un empleo [para MarlalGoal 
(I obtained a job for Mary) 

d Arreglaron la televisi6n [de, mi madrelpossessor 
(They fixed the television set for my mother) 

e Lav6 el auto [por ella]Beneficiary 

(S/he washed the car for her (= for her sake/instead of her) 

All the sentences in 2.26 may be expressed with the alternative construction 
le(s) .... a NP and still be interpreted with the same theta roles, as shown in 

2.27. 

2.27 a Le entreg6 las flores a la mucama 

b Los nifios le compraron chucherf as a la vendedora 

c Le conseguf un empleo a Maria 

d Le arreglaron la televisidn a mi madre 

e Le Lav6 el auto a ella 

The point is not whether prepositions can specify more than one theta-role - 
they clearly can, as indicated by de in 2.26b and 2.26d - but whether by chang- 

ing the preposition the meaning is affected. In this respect, the a-phrases in 

2.27 behave very differently from true prepositions (Sufier 1988, page 430): 

"That it [the a-phrase] may be read as Goal, Source, Possessor, or Beneficiary 

demonstrates its semantic unrestrictedness. This suggests that these phrases 
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are Noun Phrases and that the a is a dummy whose function is that of surface 
Case marker/spell out" (page 430). As in the case of direct objects, this position 
is adopted here. One consequence not commented upon by Sufter is the fact 

that both direct and indirect objects are categorially identical: they are both 

Noun Phrases. 

2.5.2 The Ordering of Indirect Objects Relative to the Verb and its Argu- 

ments 

The position of the indirect object is very flexible in Spanish but, as with sub- 
jects and direct objects, there are limitations on the positions that they can 

occupy in sentences. This section presents data illustrating the most important 

possibilities. 

In subject-initial sentences which have only the subject before the verb, the 

direct and indirect objects can occur in either order after the verb. This is illus- 

trated in 2.28 where the indirect object is in bold font. 

2.28 aJuanledfounlibro a Maria 

b Juan le df oa Maria un libro 
(John gave a book to Mary) 

It has already been demonstrated that in verb-initial transitive sentences there 

are no syntactic restrictions on the relative positions of subject and other argu- 

ments. This is also true of indirect objects in verb initial di-transitive sen- 

tences, relative to the subject and direct object. In other words, all the 

sequences in 2.29 (where S is the subject, V the finite verb, 0 the direct object 

and I the indirect object) are grammatical and constitute paraphrases of each 

other. 
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2.29 a Le dio Juan un libro a Maria vs01 

b Le dio Juan a Maria un libro vs10 

c Le dio un libro Juan a Maria v0sI 

d Le dio un libro a Maria Juan v01s 

e Le dio a Maria un libro Juan v10s 

f Le dio a Maria Juan un libro VIs0 
(John gave Mary a book. ) 

Furthermore, indirect objects can be fronted in the sentence quite freely, giving 

the grammatical sequences in 2.30 below: 

2.30 aA Maria le dio Juan un libro 

bA Maria le dio un libro Juan 
(To Mary, John gave a book. ) 

Note that these sentences do not have "comma intonation" in the form of a 

pause after the fronted indirect object although they are emphatic on the 

indirect object. 

There is considerable native speaker variation when considering the fronting of 
indirect objects together with other arguments of di-transitive verbs. For 

example, data from one informant indicates that although both the subject and 
indirect object can occur together before the verb, as in 2.31a, a fronted indirect 

object cannot occur with a fronted direct object. This is illustrated in 2.31b. 

2.31 a Juan a Maria le dfo un libro 

b ?a Maria un libro le dfo Juan 

On the other hand, some informants accept any two arguments of a di- 

transitive verb before it. Again, as with the fronting of direct objects, a posi- 

tion has to be taken which will not correspond to all native speaker judge- 

ments. Here, the more liberal data indicating that any two arguments may 
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occur before di-transitive verbs will be accepted. 

Indirect objects can be extracted from infinitival complements and modal sen- 
tences but only as topic ali sations, hence the judgements in 2.32. 

2.32 aA Pedro, Juan quiere darle el libro 
(to Peter, John wants to give the book) 

bA Pedro, Juan debe darle el libro 
(to Peter, John must give the book) 

However, the indirect object cannot be fronted within the infinitival or modal 

sentence, as shown in 2.33. 

2.33 a *Juan quiere, a Pedro darle el libro 

b *Juan debe, a Pedro darle el libro 

The situation with sentential complements is the reverse of this. Indirect 

objects cannot be extracted from embedded sentences: 

2.34 a *A Maria dice Juan que le df o Pedro un libro 
(to Mary, John says that Peter gave a book) 

b *A Maria dice Juan que quiere darle Pedro un libro 
(to Mary, John says that Peter wants to give a book) 

but the indirect object can be fronted within the embedded sentence: 

2.35 creo que a Pedro le dio Juan el libro 

2.6 Summary 

The purpose of this Chapter has been to provide some "bench mark" data 

against which to evaluate proposals for describing word order in later chapters. 

Basically, it is concluded here that there are certain specific restrictions on the 
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orderings of constituents in transitive and di-transitive sentences, but that 

within these constraints, there are other (non-syntactic) factors which influence 

acceptability. Both the syntactic constraints and the other other factors which 

affect word order are subject to the linear ordering analysis developed in later 

chapters. 

The tables on the following three pages summarise the key data presented in 

this chapter. In all the tables abbreviations are used to indicate the subject (S), 

direct (0) and indirect (I) objects in addition to the finite verb (V). Constituents 

in curly brackets are to be understood as having no linear ordering constraints 

on them with respect to other constituents in the same brackets. They are not, 
however, indicated as being optional by this notation. 

Transitive Di-transitive 
sentences sentences 

sv0S [datl V 10,11 

v jsý ol 0 [datl V IS, 01 

0vs1 [datl V tS, 01 

IS, 11 [dat] V0 

IS, 01 [dat] VI 

JI, 01 [dat] VS 

Table 2.1 
Word Order in Spanish Transitive and 

Di-transitive Sentences 
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(John says that Mary bought a house) 

Smatrix Vmatrix ICOMP SV 01 Juan dice [que Marf a compr6 
una casal 

Vmatrix Smatrix ICOMP SV 01 

Vmatrix ICOMP SV 01 Smatrix 

*V 
matrix 

[COMP Smatrix SV 01 

*V 
matrix [COMP SV Smatrix 01 

Dice Juan [que Maria compr6 
una casal 

Dice [que Maria compr6 una casa] 
Juan 

*Dice [que Juan Marf a compro 
una casal 

*Dice [que Maria comprd Juan 
una casal 

Table 2.2 
The Order of the Subject Relative to 

Verbs Taking Sentential Complements 
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haber 

(John has sung the song) 

S AUXhaber V 0 Juan ha cantado la cancidn 

AuXhaber V S 0 ha cantado Juan la cancidn 

AuXhaber V0S ha cantado la canci6n Juan 

*AuXhaber SV0 *ha Juan cantado la canci6n 

0 AuXhaber VS una canci6n ha cantado Juan 

*0 AUXhaber SV *una canci6n ha Juan cantado 

estar 
(John is singing the song) 

S AUXestar V 0 Juan estd cantando la canci6n 

AUXestar V S 0 estd cantando Juan la canci6n 

AUXestar V0S estd cantando la canci6n Juan 

AuXestar SV0 estA Juan cantando la canci6n 

0 AUXestar VS una canci6n estd cantando Juan 

0 AUXestar SV una canci6n estd Juan cantando 

Table 2.3 
The Order of the Subject Relative to 

Verbs with Auxiliaries 
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(John wants to sing the song) 

S Veontrol V0 Juan quiere cantar la canci6n 

Vcontrol SV0 quiere Juan cantar la canci6n 

Vcontrol VS0 quiere cantar Juan la canci6n 

Vcontrol V0S quiere cantar la canci6n Juan 

0 Vcontrol VS una canci6n quiere cantar Juan 

*S Vcontrol 0V *Juan quiere una canciOn cantar 

*V 
control 

0VS *quiere una canci6n cantar Juan 

*0 Veontrol SV *una cancion quiere Juan cantar 

Table 2.4 
Word Order with Subject Control Verbs 
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PART TWO 

A THEORY OF WORD ORDER IN 
CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR 
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CHAPTER 3 

LOCAL STRUCTURE, WORD ORDER 
AND CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR 

3.1 Introduction 

This Chapter presents a linear order factored Categorial Grammar in which it 

is possible to describe the complex word order patterns characteristic of semi- 
free word order languages. It was pointed out at the end of Chapter 1 that a 
Categorial Grammar with a rule of Permutation will accept all word orders; it 

is therefore of little interest from a linguistic point of view. One of the goals of 

research into Categorial Grammars is to find models which allow for the word 

ordering found in natural languages but do not have permutation closure over 

the categorial calculus. Most attempts to constrain Categorial Grammar in the 

recent literature have involved the introduction of general principles governing 

either the instantiation of directionality on the arguments of functions or the 

range of combinators permitted by the grammar. The approach adopted here is 

distinct from either of these but has more in common with the former. In order 

to set the work reported here in context, Section 3.2 reviews three recent 

approaches to word order in Categorial Grammar and indicates the ways they 

each constrain linear ordering. 

Section 3.3 introduces the basic formal structures which underpin the theory of 

a linear order factored Categorial Grammar. Since some of the central ideas 

originated with Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar, it will be useful to 

summarise briefly the work on linear order which has been carried out within 

that paradigm. This is the topic of Section 3.3.1. The emphasis is on the 
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formal structures which are used in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar to 

model the factoring of linear order from immediate dominance information. 

Section 3.3.2 generalises three aspects of this formalism: the formal object 

representing local structural information (Immediate Dominance statements in 

Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar; categories in Categorial Grammar); 

the basic linear ordering statements themselves; and, the logic of complex 
linear ordering statements. In Section 3.3.3 Categorial Grammar categories 

are shown to be examples of local structures in the sense defined in 3.3.2. 

In Section 3.4, a formal treatment of linear ordering in Categorial Grammar is 

presented. A logic for the statement of linear ordering constraints (Lp) is intro- 

duced which takes as its model the local structures defined by the grammar. 
Finally, in Section 3.4.2 the mapping from local category structures associated 

with lexical items to fully instantiated directional categories is spelled out in 

detail. 

3.2 Previous Approaches to Word Order in Categorial Grammar 

An interest in word order has characterised work in Categorial Grammar from 

the earliest days of its application to natural languages (Bar-Hillel (1953), 

Lambek (1958)). This interest has tended to focus on inter- lin gui stic variation 

and typological classification. Categorial Grammar is an interesting model for 

the comparison of word order variation across languages. However, prima 
facie, Categorial Grammar is not well suited for handling the observed com- 

plexities of language-internal word order variation since, in its simplest form at 
least, those lexical items which are represented as functions take arguments 

whose directionality markings are fixed. Since the primary aim of the work 

reported in this thesis is to develop a model of Categorial Grammar in which it 

is possible to describe complex language- internal word ordering variation, it 

will be helpful to place the work reported here in the context of other recent 

research - both inter- and intra-linguistic - in order to distinguish the approach 

taken here. 
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Three distinct approaches will be taken to represent the range of recent discus- 

sion of this issue. The first, Flynn (1983), addresses the problem of motivating 

canonical word order and showing how the known typological correlates of that 

word order fall out from the statement of very general principles. Alterna- 

tively, empirical linguistic evidence may be used to suggest appropriate con- 

straints on the combinatorial properties of the Categorial Grammar. Steedman 

(1987a) adopts this approach, which essentially involves constraining the gram- 

mar on two fronts: using the fewest combinator types that are compatible with 
the data and constraining the directionality markings on the input and output 

categories of complex combinators such as Functional Composition and Substi- 

tution. Finally, Moortgat (1988b) is taken to represent the approach to the 

problem of making Categorial Grammar sensitive to intra-linguistic word order 

variation. 

Flynn (1983) assumes an applicative categorial system using only Functional 

Application (AB in Moortgat's hierarchy). In such a grammar, the only feature 

available for constraining word order is the directionality marker associated 

with the arguments of functions. Flynn derives a canonical word order and its 

typological correlates from basic ordering conventions for each language which 

have the following general form: if there is a non-directional category assign- 

ment in the lexicon XJY which has certain specified properties or is of a particu- 

lar type, then the category is X\Y, else it is XJY. The typological correlates fol- 

low given reasonable assumptions about category assignments in the lexicon. 

One example will be sufficient to illustrate this methodology. Flynn gives the 

following definition for the (universal) category set in Categorial Grammar 

(Flynn 1983, page 142): 

Let e and t be two fixed objects. The set of categories is the smallest 
set CAT such that 

1. e is in CAT 
2. t is in CAT 
3. whenever W, Y are in CAT, W- is in CAT 

y 

whenever W- is in CAT, W- a is in CAT, where a is N, A, or V. 
yy 
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On the face of it, this is a different definition of the set of categories to that 

given in Chapter 1. However, the W- notation may be read as a category 
Y 

without directionality marking and clause 4 is a way of distinguishing different 

lexical classes with the same categorial type, on the model of the double slash 

notation in Montague (1973). A major category is defined as any category 

whose resultant category is t (page 145) and with this definition in mind, Flynn 

gives the following Word Order Convention for English: 

If some phrase (p is of category W and rp contains an expression assigned to a 
Y 

major category, then W- is to be interpreted as Y\W. Otherwise, W- is to be 
YY 

interpreted as W/Y. 

(Flynn 1983, page 145) 

Notice that this convention uses the Lambek convention for the directionality 

of categories. From this Convention it is possible to show that many of the 

typological characteristics of English as an SVO language follow given expected 

assignments of categories to lexical items. The details of the argumentation 

are not of concern here, but the consequences are summarised in 3.1 (Flynn 

1983, page 157): 

3.1 a determiners precede nouns 
b verbs precede their complements 
c subjects precede the verb phrase 
d nouns precede their complements 
e English is prepositional 
f prepositional phrases follow the phrases they modify 
g adjective phrases that do not contain major categories 

precede the noun 
h adjective phrases that contain major categories follow the 

noun 
i relative clauses follow the noun they modify 
j English has a leftward COMP 

Flynn goes on to show that different word order conventions for typologically 

distinct languages such as Hopi (SOV) and Malagay (VOS) carry equally 

effective predictive power. 
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Despite the impressive range of predictions which Flynn is able to demonstrate 

follow from the general ordering conventions for each language, there are limi- 

tations in this approach for the analysis of semi-free word order such as that 

exhibited by the Spanish data in Chapter 2. They are the limitations inherent 

in all typological theories: they assume a single, basic word order for each 
language. 111 To allow for semi-free word order would require a theory of 

markedness to show explicitly how the non-basic word orders are made avail- 

able and even if such a theory were available, there remains the important 

problem of distinguishing grammatical from ungrammatical sequences. 

Steedman, in a number of papers (1985,1987a, 1987b, 1988), has argued for the 

relevance of Categorial Grammar to the analysis of a wide range of natural 
language phenomena. The presentation of Generalised Categorial Grammar in 

Chapter 1 was heavily influenced by these papers. The introduction of new 

combinators raises two issues: what range of combinators is required and 

which versions of these combinators, since each can be instantiated in 

numerous ways depending on the choice of directionality marking. Take Func- 

tional Composition as an example. The following version is logically possible 

and there is nothing in the definition of Categorial Grammar given in Chapter 

1 which excludes it: 

3.2 X/Y Y/Z => X\Z 

In this case, the result of the composition has a different directionality to either 

the main or argument functors. There seems, however, to be no linguistic 

motivation for such a rule. What is required is a set of general constraints 

which induce the orderings motivated by the data. Steedman (1987a, page 407) 

has summarised his findings on this in a number of putatively universal princi- 

ples which constrain the directionality of categories in combinatory and type 

changing rules. These are given in Figure 3.1. 

The Principle of Adjacency may be regarded as a general programmatic or ideo- 

logical principle guiding the development of Categorial Grammars. The key 

terms are realised and adjacent. Steedman, along with most researchers in 
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The Principle of Adjacency: Combinatory rules may only ap- 
ply to entities which are phonetically realised and adjacent. 

The Principle of Directional Consistency: All syntactic com- 
binatory rules must be consistent with the direction of the princi- 
pal function. 

The Principle of Directional Inheritance: If the category that 
results from the application of a combinatory rule is a function 
category, then the slash defining directionality for a given argu- 
ment in that category will be the same as the one defining direc- 
tionality for the corresponding argument(s) in the input 
function(s). 

Figure 3.1 
Universal Ordering Principles of Generalised Categorial Grammar 

Categorial Grammar, claims that descriptively and explanatorily adequate 

grammars can be written for complex natural language data without recourse 
to traces, empty categories or other phonetically unrealised grammatical ele- 

ments. This contrasts sharply with other current theories such as Government 

and Binding which freely employ syntactically and semantically complex but 

phonetically null elements. Much can be said, of course, about information 

inheritance in the Categorial lexicon, one aspect of which is inheritance of 
directionality information. This topic will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6. 

Moortgat (1988b, Chapter 3) is distinguished from the previous two approaches 
because he directly addresses the problem of intra-linguistic word order varia- 

tion. Essentially, this is a formal problem of weak generative capacity: discon- 

tinuities demand a model which is more powerful than the classical system L 

but weaker than LP. Consequently, an investigation is required of the theoret- 

ical space between L and LP in order to find "a calculus which is stronger than 

L in allowing empirically motivated discontinuities, but weaker than LP, ie. a 

system which retains part of the order-preserving quality of the L-valid type 

transitions" (page 81). He considers two strategies for this. 
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The first strategy consists in adding specific theorems from LP (or the 

stronger systems LPC/LPE) as extra axioms for L-derivability. We 

show that this form of extension forces one to give up the notion of a 
free syntactic algebra, which is such an attractive feature of pure L. 
We demonstrate that the extra axioms motivated by discontinuities 

make L collapse into LP, given a transitive notion of derivability. In 

order to avoid degeneration into LP, the type transitions borrowed 
from LP, instead of being universally quantified axiom schemes, must 
take the form of schemes with (in)equality constraints on the type 

parameters. We therefore limit the use of type-restricted axiom exten- 
sions to phenomena that can be analysed in terms of lexically 

governed unary type transitions, in conformity with the view that lexi- 

cal type assignment is the only locus for stipulation. 

(Moortgat 1988b, page 81) 

The second strategy recasts earlier proposals by Bach (1984) and others for the 

use of non-concatenative or wrapping operations in syntax in Categorial Gram- 

mar terms since "Discontinuous dependencies suggest enrichment in the form 

of non-concatenative operations besides left- and right-division" (page 108). 

The two operations Moortgat adds to L are Extraction and Infixation. The 

informal definition of Extraction (symbolised T) is as follows: 

CTA (read "C gap A") designates an incomplete expression that wants 
an argument of type A to form an expression of type C. But whereas 
fractional types C/A (or AT [Moortgat uses the Lambek notationD con- 
catenate with their argument under adjacency, the type CTA is 

assigned to incomplete expressions that have an argument expression 
of type A missing somewhere, not necessarily at the periphery, and 
that will yield an expression of type C in combination with such an 
argument. 

(Moortgat 1988b, page 110) 

The definition of infixation (symbolised I) is as follows: 

A functor CýB (read T infix B") forms an expression of type C in 
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combination with an argument expression of type B by being infixed 

anywhere within the sequence that makes up the argument type B. 

(Moortgat 1988b, page 110) 

Two specialised forms of the general infix category are A>B and B<A, which 

are interpreted as right-infixation before the last, and left-infixation after the 

first element of the argument type, respectively. Moortgat demonstrates (pages 

118-9) that the system L+ I<, T, >I (referred to as L') induces just the four 

versions of Functional Composition (out of the sixteen logical possibilities) 

which are compatible with the data and therefore Steedman's principles fall out 

as theorems. 

It seems clear that the first strategy that Moortgat considers is not appropriate 

for the analysis of the word order facts described in Chapter 2, since they are 

clearly syntactic and not lexically driven. The question is: How well suited is 

the second strategy to the Spanish data? Consider the following example of a 

word order problem from Flemish (Moortgat 1988b, pages 116-7). [21 The verb 

raising trigger, wil (indicated in bold in the examples), freely occupies any of 

the three positions indicated in the clause. 

3.3 a (dat hij) haar van de stoel af wil duwen 
that he her of the chair off wants push 
(that he wants to push her off the chair) 

b (dat hij) haar van de stoel wil af duwen 

c (dat hij) haar wil van de stoel af duwen 

Given the category assignments in 3.4 for the relevant words in 3.3 

3.4 NP PP PRT VP'> VP ((VP\NP)\PP)\PRT 
her of the chair off wants push 

each sequence in 3.3 cancels to VP' (the prime notation is used merely to distin- 

guish the two VP's) because the infix category of the verb raising trigger is able 
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to penetrate into the left oriented domain of the verb producing the category 
((VPýNP)\PP)\PRT which then cancels with the other categories in the 

sequence. 

Although L' gives ordering flexibility to infixation categories such as wil above, 
it is difficult to see how this can be applied to the complex word ordering data 

presented in the previous Chapter where, for example, in di-transitive sen- 
tences there is only the verb and its arguments with no further "special" 

categories present which can act as the triggers of infixation and where the 

complex ordering results from constraints at work on the directionality mark- 
ing of the arguments in the verbal function. It seems appropriate, therefore, to 

attempt a rather different attack on the problem of describing complex word 

order phenomena. The work reported in this Chapter is an attempt to develop 

a theory of word order in Categorial Grammar which addresses itself directly to 

the problem of constraining the complex and interdependent directionality 

characteristics of functi on- internal categories. 

It will be useful at this stage to set out clearly the basic assumptions and cri- 
teria of this programme of research. 

The fundamental assumption of the work reported here is that it is possible 
(and necessary) to partition the set of strings of word in a language into the 

grammatical and the ungrammatical. This is an enterprise full of difficulties, 

often with a very grey area in the data where decisions appear arbitrary, It is 

nevertheless important to make the decision in any given case. The alternative 
is the view that there is a cline of grammaticality defined over the stringsets of 

a language from the most acceptable sequence to the least acceptable. The 

problem with this is that it fails to recognise the clear judgements that can be 

made in many cases with regard to the grammaticality of a string of words 

irrespective of context, time of utterance, who uttered it and for what purpose 

(see Moravcsik (1972)). In fact, of course, a fully developed syntactic theory of 

word order must recognise the element of truth in both these positions: it is 

possible to partition the string sets of a language and within the set of gram- 

matically acceptable strings, there is a cline of acceptability for which a theory 
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of markedness is required. The primary aim of the present thesis is to estab- 

lish a well-founded model for making the former distinction, of grammaticality, 

within Categorial Grammar. 

The criteria for a well-founded theory of word order in Categorial Grammar 

that have guided the work reported in this thesis may be summarised as fol- 

lows. Firstly, the theory must be observationally adequate. This may seem a 

rather modest requirement of a syntactic theory. In the face of the complex 

semi-free word order data discussed here, it is argued that this is, in fact, quite 

an ambitious requirement. Not all the analyses presented in the following 

chapters achieve observational adequacy, but they all strive towards that end. 
Secondly, word order constraints should be as simple and general as possible. 
It is only through uncovering constraints with these properties that effective 

comparisons can be made between different dialects within one language and 
between different languages. 

3.3 Local Structure, Categories and Linear Order: An Overview 

This section presents an overview of the basic principles of a theory of word 

order in Categorial Grammar which explicitly factors out linear ordering infor- 

mation from other kinds of categorial information. It is a preview to the more 
formal statement of the theory in Section 3.4. The entire enterprise of factor- 

ing out linear ordering information from category structure developed out of a 

study of linear ordering in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar. It is there- 

fore relevant to review some of the underlying principles involved in factoring 

out linear order information in that model. Section 3.3.1 presents this back- 

ground. Section 3.3.2 is an informal introduction to the formal structures 

which are involved in the theory for which the notion of a local structure is cen- 

tral and therefore discussed in detail. Finally, Section 3.3.3 demonstrates how 

this formal theory models Categorial Grammar category structure. 
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3.3.1 Background 

Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar was one of the first monostratal models 
to deploy a fully explicit theory of the factoring out of linear ordering informa- 

tion from other syntactic information in the grammar, thereby enabling state- 

ments about linear ordering to be made independently of other syntactic com- 

ponents. Since it was the starting point of the research reported here and 

many of its fundamental ideas have been used in the account of word order in 

Categorial Grammar given here, it will be useful to summarise some of the 

main issues as they have arisen in the Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 

literature. 

A good starting point is Pullum (1982), the paper which first argued for a fac- 

toring out of dominance and linear precedence information in a phrase struc- 
ture grammar. Fundamental to Pullum's suggestions is the distinction 

between a metagrammar and an object grammar. Although this distinction is 

now commonplace in syntactic modelling, it is worth drawing attention to the 

key role it plays in the model presented in this thesis. It is in the metagram- 

mar that constraints and generalisations, particularly word order constraints 

and genera lisati ons, are explicitly stated; in the object grammar, these general- 
isations are only implicit. The metagrammar Pullum proposes is the pair 

<F)l > where F is a set of Immediate Dominance statements of the form 

3.5 A --3- JB, Cl., 

which is interpreted as a syntactic category A introducing (re-writing as) a 

multiset of two categories B and C. The multiset allows for repetitions of the 

same category. I is a set of Linear Precedence statements of the form 

3.6 B<C 

which means that B linearly precedes C in any Phrase Structure rules or local 

tree deriving from the immediate dominance statements. The object grammar 

is then defined as the set of context free Phrase Structure rules compatible with 
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at least one of the Immediate Dominance statements and all the Linear Pre- 

cedence statements. Notice that the object grammar results from taking the 

conjunction of all the Linear Precedence statements, a point returned to below. 

The primary source for Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar - Gazdar, 

Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985) - adopts the Immediate Dominance/Linear Pre- 

cedence format exactly as suggested in Pullum (1982). The model is, however, 

given a more formal statement which makes clearer some of the underlying 

structures involved. Immediate Dominance rules are formally defined (Gazdar, 

Klein, Pullum and Sag 1985, page 53) as members of the set of pairs in 3.7. 

3.7 KX POW. (K) 

where K is the set of categories defined by the grammar, POWm is the multi-set 

powerset[31 operation and consequently, POWm(K) is the set of all multi-sets 
drawn from K. Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985, pages 52-53) defines a 

mapping from pairs of this sort to pairs in which the second element is an 

ordered n-tuple or list. Intuitively, in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 

terms, pairs of this sort are the formal structures underlying local trees for 

which there is an exhaustive ordering relation defined over the leaves. The 

Linear Precedence statements are a filter on this mapping. 

The above account contains all the ingredients for developing a fully general 
theory of linear ordering: the idea of a pairing of a single designated symbol 

and either a multiset or n-tuple of symbols; the meta-level factoring of linear 

ordering information; and, the constrained mapping between the multisets and 

the ordered n-tuples. Above all, there is the idea that these ordered pairs and 

multisets constitute formal objects which are open to different interpretations. 

In Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar these structures are interpreted as 

Phrase Structure rules or local trees. In what follows, a functional categorial 

interpretation will be developed. 
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3.3.2 Local Structures and Linear Order 

Three generalisations of the formal theory underlying the Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar account of linear ordering are proposed in this subsection: 

a generalisation of the pairs in 3.7 to n-tuples; a generalisation of linear order- 
ing statements; and, finally, a generalisation of the logic of complex linear ord- 

ering statements. 

The result of generalising the pairs in 3.7 to n-tuples is a formal object which is 

referred to as a local structure. This is the key construct in the theory of word 

order developed in this thesis. It is defined as a set-theoretic object (an n-tuple) 

whose elements are categories of the grammar and (optionally) other primitive 

symbols or structures designated by the grammar. It has the following com- 

ponents: 

a category of the grammar referred to as the head; [41 

2a collection of categories of the grammar (either a multiset or 

an ordered n-tuple); 

3 any number of optional, designated objects (primitives or struc- 
tures) each forming one element in the n-tuple. 

Two notions of "local structure" are, in fact, required for the theory developed 

here. The first will be termed an unordered local structure which is an n-tuple 

in which the first element is a category of the grammar and the second element 

is a multiset of categories of the grammar. An example unordered local struc- 

ture is given in 3.8 

3.8 <h, la, b, cl,,,, ... 

where "h" stands for head and initial lower case letters of the alphabet stand 

for categories of the grammar throughout. The standard notation for multisets 

Oe. fa, b, c1m) will be assumed but the subscript will be omitted unless this 
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might result in ambiguity. 

The second notion will be termed an ordered local structure. Ordered local 

structures are related to ordered n-tuples or lists in exactly the same way that 

unordered local structures are related to multisets. Lists are objects over which 

a linear ordering relation is defined for every item in the list with respect to 

every other item in the list. The standard notation (eg. <a, b, c> for a list of 
three items) will be used throughout. An example ordered local structure is 

given below. 

3.9 <h, <a, b, c>, ... > 

In 3.8 and 3.9 the abbreviatory periods indicate any number of additional ele- 

ments in the n-tuples. These additional elements may be thought of as 

representing information relevant to the entire local structure. So, if the local 

structure is interpreted graph-theoretically in some grammatical model as a 
tree, the additional elements of the n-tuple might contain information about 
the whole tree, for instance its semantic interpretation. If, on the other hand, 

the local structure is interpreted as a function with the head as the value 

returned when the arguments in the second element are accepted, then the 

further elements of the n-tuple may be interpreted as properties of the function 

itself. This will be important for later application of this approach to 

Categorial Grammar. 

One further distinction is required: that between the set of potential ordered 
local structures and the set of admissible ordered local structures. 

A set of potential ordered local structures is projected from an unordered local 

structure in two steps: firstly, a set of ordered n-tuples is constructed of which 

the second element in each is an n-tuple expressing one of the possible order- 
ings on elements in the multiset of the unordered local structure, all orderings 
being represented in the set; secondly, the powerset of this is taken as the set of 

potential ordered local structures. An example will make this clear. Given an 

unordered local structure of the form 
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3.10 < h, lb, el, ... 

The following is the projected set of ordered pairs: 

3.11 1<h, < b, c >, ... >, < h, < c, b >, ... >I 

giving, under the powerset operation, the following set of potential ordered 
local structures as projections of the unordered local structure: 

3.12 111, J<h, <b, c>l ... >I, J<h, <c, b>, ... >I, 
I<h, < b, c >, ... >, < h, < c, b 

The elements of the set of admissible ordered local structures are the largest 

sets of the members of the set of potential ordered local structures for which 

each ordered local structure is consistent with the appropriate linear ordering 

statements of the grammar. 

Just as the definition of local structure can be generalised as indicated, the 

definition of the linear ordering statements can also be generalised. The con- 

ventional Linear Precedence statement of the form "a<b" can be taken to be a 

pair <a, b>, the ordering of which must be true of any admissible local struc- 

ture to which it applies. The generalisation adopted here consists in taking the 

linear ordering constraint to be any n-tuple of designated symbols (categories) 

in the grammar. So, the simplest linear ordering statement has the form 

<a>. Ordering statements formed from triples and larger lists are possible 
but unnecessary since any n-tuple (n > 1) can be represented by a set of n-1 

pairs, as 3.13 illustrates for a 4-tuple. 

3.13 <a, b, c, d> = I<a, b>, <b, c>, <c, d>l 

Consequently, two of the basic linear ordering statements are <a> (usually 

written as simply "a") and < a, b >. A third type of basic expression will be 

introduced in the more complete formal account in the next section. 
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Finally, this section introduces a generalisation of the logic of complex linear 

ordering statements. It was pointed out earlier that in Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar, the set of admissible local trees was the largest set con- 

sistent with all the Linear Precedence statements. This in effect takes complex 
Linear Precedence statements to be conjunctive lists of basic Linear Precedence 

statements. It is one of the conclusions of the work carried out here into semi- 
free word order languages that a simple conjunction of linear ordering con- 

straints is not sufficient for the description of the complex word orders found in 

such languages. Consequently, it is suggested here that arbitrary boolean com- 
binations of linear ordering constraints are allowed by the grammar. The fun- 

damental problem is then to show how the Propositional calculus which 

expresses these boolean statements (referred to as Lp) is interpreted against 

the set of potential ordered local structures induced by the grammar. Some 

informal examples will establish the principles involved in this process. Sec- 

tion 3.4 will give this formally. 

Assume that lower case letters stand for categories of the grammar which are 

themselves complex symbols of feature name/value specifications and that the 

unordered local structures contain partially specified categories. The linear 

ordering filter may be thought of as part of the mapping from partially to fully 

specified categories. Consider the following unordered local structure which 
has only two members (note that further elements in the n-tuple are ignored 

here): 

3.14 <h, la, bl> 

and a binary feature F which can be instantiated on both a and b. The follow- 

ing Lp expression 

3.15 a[+Fl 

will induce the set of admissible ordered local structures in 3.16 in which 
feature instantiation has taken place and the category "a" has been constrained 

to be 
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3.16 1 <h, <a, b> 
+F +F 

<hg > 

<h> <b, a> 
+F +F 

<hl <b, a>>1 
-F +F 

On the other hand, the Lp expression in 3.17 induces the set of admissible 

ordered local structures in 3.18. 

3.17 <a, b> 

3.18 1 <h, <a, b> 
+F +F 

<hl <a, b 
+F T 

<hg <a, b> 

-F +F 

<h> >>1 

Finally, consider the effect of a complex Lp expression. The expression in 3.19 

induces the set of ordered local structures in 3.20 

3.19 <a, b> 3< +F, -F> 
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3.20 f <h, <a, b 
+F T 

< b, a> 
+F +F 

<h7 <b, a 
+F T 

<hl <b, a» 
T +F 

<hý <b, >>1 
T 

Clearly, a different set of local structures to either of the previous sets. This is 

a highly schematic example but it does serve to illustrate the way that a full 

Boolean logic can be used to define particular sets of ordered local structures. 
When these abstract local structures are interpreted as categorial functions in 

the way explained in the following section, each member of the set of local 

structures realises a distinct ordering of constituents. It is in this way that Lp 

statements encode generalisations about the ordering characteristics of semi- 
free word order languages. 

Having set up the formal structures required to exploit a linear order factored 

grammar, it is now possible to consider in exactly what ways Categorial Gram- 

mar categories relate to these structures. 

3.3.3 Categories as Local Structures 

Conventional Categorial Grammar categories do not appear at first sight to 

have the right property to be interpreted as local structures in the sense of the 

previous section. The functional realisation of a local structure is an n-th order 

n-ary function ie. a function over one or more arguments which may be basic 

expressions or functions. Conventional Categorial Grammar categories, on the 

other hand, are n-th order unary functions, that is they take only one argument 

which may or may not be a function. However, it has already been indicated in 

Chapter 1 that there is a result due originally to Sch6nfinkel (1924) 
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establishing an isomorphism between n-ary functions and unary functions. 

Consequently, in a categorial context, for every conventional Categorial Gram- 

mar category there is a local structure representation of the kind introduced 

already. The result is that any category of the form given in 3.21a can be "res- 

tructured" (ignoring the vertical slash marker for the moment) into an 

equivalent function of the form given in 3.21b 

3.21 a «WIX)lY)IZ 

b <W, <Z, Y, X» 

where the angle bracket notation is intended to draw attention to the fact that 

these re-structured categories are ordered local structures in the sense of the 

previous section. Notice also that the second element of the pair is a stack 

which is popped from the left. 

This re-structuring applies equally to functions taking functions as arguments, 

as 3.22a and 3.22b illustrate. 

3.22 a (W1(AIB»IX 

b <W, <X, <Ae <B»» 

It is this equivalence which underlies the claim that Categorial Grammar 

categories are local structures in the formal sense defined above. 

An important issue for the theory of Categorial Grammar categories developed 

here is the nature of the directionality marking on arguments once they have 

been re-structured into a stack. The assumption made here is that directional- 

ity is associated with arguments of functors taken as a whole. The result is 

that a conventional Categorial Grammar category of the form in 3.23a is now 

represented as in 3.23b. 
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3.23 a ((W/X)\Y)/Z 

b <W, </Z, \Y, /X» 

Directionality is not a syntactic feature of the same kind as other features used 
to analyse the complex symbols which form the basic expressions of the gram- 

mar, rather it is a statement about argument categories. For one thing, it 

occurs only with the arguments of functors, not on basic expressions in them- 

selves. So the functor in 3.23b can combine with a category Z to its right. It 

makes no sense to say that it combines with a category /Z. Further, direc- 

tionality marks all arguments in a functor, even functor arguments. So the 

conventional Categorial Grammar category in 3.24a (a directional variant of 
3.22a) is represented as a local structure in 3.24b with a directionality feature 

added to the argument functor A/B. 

3.24 a (W\(A/B))/X 

</X, </B> > 

The special status of directionality will be clarified later and, together with the 

optionality feature introduced later, will play a key role in the full theory of 
Extended Categorial Grammar presented in Chapter 7. 

3.4 A Formal Theory of Linear Order in Categorial Grammar 

This Section is in two parts. 3.4.1 gives the formal syntax and semantics of the 

linear ordering logic Lp, The second subsection gives a formal definition of the 

set of admissible ordered local structures. 
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3.4.1 Lp: A Language for Linear Order 

Lp is a modal propositional logic which is evaluated against a well-defined 

model, M, of the set of sets of potential ordered local structures induced by the 

grammar. The set of basic expressions of Lp is given by the five clauses in 

3.25. 

3.25 a every category, a, of the grammar is a basic expression 
of Lp; 

b every expression of the type \a, is a basic expression of 
Lp where a is a category of the grammar; 

c every expression of the type /a, is a basic expression of 
LP where a is a category of the grammar; 

d every pair < cF, T>, such that a, Tare basic expressions 
of Lp, is also a basic expression of Lp; 

e every expression of the type f: ý is a basic expression of 
Lp where ý is a designated symbol given by the 
grammar. 

Examples of the basic expressions of Lp given by this definition (for categories 

a, b and designated symbol s) include: /a, \b, <a, b>, <\a, b> and f: s. The use 

of the basic expression type in 3.25e will be illustrated in Chapter 5, particu- 
larly Section 5.2.2. Basically, it enables linear ordering constraints to refer to 

elements in the local structure n-tuple beyond the first two. It thereby allows 

constraints to refer to properties of functions taken as a whole. [51 

The semantics of basic expressions requires a number of the preliminary 

definitions. 

A distinction will be made between non-directional and directional categories of 

the grammar. Non-directional categories are those with structure as in 3.26a 

below where there is no directionality marker as a member of the n-tuple 

defining the category. Directional categories have a directionality marker as 

an element of the n-tuple, they therefore have one of the forms given in 3.26b 

and 3.26c. 
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3.26 < 

< 

< 

Notice that only ordered local structures are given here. It is however quite 

possible for directionality features to be assigned to unordered local structures 

explicitly in the lexicon just so long as any such assignment does not conflict 

with the results of the Lp filtering. 

A category a is called the non-directional equivalent of a directional category P 

if a is identical to P in every way except that it has no directionality marker as 

a member of its n-tuple. Left directional categories are abbreviated to "\a" 

where a is a non-directional category; right directional categories are abbrevi- 

ated to "/a" where a is a non-directional category. 

Finally, the notion of an expansion of an ordered pair is introduced. Given an 

ordered pair a=<a, b >, an expansion of a is an ordered n-tuple (n L. 2) in 

which the sequence a, ..., b, ... > appears and in which there is no 

sequence < .... b, ..., a, 

So, for example, 3.27a and 3.27b are expansions of <a, b>, but 3.27c is not: 

3.27 a <a, b, c> 

b <a, c, b> 

c <a, b, c, a> 

Let M be the set of sets of potential ordered local structures induced by the 

grammar. Then, aEM is a projection of an unordered local structure, PEa is 

a set of potential ordered local structures projected from one unordered local 

structure, and -y EP is one potential ordered local structure. 

For example, given the unordered local structure in 3.28, 
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3.28 <h, lb, cl, ... > 

the following projection is a possible aEM: 

3.29 111, J<h, <b, c>, ... >I, J<h, <c, b>, ... >I, 
I<h, < b, c >, ... >, < h, < c, b 

In which case P could be 

3.30 J<h, <b, c>, ... >, <h, <c, b>, ... >I 

and 

3.31 <h) <b, c>, ... 

Assume a notation for the denotation of expressions in which "Jaýfl= 1 iff con- 
dition" means that the semantic value of a is true with respect to some object P 

under the given condition and "Raý#= 0 iff condition" means that a is false 

with respect to P under the given condition. Further, assume a transitive set 

membership relation ET defined as follows: aE TP iff either (1) aEP or (2) 

there are sets or., such that aEa,, a, E an and an E P. 

The semantics of the basic expressions-is given in 3.32 to 3.36, assuming the 

definitions of M and y above and where -y: 2 is the n-tuple forming the second 

element in each of the ordered local structures in the model M. 

3.32 gaý 
yE TM 

=1 

iff either there is a category "a" in -y: 2 or there is 

some directional category "\b" or "Ib" in -y: 2 for 

which its non-directional equivalent (ie. "b") is 

identical to "a". 
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3.33 R\aE YET m=1 

iff there is some category in -y: 2 whose non- 
directional equivalent is identical to "a" and which 
is also <..., \, >. 

3.34 g/al -y ETm=1 

iff there is some category in -y: 2 whose non- 

directional equivalent is identical to "a" and which 
is also 

3.35 9<0r, T>B-yETM =1 

'ff 9171-yETM =1 and 9TE-yETM =1 and -f: 2 is an 

expansion of <cF, T>. 

3.36 Rf: a]. YE TM 
=1 

iff a is a designated symbol of the grammar and -y 

= <..., a,... 

It is easy to see from this that basic expressions will typically be true not only 

at several a E M, but also at several -y ET M. This point will be returned to. 

Under the categorial function interpretation of local structures adopted from 

now on, informal explanations of these semantic rules are as follows, 3.32 says 

that a category "a" is true of a function if at least one of its arguments is ident- 

ical to "a". This is, in effect, simply the assertion that the function must have 

this category in its argument list; it places no directionality constraints upon 

that argument. 3.33 and 3.34 are the same as 3.32 except that they addition- 

ally impose directionality on the function's arguments. 

3.35 imposes an ordering on categories in the function's argument stack. Since 

it is a stack, popped from the left, this basic Lp expression can be used to define 

an ordering on the binary combination of a function with its arguments, a topic 

explored further below. 
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Finally, 3.36 allows Lp expressions to make reference to the entire function. 

Note that its definition refers to -y (ie. the entire local structure), not just the 

argument list of the local structure Ge. -y: 2). This is the sole resource available 
for allowing Lp expressions to access the relationship between a function and 
its arguments. 

The complex expressions of Lp are as follows, where T and ý are wffs of L P: 

3.37 - (P 

3.38 (p VýV 

3.39 (P (9 ý (9 

3.40 (p &ý& 

3.41 99 

3.42 lp ±:;; ý 

3.43 F1 99 

3.44 O(P 

The expressions in 3.38 to 3.40 allow for concatenation of disjuncts (inclusive 

and exclusive) and conjuncts respectively in complex expressions of Lp, thereby 

avoiding the need for sequences of parentheses in long expressions. 

The semantics of the non-modal complex expressions is as expected given 

the relativisation of truth values to -y ETM: 

3.45 9- TB -yETM 
:=1 'ff 9 TE -y E TM 

=0 
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3.46 kVýV 
-yE Tm=1 

iff for at least one expression 

E 14p, ý, ... 
I, WyET m= 

3.47 U 4P (S) ý (S) ... 
I 

-yETM =1 iff for at least one but not all expressions 

... 
I, WyET 

m=1 

3.48 Oqq &ý&... ý. 
Yc TM 

=1 iff for every expression ev E J(p, 

WyETM =1 

3.49 g (P D ýJr ( TM-Y 
-= 1 iff g(PB-t(T 

M= 
0 or gýý 

YE Tm 
=1 

3.50 o(p ±: ý flrc 
TM =1 iff g(poyc TM 

=Rý'-YCTM 

The semantics of the modal operators is as follows: 

3.51 0[](PB. 
Yý TM 

=1 iff ý(PBYETM =1 and for every local structure 

or E -y: 2, RE] (p] ,=1. 

3.52 9*Tl-yETM =1 'ff 9TIyETM =1 or for some local structure 

cr E -y: 2,00(p],, = 1. 

Some brief comment is appropriate here, It should be noted that categories in 

Categorial Grammar, including this extended version, are defined recursively. 
This means that the linear precedence language must have the properties 

relevant to a recursive search of a category. The effect is that the logic used to 

define linear ordering in the new model of Categorial Grammar will be modal 
for the same reason that the category logic of Gazdar, Pullum, Carpenter, 

Klein, Hukari and Levine (1987) is modal: 7 induces the equivalent of univer- 

sal quantification over recursively defined ordered local structures; 0 the 

equivalent of existential quantification. These operators therefore allow for the 

linear precedence constraints to be applied to successively embedded structure, 
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Consider the following potential ordered local structure: 

3.53 <hl, < <h2; <b, a>>, a, b> 

The simple Lp statement 

3.54 <a, b> 

will be true of 3.53 above because it is true of the "top" level of the structure. 
This will also be the case for 

3.55 0(< a, b>) 

However, 

3.56 Fl< a, b 

is not true of this local structure, since this statement must be true of every 

relevant embedded local structure as well, and in this case the embedded local 

structure possesses an ordering for which the Lp statement is not true. 

A "real language" example of such embedding will be discussed in Chapter 4 

when considering English auxiliary verbs. In that case the local structure is 

that in 3.57 (omitting directionality markings). 

3.57 < S, <<S, < NPsubj, NPobj > >, NPobj, NPsubj 

This, of course, corresponds to 3.53 with hl, h2 = S, a= NPobj and b= 

NPsubj. 
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3.4.2 Admissible Local Structures 

The last requirement for this theory of precedence relations is to define the set 

of admissible ordered local structures. This is the maximally large set of 

ordered local structures deriving from all unordered local structures and con- 

sistent with all relevant Lp statements. A particular set of admissible local 

structures is, of course, grammar specific in the sense that different sets of 

statements in Lp will induce different sets of admissible structures. 

Let A be the finite set of statements of Lp asserted on any one occasion, [61 It 

was pointed out earlier that typically an expression XEA will be true not only 

at more than one set of projections of the unordered local structures but also at 

more than one projection within the same set. In order to define the set of 

admissible local structures a notion of the maximal or largest set of a projection 

is needed for a given unordered local structure compatible with XEA. 

Standardly, the truth set of a proposition in a modal logic is that set of possible 

worlds at which the proposition is true. Here the notion is adapted to the pro- 
jections of unordered local structures. The truth set will be defined for the sets 
PEaEM. 

Let IXIMa be the truth set of XEA, a proposition of Lp, relative to one set of 

potential ordered local structures aEM. This set will contain all PEa for 

which X is true at each yEP. Then, MAXIXIM, a is that set PEa with the 

largest cardinality. 

For example, given an unordered local structure as follows: 

3.58 < h, la, b, cl, ... 

The following would be three of the sets PEaEM: 
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3.59 a J<h, <a, 

J<h, <a, b, c>, ... >, <h7 <b, a, c>, ... >I 

J<h, <a, b, c>, ... >, < h7 < b, a, c >, ... >, 
<h, <a, c, b>, 

I<a, C>IM, a contains all three of these sets; MAXI<a, c>IM, a contains only 

the last one. 

Ila is then defined as the intersection of MAXIXIM, a for all XEA, 

3.60 Ila = VX E A, nMAXIXIM, a 

This gives the admissible ordered local structures for all XEA associated with 

one unordered local structure. 

Continuing with the example, the Lp statements in 3.61, defined over the unor- 
dered local structure in 3.58. 

3.61 a <a, c> 

b <a, b> 

give respectively, 

3.62 a MAXI < a, c> IM, a < h, < a, b, c >, ... >, < hl < b, a, c >, ... >, 
< h, < a, c, b >, ... >I 

b MAXI < a, b> IM, 
a=t<h, < a, b, c >, ... >, < h, < c, a, b >, ... >, 

< hl < a, c, b >, ... >1 

Therefore 

3.63 I-Ia = J<h, <a, b, c>, ... >, <h, <a, c, b>, ... >I 

which is the set of local structures projected from 3.58 compatible with the two 

precedence constraints. 
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Of course, fl, might be the empty set for some a, in which case it is taken to 

be the largest set in a. In effect, this makes admissible all orderings for those 

ordered local structures to which no Lp statements apply. 

Finally, the set of admissible local structures E for the grammar is the union of 

all rIa: 

3.64 E= Va E Mý Ufla 

Because of the central role the linear precedence logic plays in all the work 

reported in this thesis, it is worthwhile illustrating further how it admits sets 

of ordered local structures. 

The previous section gave a formal account of how expressions of Lp are 

evaluated against potential local structures (a E M). This involves taking the 

intersection of the maximal truth sets for each Lp expression at some a. The 

final set of admissible local structures is then the union of these values for all a 

EM. 

Now consider the problem of evaluating a complex expression of Lp such as 

that in 3.65 below. 

3.65 <a, b> ±:: ý <b, c> 

As in the previous section, lower case letters of the alphabet are used 

throughout to represent categories of the grammar. At this stage, this 

simplification does not affect the conclusions drawn, although in later sections 

the feature-based approach to category structure will be introduced to allow for 

more complex linear ordering statements. 

Assuming the unordered local structure 3.58, PEaEM will include, among 

many other sets, the following (ignoring the possibility of other elements in the 

n-tuple): 
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3.66 

J<h, <a, b, c> 

c J<h, <a, b, c> >, <h, <a, c, b> 

J<h, <c, b, a> 

J<h, <a, b, c> >, <h, <a, c, b> >7 <h, <c, a, b> 

3.65 will be true of each of these sets whenever the truth values of its compos- 
ing basic expressions have the same truth value for any -y E ft. Both the basic 

expressions are true of 3.66b, this is therefore in the truth set of <a, b> ±:;; 

<b, c>. Similarly, both basic expressions are false of 3.66d, hence this is also 
in the truth set of the complex expression. No other ft EaE M is in the truth 

set of this complex expression. 

Ignoring the designated category "h", this will induce the following as the max- 
imally large set of potential ordered local structures: 

3.67 J<a, b, c>, <c, b, a>j 

It is clear that working through the details of the semantic rules in this way in 

order to retrieve the denotations of complex expressions is too laborious to be 

practical if an implementation of the formalism is to be considered. For- 

tunately, there is a more direct method of evaluating the truth values of com- 

plex expressions and obtaining the truth sets associated with them. 

Again, assume the complex expression in 3.65. Further, assume the standard 

truth table for the evaluation of strict implication, given in table 3.1 below. 

The truth set for this expression relative to the unordered local structure 3.58 

is given directly by evaluating each ordering of the maximally large set of 

ordered local structures derived from 3.58. 

This is demonstrated in Table 3.2, using abbreviated ordered local structures 

missing their heads. The set in 3.67 is therefore induced by this complex Lp 

expression. 
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T F 

T T F 

F F T 

Table 3.1 

<a, b> <b, c> 

<a, b, c> T T T 

<a, c, b> T F F 

<b, a, c> F F T 

<b) c, a> F F T 

<c, a, b> T F F 

<c, b, a> F T F 

Table 3.2 

3.5 Summary 

This Chapter presented the background to a linear order factored Categorial 

Grammar followed by a formal presentation of the theory. It was argued that 

most recent attempts to constrain the power of Categorial Grammar with 

respect to the ordering of arguments relative to functions do not address the 

descriptive problems posed by semi-free word order languages. In contrast to 

these approaches an analysis was presented of Categorial Grammar categories 

as local structures akin to the Immediate Dominance statements of Generalised 

Phrase Structure Grammar or more traditional Phrase Structure rules. It was 

claimed that the same formal constructs underpin both categories and rules. 

Given this, it follows straightforwardly that the linear order/local structure 
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factoring which has been developed within the Generalised Phrase Structure 

Grammar paradigm carries over to Categorial Grammar. This idea was 

presented both informally through examples and formally. Further, a logic 

(Lp) for the expression of linear ordering constraints was given with its seman- 

tics. The result is that the tools have been made available for the exploration 

of complex word order data. In the next Chapter specific aspects of this new 
formalism are examined and where necessary modifications are made prior to 

the application of the model to natural language analysis in Chapter 5. 

3.6 Notes 

(11 See Brody (1984) for a critique of the underlying assumption of typological theory 

that it is possible to uniquely identify a basic word order for every language and that 

the notion of a basic word order is uniform across all languages. 

(21 In context, the data in 3.3 are used to distinguish Dutch and Flemish since Dutch 

permits only 3.3a and 3.3b. However, the relevant point for the present discussion is 

the account given of the flexible position of wil. 

[31 Formally defined in Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985), page 53. 

(4] The use of the term head here is quite distinct from the use of the term in General- 

ised Phrase Structure Grammar, for example Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985, 

page 50-52). 

[5] The definition of basic Lp expressions in 3.25 makes the Categorial. Grammar model 

of linear order factoring presented here significantly different to the Immediate 

Dominance/Linear Precedence factoring of Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar. In 

particular, basic expressions of type 3.25e do not have any obvious correlate in General- 

ised Phrase Structure Grammar. The reason for this is worth commenting on in some 

detail. The categories that populate local structures in Generalised Phrase Structure 

Grammar are arbitrarily complex, recursive feature name/value specifications. They 

encode all relevant syntactic information in the grammar. So, for example, whatever 

information needs to be given with respect to, say, verbs can be encoded within the ver- 

bal categories in the form of feature name/values. In Categorial Grammar, on the other 

hand, the number of basic categories is very small. It will be argued later that all the 
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categories in the grammar (including N, NP etc) are local structures but that the value 

returned by a basic category is a primitive semantic type which is represented as a 

feature name/value matrix. This means that any information relevant to the primitive 

symbols can be encoded as feature settings in the grammar but that no such represen- 

tation is available for functions. Hence the introduction of n-tuples for category 

representation, where the elements for which n ý2! 3 are features associated with the 

entire category, and therefore the need for a basic expression of type 3.25e. A specific 

example will make this clear. Siewierska (1988) an extensive survey of theories and 
data relating to the determination of word order gives the following data from Ger- 

man (page 256) based on van Riemsdijk (1983, pages 235-237): 

Er ist auf Musik erpicht 
he is on music keen 
(he is keen on music) 

Er ist erpicht auf Musik 
he is keen on musie 

Ein auf Musik erpichter Student 
a on music keen student 

(a student keen on music) 

*Ein erpicht(er) auf Musik Student 
a keen on music student 

The point is that the prepositional complement of the adjective (auf Musik) may either 

precede or follow it when it is used predicatively; when it is used attributively (pre- 

nominally) the complement may only precede the adjective. The linear ordering expres- 

sion required to express this constraint must therefore have access to the functional 

role of the adjective in the sentence. A Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar local 

structure for adjectives can encode this information directly within the category for 

adjectives and, in addition, bind the relevant daughter to the mother using variables, as 

for example 

AjP[AjType: a], < Aj[AjType: a], PP 

where a ranges over fpredicative, attributivel. The L constraint required to express p 

the patterning above is straightforward: 
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<PP, Aj[AjType: attributive] 

(This discussion ignores the issue of just how well motivated analyses like this are in 
Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar, the point is it can be done). By contrast, in 

Categorial Grammar, under standard assumptions, an adjective taking a prepositional 

complement will be a function of category (N/N)/PP which translates into the local 

structure 

N, < PP[OPT], N 

where OPT indicates that the prepositional complement is optional. The information 

about the function of the adjective (encoded in AjType) cannot be associated with any of 

the component categories of this local structure, rather, it is a property of the local 

structure as a whole. Hence the introduction of extra elements into the structure. In 

the theory presented here, the actual local structure would be 

N, < PP[OPT], N >, [AjType: a] 

and the Lp constraint would make use of the basic expression type in 3.25e: 

f: [AjType: attributive] :D \PP 

[6] The point of the word relevant in the previous paragraph, and on any one occasion 

here is to draw attention to the fact that in the Categorial Grammar model under 
development here, an admissible local structure may be induced by a subset of L 

expressions. In the description of semi-free word order languages, there is a general 

movement towards the parochial imposition of linear ordering constraints on individual 

functions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ASPECTS OF A LINEAR ORDER FACTORED 
CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR 

4.1 Introduction 

So far categorial functions have been analysed as local structures and expres- 
sions of the linear precedence logic Lp have been defined syntactically and 

semantically. This Chapter presents a number of examples of the way that Lp 

expressions can be used to describe complex word orders in Categorial Gram- 

mars. The purpose of this Chapter is, however, more than merely illustrative 

of various approaches to the analysis of semi-free word order. In presenting the 

analyses, modifications and refinements of the basic ideas are made, notably 

with regard to the introduction of unification and the re-statement of the 

semantic interpretation rules of Lp using unification in place of identity. 

Section 4.2 below explores the relationship between the Lp constraints and 

coordination still using simplifying abbreviations for categories. It turns out 
that the linear precedence logic is a powerful mechanism for the description of 

complex coordination data. In Section 4.3 the notion of unification is intro- 

duced and with it a final version of the definition of expansion and the semantic 
interpretation rules of Lp basic expressions. In Section 4.4 feature passing 
between feature name-value lists is explored and finally, in Section 4.5, some 

issues in the analysis of English auxiliary verbs are discussed. 
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4.2 The Interaction of Linear Order and Coordination 

Consider the unordered local structure in 4.1. 

4.1 < h, la, bl, ... 

Assuming only instantiation of the directionality marker on arguments in the 

function, the set of potential ordered local structures generated from 4.1 is that 

given in 4.2. 

4.2 < h, </a, /b >, ... >, 
<h, < /b, /a>, 
< h, </a, \b >, 
<h, <\b, /a>, 
< h, <\a, ib>, 
< h, < /b, \a>, 
<h7 <\a, \b >, 
< h, < \b, \a >, 

Each of the local structures in 4.2 is associated with a particular ordering of 
function and its arguments in a grammatical sequence. To make this clear, the 

orderings of 4.2 are repeated in 4.3 with the word order that each induces indi- 

cated. Here "f" stands for the function itself. 

4.3 a <h7 </a, /b >, ... > fab 
b <h) < /b, /a>, > fba 
c <h) </a, \b >, > bfa 
d < h) < \b, /a>, > bfa 
e < h) <\a, /b >, > afb 
f < h) </b, \a>, > afb 
9 < h, <\a, \b >, > baf 
h < h) <\b, \a>, > abf 

The interesting fact about this is that there is more information in the local 

structures than the simple word order equivalences on the right of 4.3 indicate. 

However, to bring this out requires a more explicit model of Categorial Gram- 

mar using the linear precedence factoring developed in this thesis. Figure 4.1 

outlines the main options available in such a model. 
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Unordered Local Structures 

feature instantiation 
directionality marking 
all orderings of argument stack 

v 

Potential Ordered Local Structures 

11 

11 Lp Statements 
v 

Permissible Ordered Local Structures 

II II 
II II 
II II 
VV 

Curried functions non-Curried functions 

vvv 

use binary use non-binary use modified 
combinators combinators binary combinators 

II II II 
II II II 
II II II 
VVV 

Categorial Grammar Derivations 

Figure 4.1 
Options in a Linear Precedence Factored 

Categorial Grammar 

The steps from unordered to permissible ordered local structures were spelled 

out in the previous Chapter. Figure 4.1 indicates three "routes" from the set of 

permissible ordered local structures. Conventional Categorial Grammars use 

curried functions and binary combinators. By using binary combinators such 

grammars are able to handle many aspects of coordination that pose serious 
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problems for Phrase Structure Grammars. The categories in the model 

presented here are not curried (ie. they are n-ary functions) and it would be 

possible to propose that non-binary combinators access all the arguments of a 
function simultaneously. This would, however, have serious consequences for 

the ability of the grammar to handle coordination. It has been decided there- 

fore to maintain the binary nature of category combination. This can be done 

in either of two ways: coerce the categories of the grammar following the Lp 

filtering to be curried functions and apply conventional combinators or modify 
the combinators to accept ordered local structures. The second approach is 

adopted here. 

Modification of the combinators, in particular Functional Application and Com- 

position, which play such an important role in the analyses presented below, 

involves taking a closer look at the categories of the grammar. A distinction 

will be made between primitive semantic types and categories. The former are 

often represented as S, NP, N in Categorial Grammars and will, for the pur- 

poses of this section at least, continue to be treated as primitive atomic sYm- 
bols. In the next section, they will be treated as complex symbols. The latter 

are local structures in the sense already defined. All categories of the grammar 

are local structures. Saturated functions are local structures with empty argu- 

ment stacks. 111 Basic categories, such as the category associated with proper 

nouns, are also local structures with empty argument stacks. The category 

associated with a sentence is that given in 4.4a and the category associated 

with a Proper Noun (ie. a Noun Phrase) is that given in 4.4b. 

4.4 a <S, <>> 

b <NP, <> 

With this in mind, it is now possible to re-define the two major combinators. 
Functional Application is represented in 4.5.4.5a is the conventional form 

using X, Y as categories of the grammar and ignoring directionality. 
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4.5 a XJY Y=>X 

<Xj <IY>> <Y, <>> => <X) 

4.5b is the non-curried version using local structures. 

Functional Composition is rather more complex. Consider the case of 4.6a for 

which the local structure equivalent is 4.6b. 

4.6 a (VIW)IX XI(YIZ) => (VIW)I(YIZ) 

b <Vý <IX, lw> > <X, <I<Y? <lz> >>>=> 
<V, <I<Y, <lz> >, lw> 

It would seem that if the head of the second category matches with the first 

argument of the first category, the result is the first category with its first 

argument replaced by the argument stack of the second category. This is not 
fully general however. Consider the instance of Functional Composition in 4-7. 

4.7 (VIW)I(XIY) (XIY)IZ => (VIW)IZ 

The local structure for the first category in 4.7 is that in 4.8a and that for the 

second category is 4.8b. 

4.8 a <V, <I<X, <IY> >, IW> 

b <X) <IZ, IY> 

<V, <lz, lw> 

The head of the second category (4.8b) does not match the first argument of 
4.8a. The combinatorial algorithm required is, nevertheless, quite straightfor- 

ward. Assume that "pop(category)" returns the leftmost element of the second 

item in the n-tuple. Functional Composition is then given by the algorithm in 

4.9. 
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4.9 for any two categories, a, P, with a to the left of P, 

if pop(a) =#-pop(#) 

then form a new category identical to a 

except that pop(a) is replaced by pop(#). 

This gives the category in 4.8c as the result of composing the two categories in 

4.8a and 4.8b, the desired result. It is easy to see that this algorithm also gives 
the right result for the composition in 4.6, if one recalls that the abbreviation 
"X" stands for the category < X, <>>". Further, this algorithm generalises 

over Functional Application and Composition. The example of Application in 

4.5 follows from 4.9 with pop(a) =<Y, <>> and pop(#) < Y, <>> 

since P: 2 is already an empty stack. 

With the conclusion in mind that Functional Application and Composition can 
be applied to local structures as binary combinators, consider the Lp statement 
in 4.10 defined over the unordered local structure in 4.1, repeated here. 

4.10 /a & \b & <a, b> 

4.1 < h, la, bl, ... 

The set of permissible ordered local structures it admits is given in 4.11. 

4.11 1<h, </a, \b 

This single local structure is a function of two arguments, the first of which is 

an "a" to the right and the second a "b" to the left. The conjunction of basic Lp 

expressions in 4.10 therefore admits a highly restricted language with just one 

word order, given in 4.12. 

4.12 bf 

There are, of course, other (and simpler) ways of defining this "language", the 

most obvious being the single Lp statement in 4.13. 
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4.13 

Typically, there will be numerous logically equivalent Lp expressions defining 

any given word ordering. 

As indicated earlier, ordered local structures contain more information than 

simply an indication of word order. They also indicate the coordination poten- 
tial of word strings. There are two dimensions to the problem of coordination. 
One involves defining appropriate substrings over which to allow coordination 
to apply. That is what is meant here by coordination potential. It is essentially 

a matter of constraining associativity and bracketing. The second dimension 

involves giving an account of how conjuncts operate and the sort of category 

associated with them. For the purposes of the work reported here, the former is 

important. It is not necessary to make a decision about the categorial status of 

conjuncts. The simple account in Chapter 1 is sufficient. 

The coordination potential admitted by the structure in 4.11 is restricted to 

coordination over the function and the first argument it accepts (ie. "a"). This 

is represented by the bracketings in 4.14 and 4.15 which follow from the fact 

that the function cannot combine with "b" before "a". 

4.14 b [[f a] & [f all 

4.15 *[[b f] & [b f1l a 

It is the use of the basic expression <a, b> which guarantees this property of 

thelanguage. 

This example serves to demonstrate how complex Lp expressions can be used to 

define complex word order possibilities as well as restrict coordinations. This 

flexibility is used below in the analysis of a range of Spanish data. 
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4.3 Unification and Lp 

So far, primitive semantic types have been treated as atomic symbols. Before 

applying the theory of Categorial Grammar developed here to natural language 

data, this over- simplification must be corrected. The previous section made 

clear that all categories of the grammar are local structures. In this section the 

primitive semantic types are analysed as complex feature name-value matrices 
in a way that is familiar from a number of current syntactic theories. [21 This 

use of complex symbols is motivated by the radical simplification it brings 

about when information is combined from two categories. It does, however, 

mean that some further complexity must be introduced into the statement of 

expansion and the semantic interpretation rules of Lp. 

Unification is a major topic of research in current syntactic theory and this is 

not the place to explore the concept in detail. [31 It is necessary, however, to 

give a brief account of how unification works with respect to the simple feature 

name-value matrices which constitute the basic categories of the Categorial 

Grammar under development in this thesis. Chapter 7 takes the topic of 

unification further in the context of the more comprehensive theory of Extended 

Categorial Grammar. 

Unification is an operation for combining two complex pieces of information to 

form a new, perhaps more fully specified piece of information. This operation 

works under the constraint that neither of the input structures must contain 
information that contradicts information in the other. Consider the three sim- 

ple name-value lists in 4.16. 

4.16 aN+ 
v 
Num plural 

bN+ 
v- 
GR subject 

CN+ 
v- 
GR object 
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4-16a and 4.16b will unify to produce the list in 4.17 below since neither con- 
tains information that contradicts the other. 

4.17 N+ 
v- 
Num plural 
GR subject. 

On the other hand, 4.16c cannot unify with 4.16b since the grammatical rela- 
tion (GR) specification has different values in each. The operation of 

unification is represented here by the symbol 1 1. Hence, on the assumption 
that the three structures in 4.16 are named respectively "a", "b", "c" the struc- 
ture in 4.17 is "al lb", but there is no structure "a[_Jcff. 

Notice that the unification of two structures may produce a structure which is 

identical to one of the inputs or, as in the case of 4.17, a new structure contain- 
ing more specific information. 

This summary of the main principles of unification is sufficient for present pur- 

poses. It will be clear, however, that this is a complex area especially when the 

structures to be unified are more than simple name-value lists and when vari- 

ables and structure sharing are permitted. Chapter 7 employs some of these 

more complex aspects of unification for the full theory of Extended Categorial 

Grammar. 

As stated earlier, all categories of the grammar have the structure 

4.18 

where a is a primitive semantic type of the grammar. The Categorial Gram- 

mar model developed here takes these primitive semantic types (S, NP, N) to be 

complex rather than atomic symbols. All categories of the grammar are local 

structures, therefore in the structure in 4.19 below, returned by a saturated 

verb 
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4.19 

the symbol S stands for some set of features such as that given in 4.20. 

4.20 N 
v 
Phrasal 

The feature system adopted here derives from Chomsky (1970) and Jackendoff 

(1977). By decomposing syntactic classes such as verb and noun into primitive 
features N and V, it is possible to state generalisation across these classes. It 

is important to emphasise, however, that this convention is being used here 

simply for exemplification; no part of the analysis of word order in this or the 

following chapters depends essentially on this particular feature system. 

Lp statements are assumed to have access to individual features when stating 
linear ordering constraints on the argument categories within functions. Con- 

sider an unordered local structure such as that in 4.21. 

4.21 < S, INP, NPI 

This is actually an abbreviation for the structure in 4.22 

4.22 < [-N) + V) + Phrasal], <[+N, -V, + Phrasal], <>>, 
<[+N, -V, +Phrasal], <> 

where "NP" is an abbreviation for 

4.23 <[+N, -V, + Phrasal], 

Now, assume a feature GR (with values "subject" and "object") which is instan- 

tiated, in addition to the directionality marking, on all NPs. [41 Using the fol- 

lowing abbreviations: 
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4.24 a NPsubject =< [+N, -V, +Phrasal, GR subject], 

b NPobject =<[+N, -V, +Phrasal, GR object], 

The set of potential ordered local structures which results from this instantia- 

tion is given in 4.25. 

4.25 < S, 
< S, 
<S7 
< S, 
< S, 
<S7 
< S, 
< S) 

< /NPsubject, /NPobject > 
< /NPobject, /NPsubject > 
< /NPsubject, Mobject > 
< Mobject, /NPsubject > 
< \NPsubj ect, /NPobj ect > 
< Mobject, \NPsubject > 
< \NPsubject, Mobject > 
< Mobject, \NPsubject >> 

Now assume an Lp statement of the form "/NP". According to the semantic 
interpretation rules for basic expression given in the previous Chapter, /NP will 
be true of a local structure if and only if there is some NP in that structure 

that is marked "/". But none of the local structures in 4.25 contain simply 
"NP". The semantic rules must, therefore, refer to the fact that primitive 

semantic types match if they unify but all other aspects of categories must be 

exactly the same, including the directional marking. 

Before giving a final definition of expansion and final versions of the semantic 
interpretation rules for basic Lp expressions it will simplify the statement of 

these rules to define a general notion of category matching which brings 

together all aspects of category structure so far touched upon. 

The category matching operator (read "matches") returns true whenever two 

local structures match in an appropriate way, otherwise it returns false. 4.26 

gives a recursive definition of -ý74. It is complicated by the fact that local struc- 

tures contain primitive semantic types, n-tuples of local structures and atomic 

designated symbols. In the definition, the term head(a), for some n-tuple a 

<X1 Y, ... >, refers to "X" and the term tail(a) refers to the n-tuple < Y, 
... >. 
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4.26 where a, b are categories of the grammar, 

-a, -i-b = CL V- 

if head(a), head(b) are primitive semantic types 

then head(a)l lhead(b) 

and 

tail(a)AV-tail(b) 

elseif head(a), head(b) are designated symbols of the grammar 
then head(a) = head(b) 

and 

tail(a)-ýqLtail(b) 

elseif head(a), head(b) are n-tuples 
then for every element - in head(a) and C in 

head(b) 
E AV4 C; 

and 

tail(a)-\, 4tail(b) 

else a-,, ý, 4b =F 

An expansion of an ordered pair 9=<a, b >, where a, b are categories of the 

grammar, is an ordered n-tuple (n L,: 2) in which the sequence <..., a b',... 

such that a-ý-Aa' and blgLb' appears but there is no sequence <bII a',... >. 

With these augmented definitions in mind, the final versions of the semantic 
interpretation rules for basic expressions of Lp can now be given. 

4.27 g aly , TM 
=1 

iff either there is a category a' in -y: 2 such that aA,; ýa' or 

there is some directional category "\b" or "/b" in y: 2 

such that for its non-directional equivalent (ie. "b") a-\, ýL 
b. 
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4.28 R\a] 
-, ETm=1 

iff there is some category in -y: 2 which has a non- 
directional equivalent, b, such that wv4b, and which is 

also 
4.29 R/al 

yE TM 
=1 

iff there is some category in y: 2 which has a non- 
directional equivalent, b, such that wv4b, and which is 

also 
4.30 9<al T>I-yETM =1 

'ff gal-yETM =I and glyETM =1 and -y: 2 is an expansion 
Of < CF, T >. 

4.31 Rf: aiyETM =1 

iff a is a designated symbol of the grammar and y= 

<... , a, ... 

The set of permissible local structures admitted by the Lp statement. /NP, 

given above is, therefore, 

4.32 < S, 
< S, 
< S, 
< S, 
< S, 
<Sl 

< /NPsubject, Mobject > 
</NPobject, /NPsubject> 
< /NPsubject, Mobject > 
< Mobject, /NPsubject > 
< \NPsubject, Mobject > 
< /NPobject, \NPsubject >> 

Giving the word order possibilities in 4.33 

4.33 a [f NPsubjectl NPobject 

b [f NPobjectl NPsubject 

c NPobject [f NPsubjectl 

d [NPobject f] NPsubject 

e [NPsubject f] NPobject 

f NPsubject [f NPobjectl 
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where the bracketing indicates the first argument to combine with the function. 

4.4 Feature Passing in Categorial Grammar 

This section addresses the issue of passing morphosyntactic features between 

categories in an Lp factored Categorial Grammar. The principles are straight- 
forward and reminiscent of those used in Generalised Phrase Structure Gram- 

mar. Consider the sentence in 4.34. 

4.34 The book is lost 

Unordered and ordered local structures for each of the words in 4.34 are given 
in Figure 4.2 below. The first entry in each case is the abbreviated unordered 
local structure assigned in the categorial lexicon. Variable assignments are 

suppressed because of the use of abbreviations, but they correspond to those 

given in the third entry for each word. The second entry is an abbreviated 
form of the ordered local structure. The third is the fully specified category 

with explicit feature marking. 

As indicated above, the use of the X-bar style N, V features in the feature lists 

for primitive semantic types is not crucial in any way, rather merely illustra- 

tive of the possibilities. The use of these features carries the same advantages 

and disadvantages as it does in other syntactic theories. The singular noun 
book has number and person features specified. Adjectives, on the other hand, 

which are taken to be functions from noun denotations into noun denotations, 

have variable number and person features which are passed between the argu- 

ment and the head. The assumption behind the notation is that whenever an 

argument is accepted for which the function possesses features with variable 

values (indicated with lower case Greek letters) those values are instantiated 

(if possible) throughout the function, including the head and all arguments in 

the argument stack. In this way information can be passed between arguments 

to the function or from an argument to the head of the function. This reflects 

closely, the feature passing conventions found in Generalised Phrase Structure 
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the a< NP, INI > 

b <NP, <IN>> 

c <[+N, -V, +phrasal, Num a, Pers #I, 
< <[+N, -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers 

book a<N, 11 

b <N, 

c<[+N, -V, -Phrasal, Num sg, Pers 3 1, 

is a<S, I<N, INI >, NPsubjectj 

b<S, <I<N, < IN > >, \NPsubject 

c< [-N, + V, + Phrasal], 
<<+ N7 -V, 

<<[+N, -V, -Phrasal], < >, > 
<+ NI -V, +Phrasal, Num sg, Pers 3, 

GR subject], <>>, >> 

lost a<N, INI 

b <N, <IN>> 

c<+N, -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers #I, 
<< +N, -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers fil, < >, /> 

Figure 4.2 
Ordered Local Structures from a 

Sample Lexicon 

Grammar where information can be passed between the daughters and between 

the daughters and the mother of local trees. 

The copula is analysed as taking an adjective to its right and a noun phrase 

subject to its left. Agreement with the subject is guaranteed by having the 

relevant number and person values on the subject NP argument. 

Finally, the definite article is, like the adjective, a feature passing category. 
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It is a straightforward matter to see how the sentence in 4.34 would be 

analysed with these lexical entries and a rule of Functional Application. A full 

derivation, showing instantiation of feature variables in bold is given in 4.35 

below. 

4.35 
FA: < [-N, + V, +Phrasal], 

FA: <[+N, -V, + phrasal, Num sg, Pers 31, 

+ N, -V, +phrasal, Num a, Pers #I, 
< <[+N, -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers 

<>, /> >> )the 

+ N, -V, -Phrasal, Num sg, Pers 31, <>>) book 

FA: < [-N, + V, + Phrasal], <<+N, -V, + Phrasal, 
Num sg, Pers 3, GR subject], 

<-N, +V, +Phrasal], 
<<[+N, -V, -Phrasal], 

<<+ N7 -V, -Phrasal], < >, > 
<+ NI -V) + Phrasal, Num sg, 

Pers 3, GR subject], 
<> >' \>>) is 

<+N7 -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers #I, 
<<+N, -V, -Phrasal, Num a, Pers fil, 

< >' /> )lost 

4.5 Metacategories and English Auxiliaries 

The purpose of this section is to explore some natural language data with the 

theory so far introduced and to show how metacategory definition helps in the 

formation of generalisations over category structure. The section focuses on the 

analysis of auxiliary verbs and auxiliary sequences in English transitive sen- 

tences. A small lexicon for transitive verbs and their arguments is given in 

Figure 4.3 using abbreviated category structures. Relevant Lp statements for 

this grammar are given in 4.36 
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John, Mary NP 

the < NP, INI > 

hall, bathroom N 

painted, decorated <S, INP, NPI> 

Figure 4.3 
A Small Categorial Lexicon for English 

Transitive Sentences 

4.3 6a IN 

b \NPsubject & Mobject 

These are straightforward. The only aspect of them to which attention needs to 

be drawn is the fact that 4.36b imposes no ordering over the argument stack for 

transitive verbs. It simply constrains the subject to precede the verb and the 

direct object to follow it. Consequently, two ordered local structures are admit- 

ted for transitive verbs. These are spelled out in 4.37. 

4.37 a <S, <\NPsubject, /NPobject>> 

b<S, < /NPobject, \NPsubject 

4.37a is the category for the verbal function which combines first with a subject 

Noun Phrase to the left and then with an object to the right, giving a deriva- 

tion [SVIO in which coordination of the verb and subject is possible. 4.37b 

gives a derivation S[VOI in which coordination of the verb and object is possi- 

ble. 

Two aspects of the syntax of auxiliaries are of interest in this section: 

(1) the ordering of auxiliary verbs in sequences; and 

(2) the combinatorial properties of auxiliary verbs and the Lp statements 
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required to describe them. 

The approach adopted here to the well-known ordering constraints on auxiliary 

verbs is adapted from the account that has been developed within the General- 

ised Phrase Structure Grammar paradigm. This is a morphosyntactic rather 
than semantic theory which expressed the fact that each auxiliary verb con- 
strains the verb following, whether an auxiliary or main verb, to a particular 

morphosyntactic realisation. The sequence for English is: finite - base - past 
participle - present participle. 4.38 illustrates this ordering. 

4.38 John may have been painting the hall 

Principal sources for this account within the Generalised Phrase Structure 

Grammar framework are Gazdar (1982), Gazdar, Pullum and Sag (1982) and 
Warner (1984). No attempt is made here to present the details of this theory 

since that is fully covered in the references cited. The account transfers over to 

the present categorial theory in the following way. An auxiliary verb takes a 

verbal function Oe. a function category headed by S) to its right and an NP to 

its left. The relevant morphosyntactic features are instantiated on the head of 
the auxiliary category and the head of the verbal argument. This is illustrated 

in 4.39 for the category associated with may. 

4.39 may =< S[finitel, </< S[basel, < \NPsubj > >, \NPsubj 

The category in 4.52 will combine first with a verbal function looking for a sub- 
ject NP to its left and whose morphosyntactic realisation is a base form, and 
then with the subject NP to the left. By stipulating these features in the way 
indicated, the correct constraints on sequences of auxiliaries can be imposed. 

The second issue - the combinatorial properties of auxiliary verbs - raises a 

number of interesting problems. Figure 4.4 contains some simple data for 

subj ect-auxi liary- verb sequences with have. The square brackets are used to 

indicate coordination possibilities. All coordination possibilities are in fact 

grammatical. Awkwardness in some of the sentences with coordination can be 
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a [John has] painted the hall 
[John has and Mary has] painted the hall 

b John [has painted] the hall 
John [has painted and has decorated] the hall 

c John has [painted the hall] 
John has [painted the hall and decorated the 

bathroom] 

d [John has painted] the hall 
[John has painted and Mary has decorated] 

the hall 

e John [has painted the hall] 
John [has painted the hall and has decorated the 

bathroom] 

Figure 4.4 
The Combinatorial Properties of "have" 

in Subject-Auxiliary-Verb sequences 

explained by a general stylistic inhibition on the repetition of the same auxili- 

ary within a single coordinated phrase. When the auxiliaries are different, the 

sentences are much more acceptable, so that the sentence in Figure 4.4a is 

much better as 4.40. 

4.40 John may have and Mary certainly has contributed to the fund 

Consider what is required for each sentence in Figure 4.4. The first requires 

the auxiliary to combine with the subject before it combines with the verb or 

verb phrase. Hence the category in 4.41 is required (ignoring the morphosyn- 

tactic features). 

4.41 < S, < \NPsubj, /<S, < \NPsubj > 

The auxiliary verb in the second sentence combines directly with the transitive 

verb, thereby requiring the category in 4.42. 
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4.42 < S, </<S, < \NPsubj, /NPobj > >, \NPsubj, /NPobj 

Clearly, however, the auxiliary can combine with an intransitive verb or with a 

verb phrase having the same category as an intransitive verb. Consequently, 

the category required for the auxiliary verb in the third sentence is that in 

4.43. 

4.43 < S, </<S, < \NPsubj > >, NPsubj 

The fourth sentence has two derivations: one involving the auxiliary combining 

with the subject NP followed by the main verb; the other involving combination 

with the main verb first. The first of these requires the category in 4.44. 

4.44 < S, < \NPsubj, /<S, < \NPsubj, /NPobj > >, /NPobj 

The second requires the category in 4.42. 

Likewise, the fifth sentence has two derivations: one requires the category in 

4.43; the other, the new category in 4,45. 

4.45 < S, </<S, < \NPsubj, /NPobj > >, /NPobj, \NPsubj 

0 

These orderings can be summarised in the following way. Assume the abbrevi- 

ation IVP (intransitive verb phrase)[51 for the category < S, < \NPsubject >> 

and the abbreviation TVP (transitive verb phrase) for the category 

< S) < \NPsubject, /NPobject > >. The allowed orderings are given in 4.46 using 

these abbreviations. 
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4.46 a <\NPsubject, /IVP> 

b </TVP, \NPsubject, /NPobject> 

c </IVP) \NPsubject> 

d <\NPsubject, /TVP, /NPobject> 

e </TVP, Mobject, \NPsubject> 

= 4.4 1 

= 4.42 

= 4.43 

= 4.44 

= 4.45 

It will be clear that these are only a small fraction of the logically possible com- 
binations of these categories with arbitrary directionality markings. 

The categories in 4.41 to 4.45 have a significant characteristic in common. 
They are all functions which take as one of their arguments a verbal function 

and the category with that verbal function removed has the same arguments as 
the function argument (though not necessarily in the same order on the stack). 
In other words, there is a dependency between the verbal function argument of 

the auxiliary and the auxiliary function itself. [61 To accommodate this observa- 
tion assume a meta-definition of unordered category structure to the effect that 

one type of category -C- admitted by the grammar has the structure given in 

4.47. 

4.47 C=<h, I..., K, ... 
I> 

where, K is a complex category and 
head(K) head(C) 
argset(K) argset(C) -K 

The interpretation of the notation here is as follows: head(X) refers to the first 

element in a category pair; argset(X) refers to the second element in the 

category pair. 

English auxiliary verbs are a special case of this category type, being assigned 

the following unordered local structure in the lexicon: 

4.48 < S, I<S, JNPsubj, Wj >, NPsubj, Wj 
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where the variable "W" ranges over a subset of arguments in the argsets. 

Using the notation in 4.47 above, K=<S, INPsubj, Wj >, head(K) = 

argset(K) = INPsubj, Wj and argset(C) = I< S, INPsubj, Wl>, NPsubj, Wj. 

On the assumption that the variable "W" is available to Lp statements, the 

expression in 4.49 below defines the relevant constraint on the instantiation to 

ordered local structures. 

4.49 </<S, < \NPsubj, W>>, W 

This constraint says that in any local structure for auxiliaries, the verbal argu- 

ment must come from the right and combine with the auxiliary function before 

any other non-subject argument combines with the auxiliary function. The 

subject must come from the left and may combine with the auxiliary before the 

verbal argument. The direction of the object - consistently from the right - is 

determined by the linear ordering constraints on the transitive verbal argu- 

ment and is "picked up" by W. 

This Lp statement captures exactly the data in 4.46 and therefore induces only 

the categories in 4.41 to 4.45. 

To illustrate the effects of this, 4.50 is a derivation for the fourth sentence in 

Figure 4.4. 

4.50 FA: 
FA: < S) < Mobject >> 

NP ) John 
FA: < S, < \NPsubject, Mobject >> 

< S, <I<S, < \NPsubj, W>>, 
\NPsubj, W>>) has 

< S, < \NPsubject, /NPobject >> 
painted 

FA: NP 
<NP) <IN>> )the 
N) room 
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4.6 Summary 

This Chapter has demonstrated that the factoring out of linear ordering infor- 

mation is made possible in Categorial Grammars by treating the categories as 
local structures over which Lp statements are defined. Such Lp statements act 

as a filter on the mapping from unordered to ordered local structures. In order 

to establish this fact about Categorial Grammars it was necessary to demon- 

strate that Categorial Grammar categories can be re-interpreted as local struc- 
tures without loss of information (Section 4.2) and that Lp statements can be 

defined over the set of ordered local structures. The required basic expressions 

of Lp together with a preliminary version of their semantic interpretation was 

given in Section 4.3. 

Given this restructuring of categories and the new Lp logic, a number of 

specific issues needed to be addressed. 

There is an interesting interaction between the Lp logic and coordination 

potential in the new new model which was discussed and illustrated in Section 

4.4.1. In the same section new definitions of the two most frequent combinators 

were given which did not assume Curried functions- An algorithm for the com- 

bination of categories which generalises over Functional Application and Com- 

position was presented. This is in fact the first step towards the fully general 

statement of categorial combination presented in Chapter 6. 

Unification was discussed in Section 4.4.2. This is an important topic but in 

this section was limited to the unification of simple feature name value 

matrices representing primitive semantic types. The use of complex symbols to 

represent primitive semantic types in this way, while complicating the 

definition of the Lp logic, allows for more radical generalisation over linear ord- 

ering to be made than would otherwise be possible. 

With the introduction of complex symbols representing the primitive semantic 

types of the grammar it is natural to consider ways that morphosyntactic infor- 

mation might be passed from category to category during a derivation. A 
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simple feature passing convention was introduced in Section 4.4.3 which allows 
for this. An example of this mechanism was presented. 

Finally, data involving the auxiliary have in English was used to illustrate the 

advantage of meta-category definition, a mechanism for generalisation which 

will be more fully exploited in the next Chapter. 

4.7 Notes 

[11 This idea coincides with the empty SUBCAT feature for "saturated" categories such 

as S, NP in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (see Pollard and Sag 1987, page 

68). For a related idea in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar, where SUBCAT 

takes a set rather than a stack see Gunji (1986a, 1986b). 

[21 See Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985, Chapter 2) for an overview of a theory of 

syntactic features which, though different in many respects to the account offered here, 

is essential background, 

[31 Shieber (1986) is an excellent introduction to the unification formalism. See Kart- 

tunen (1984), Shieber (1984) and Pereira and Shieber (1984) for background to compu- 

tational and semantic aspects of unification. The following theories make extensive or 

exclusive use of unification over attribute-value matrices: Generalised Phrase Structure 

Grammar (Gazdar, Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985)); Head-Driven Phrase Structure 

Grammar (Pollard and Sag (1987)); Functional Unification Grammar (Kay (1983, 

1985)). And within the family of Categorial Grammars: Unification Categorial Gram- 

mar (Zeevat (1987)) and Categorial Unification Grammar (Uszkoreit (1986)). See Had- 

dock, Klein and Morrill (1987) for a relevant collection of papers. 

[4] Throughout Chapters 4 to 7 Grammatical Relations are taken as primitve features 

on Noun Phrase arguments to functions. See Bresnan (1982, pages 344-348) for a 

defence of Grammatical Relations as primitives in the context of Lexical-Functional 

Grammar. In Chapter 8a decomposition of Grammatical Relations into two more prim- 

itive binary features is suggested motivated by the desire to express generalisations 

over the personal and dative a in Spanish. 

[5] The use of VP in these abbreviations is not to be taken as meaning that a Verb 
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Phrase category or constituent is required for the analyses of auxiliaries. It will be 

clear from the tenor of the present discussion (and even more so when auxiliaries in 

Spanish are discussed in Chapter 5) that no commitment is made to the existence of 

Verb Phrases. 

[61 This observation is consistent with a typology of Categorial Grammar categories 

which includes categories of the form XJX (see Bach 1983a, 1983b). The general idea is 

that the category structure itself encodes the notion that the features of a phrase will 

frequently be identical to the features on the head of the phrase. See Bouma (1988) for 

" detailed examination of categories of the form X[FIIX[F] - referred to as modifiers - in 

" Categorial Unification grammar framework. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE CATEGORIAL ANALYSIS OF SUBJECT AND OBJECT 
ORDER IN SPANISH 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyses the data presented in Chapter 2 within the framework of 

an Lp factored Categorial Grammar. The focus of interest is the set of Lp 

statements required to define the constituent orderings for verbal functions of 

various types. In all cases, the standard assumption is made that nominal 

arguments are basic categories of the grammar and that verbs are complex 
functions. Other complex categories which appear in the data - such as those 

associated with clitics, prepositions and the direct object marker - are not dis- 

cussed in detail in this chapter but are deferred to Chapter 8. 

In Section 5.2 two approaches to the analysis of word order in transitive and 
di-transitive sentences are discussed. The first of these involves a simple Lp 

statement for the word order appealing only to conventional syntactic 

categories and Grammatical Relations, The second considers the problem of 

accounting for word order in context through appeal to discourse saliency infor- 

mation. This analysis demonstrates how a set of complex ordering facts can be 

expressed through a single Lp expression. 

In the following sections a number of aspects of the data from Chapter 2 are 
discussed individually. First of all, in Section 5.3, an Lp statement for verbs 
taking sentential complements is given which takes into account the ordering 

of both subject and complement relative to the verbal function. Secondly, in 
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Section 5.4, the ordering constraints on auxiliaries are accounted for with two 

Lp statements. This analysis develops the notion of a meta-category definition 

introduced in relation to English auxiliaries in Chapter 4. Finally, in Section 

5.5, subject control verbs are briefly discussed. The Chapter ends with a sum- 

mary and comparison of the various ordering constraints on verbal complexes. 

5.2 Transitive and Di-transitive Sentences 

This section examines word order from two perspectives: syntactic and prag- 

matic. Both use the formal apparatus for factoring out linear ordering informa- 

tion developed in the last chapter. 

The syntactic constraints on word order at the sentence level can be expressed 

very simply. This statement about the ordering of major constituents using 

syntactic categories together with grammatical relations says little, however, 

about the pattern of acceptability in terms of discourse saliency. Consequently, 

a detailed investigation of one informant's responses using a restricted preced- 
ing dialogue context (referred to here as micro -dialogues) was carried out. The 

results of this investigation are presented in Section 5.2.2 below together with 

an analysis in terms of the Lp factored Categorial Grammar. 

5.2.1 A Syntactic Analysis 

Figure 5.1, repeated from Chapter 2, below summarises the word order possibil- 

ities for transitive and di-transitive sentences in Spanish, where the curly 

brackets indicate that the constituents they enclose may occur in any order 

relative to one another. 

There is clearly a regularity here to the effect that the verb cannot occur as the 

last major constituent in a sentence although this generalisation is only appli- 

cable when there is a direct object present. 111 For intransitive sentences, the 
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Transitive Di-transitive 
sentences sentences 

sv0S [dat] V 10,11 

v Is, 01 0 [datl V IS, 01 

0vsI [dat] V IS, 01 

IS, 11 [dat] V0 

IS, 01 [dat] VI 

11,0 1 [dat] VS 

Figure 5.1 
Word Order in Spanish Transitive and 

Di-transitive Sentences 

order SV is, of course, perfectly acceptable, as is the order VS. The precise 

manner of stating this constraint depends upon the category associated with 

the indirect object in Spanish. Following the evidence from Sufter presented in 

Chapter 2, it is assumed here that this category is NP marked for the feature 

[GR: iobjl. Given this assumption, the Lp statement in 5.1 induces the correct 

grammaticality patterns. 

5.1 NPobject D /NP 

This says that if there is a Noun Phrase marked [GR: dobj] in the argument 

stack of the verbal function, there must be at least one Noun Phrase with direc- 

tionality marking "/" (ie, post-verbal). The effects of this ordering constraint on 

simple transitive verbs are illustrated in Table 5.1 below, where S= NPsub- 

ject, 0= NPobject and the results of evaluating the Lp constraint against each 
Argument Stack are given. The last column indicates the informant grammati- 

cality judgement summarised in Figure 5.1 above. It can clearly be seen that 

these judgements correspond with the truth-value assignment for the Lp 

expression. 
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Argument Stack Surface Order Lp constraint 

NPobject D iNP 

/S /0 [V SI 0 T T T ok 

/S \o 0 [V SI T T T ok 

\S /0 [S VI 0 T T T ok 

\S \o 0 [S VI T F F 

/0 /S [V 01 s T T T ok 

/0 \S s [V 01 T T T ok 

\o /S [0 VI s T T T ok 

\o \S s [0 VI T F F 

Table 5.1 
The Effects of the L Constraint in 5.1 1P 

. for Simple Transitive Sentences 

5.2.2 A Discourse-Based Analysis 

The simple Lp statement in 5.1 provides the basic syntactic constraint for Span- 

ish intransitive, transitive and di-transitive sentences. However, it leaves a 

great deal unexplained. This section will explore the possibility of defining 

word order using pragmatic and syntactic concepts in combination. The pur- 

pose is twofold. On the one hand, the analysis presented in this section serves 

to illustrate just how effective the use of Lp is in systematically reducing com- 

plex data to a few very general statements of constraints on order. Secondly, 

the section draws attention to an important aspect of Spanish syntax: that word 

order and pragmatic/discourse functions interact in complex ways. [21 The use of 

an applicative system such as Categorial Grammar with a factored linear ord- 

ering component allows various syntactic and discourse-oriented influences on 

word order to be clearly identified. 
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It is easy to demonstrate that conventional syntactic distinctions are not ade- 

quate for the analysis of word order taken within a discourse context. Consider 

the micro-dialogue in 5.2 below. (Note that throughout this section immedi- 

ately preceding dialogue context will be given in English. ) 

5.2 a -- Who arrested Mary yesterday? 

b -- Los soldados arrestaron a Maria ayer. 
(The soldiers arrested Mary yesterday) 

In 5.2b, los soldados is NEW information, the other constituents - arrestaron 

and a Maria - are GIVEN information since both are directly referred to in the 

immediately preceding context. The discourse saliency pattern of 5.2b (ie. the 

assignment of NEW and GIVEN to constituents in the sentence) is therefore as 

given by 5.3. 

5.3 Los soldados arrestaron a Marf a ayer. 
------------ ---------- ------------- 

NGG 

Where N= NEW and G= GIVEN information. 

A simple generalisation might take this pattern of NEW preceding GIVEN to 

be characteristic of Spanish transitive sentences generally. Such a conclusion 

would, however, be premature. Consider the micro-dialogue in 5.4. 

5.4 What did John do? 

b -- ? Golpe6 Juan al soldado 
(John struck the soldier) 

In 5.4b, the discourse saliency pattern is that in 5.5. 
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5.5 ? Golpe6 Juan al soldado 
-------- ------- -------------- 

NGG 

This is the same pattern as in 5.3, but here the sequence is doubtfully gram- 

matical in context. This does not, of course, follow from the order of the gram- 

matical relations since the sequence VS0 is perfectly acceptable at the syntac- 

tic level in Spanish. Rather, it follows from the interaction of grammatical 

relations and discourse saliency information: the VS0 sequence which carries 
the information assignment NGG is only marginally grammatical. 

The purpose of this section is to show that this interaction of different kinds of 
linguistic information can be described in an Lp factored Categorial Grammar 

of the sort under development in this thesis. Further, it is possible to express 

generalisations about the data using the linear precedence logic. This section 
demonstrates the power of the current formalism through an experiment in the 

analysis of inform ant-supplied data. 

As a preliminary to the investigation, a body of raw data was collected from an 

informant. This consisted of grammaticality judgements on sets of potential 

answers to questions, given a restricted preceding context. The answers were 
designed to cover all the syntactically acceptable sequences of S, V and 0, that 

is: SVO, VSO, VOS, and OVS. No clitic pronouns were included in the sen- 

tences. The informant reponses are presented in detail in the Appendix 1. 

The first step in analysing the raw data was to reduce the sequences of answers 

to patterns indicating the grammatical relations of the noun phrases to the 

finite verb and at the same time assign NEW, GIVEN information to each con- 

stituent in each sentence. The results of this step are given in Appendix 2. 

The next step in uncovering underlying patterns involves reorganising the data 

to allow for comparison . of the different information saliency patterns 

corresponding to each word order possibility. The results of this reorganisation 

of the data are presented in Tables 5.2 to 5.5 below. 
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Discourse saliency 
Pattern 

Judgement References 
to Contexts 

N N N A A 

N N G A B 

N G N A C 

N G G A D$ E 

G N N A F, G, H 

G N G A I 

G G N A J, K, L 

G G G A M 

Table 5.2 
SV0 Order 

Discourse saliency 
Pattern 

Judgement References 
to Contexts 

N N N A A 

N N G B 

N G N ? to F, G, H 

N G G ? I 

G N N C 

G N G A to ? D) E 

G G N A J, K, L 

G G G A M 

Table 5.3 
VS0 Order 
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Discourse saliency 
Pattern 

Judgement References 
to Contexts 

N N N A A 

N N G ?* F7 G) H 

N G N B 

N G G ? 

G N N C 

G N G A J, K, L 

G G N A to ? D) E 

G G G ? M 

Table 5.4 
V0S Order 

Discourse saliency 
Pattern 

Judgement References 
to Contexts 

N N N ?* A 

N N G ?* F, G, H 

N G N ?* C 

N G G A J) K) L 

G N N B 

G N G I 

G G N ? to D) E 

G G G M 

Table 5.5 
0VS Order 

In the case of the SVO pattern, there are no constraints on the assignment of 

discourse saliency information: an SVO pattern is acceptable in any dialogue 

context. The VSO and VOS grammaticality patterns show exactly the same 

discourse saliency: the verb and at least one of its arguments must be GIVEN 
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by the context. The same constraint applies to the OVS pattern which means 

that in this case the verb and its following subject must be GIVEN. 

The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 5.6 below. This summary 

covers most of the data given in the tables above except for the following: 

5.6 a VSO NNN is acceptable 
b VOS NNN is acceptable 

GGG is not entirely acceptable 
c OVS GGG is not acceptable 

All of these are rather special situations for either initiating discourse or 

responding to yes/no questions. It is assumed here that these situations involve 

other pragmatic factors which override the generalisations in Table 5.5. 

These facts may be expressed in the theory of Categorial Grammar presented in 

the last chapter in the following way. Assume the following lexical entry for 

transitive verbs: 

5.7 < S, INP, NPI 

Further, assume that the GR (ie. grammatical relation) feature is instantiated 

S V 0 all distributions of discourse saliency information are acceptable. 

V S 0 the verb and at least one argument must be GIVEN information. 

V 0 S the verb and at least one argument must be GIVEN information. 

0 V S the verb and its following subject must be GIVEN information. 

Table 5.6 
Summary of Word Order Possibilities 
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freely on the NP arguments before the application of the Lp constraints and 

that one of the designated symbols GIVEN, NEW is freely instantiated on all 
function categories. The following Lp statement constrains the ordered local 

structures to just those compatible with the generalisations in Table 5.5 above. 

5.8 /NPsubject D f: GIVEN & /<..., GIVEN,... > 

This expression is read as follows. If the function's argument stack contains a 

rightward looking subject NP then the discourse saliency information on the 

function itself must be GIVEN and there must be at least one rightward look- 

ing GIVEN constituent in the function's argument stack. Otherwise, all distri- 

butions of grammatical relations and discourse saliency information are accept- 

able. 

Table 5.7 illustrates the way this Lp statement filters out unacceptable instan- 

tiations of the unordered local structure associated with transitive verbs for just 

three examples. Appendix 3 gives tables for all 48 word orders which are 

grammatical with respect to the first Lp statement in 5.1. In table 5.7, the 

argument stack is given in the first column with the assignment of Given (G) 

Argument Stack Surface Order Lp Constraint 

/NPsubject D f: GIVEN & /<... GIVEN,.. 

< \S, /0, >N [S VI 0 F T FFF 
GN GNN 

< /S, /0, >G EV S] 0 T T TT 
GN GGN 

< /S, /0, >N [V S] 0 T F FFT 
GN NGN 

Table 5.7 
Truth-table Evaluation of the L Statement 

in 5.8 Against Some Potential OrdereTLocal Structures 
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and New (N) beneath each argument. There is a similar assignment immedi- 

ately following the angle brackets which marks the discourse saliency of the 

function itself. The second column, as before, shows the surface orderings and 
distributions of discourse saliency information associated with the particular 

argument stack. 

5.3 Verbs Taking Sentential Complements 

Figure 5.2 summarises the data for sentential complements from Chapter 2 and 

adds one further complication: the fronting of the sentential complement before 

the matrix verb. The last two sentences in Figure 5.2 illustrate these possibili- 
ties. 

(John says that Mary bought a house) 

Smatrix Vmatrix [COMP SV 01 

Vmatrix Smatrix [COMP SV 01 

Juan dice [que Maria 

compr6 una casal 
Dice Juan [que Maria 

compr6 una casal 
Vmatrix [COMP SV 01 Smatrix 

*Vmatrix [COMP Smatrix SV 01 

Dice [que Mar fa compr6 
una casal Juan 

*Dice [que Juan Maria 

compr6 una casal 
*Vmatrix [COMP SV Smatrix 01 *Dice [que Maria compro 

Juan una casal 
[COMP SV 01 Vmatrix Smatrix [que Maria compr6 una 

casal dice Juan 
[COMP SV 01 Smatrix Vmatrix [que Marf a compr6 una 

casal Juan (lo) dice 

Figure 5.2 
The Order of the Subject Relative to 

Verbs Taking Sentential Complements 

The only order which is not permitted is verb final when the subject linearly 

precedes the sentential complement. Otherwise, the generalisation given in 

Chapter 2 with respect to the order of the subject is clearly apparent here: the 
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subject can occur in any position relative to its matrix verb but cannot separate 

constituents in the embedded clause. Notice that the clitic pronoun in the last 

sentence in Figure 5.2 is optional. This will not be taken into account in the 

linear ordering constraint offered below. 

The full grammaticality pattern for these data taking sentential complement 
fronting into account but leaving out the ungrammatical sequences where the 

matrix subject is embedded within the complement since these could not be 

generated by the grammar is shown in Figure 5.3. 

The Lp constraint required for these data is given in 5.9. 

5.9 OSComp & <SComp, NPsubject>) D /NPsubject 

Table 5.8 gives the truth-table evaluation of this constraint against the order- 
ings in Figure 5.3 where S= NPsubject and S' = SComp. 

NPsubject V SComp 

*NPsubject SComp V 

V NPsubject SComp 

V SComp NPsubject 

SComp V NPsubject 

SComp NPsubject V 

Figure 5.3 
Grammaticality Pattern for 

Verbs Taking Sentential Complements 
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Argument Stack Surface Order Lp Constraint 

(\S' & <S"S>) S 

\S, /Sl [S VI S, FFF T F 

/Sl, \S S [V S11 FFT T F 

\Sl, \S *S ES, VI TTT F F 

/S, /S- [V S] S, FFF T T 

/So I/S [V S11 S FFT T T 

\So, /S ES, VI S TTT T T 

/S, \S' S, [V S] TFF T T 

\S, \S' S, [S VI TFF T F 

Table 5.8 
Truth-table Evaluation of the L Statement 

in 5.9 Against Some Potential OrdereRocal Structures 

5.4 Subjects and Auxiliary Verbs 

Auxiliary verbs pose more difficult and interesting problems. The key data, 

again repeated from Chapter 2, are given in Figure 5.4. The important distinc- 

tion between haber and estar is with respect to the position of the subject. 

Section 4.5 discussed the analysis of English auxiliary verbs drawing attention 

to constraints on their morphosyntactic realisation in sequences and their com- 
binatorial potential. Since Spanish auxiliaries show similar morphosyntactic 

constraints to English auxiliaries, this aspect will not be pursued here. The 

combinatorial and word order potential of auxiliary verbs are, however, of par- 

ticular interest. 

Auxiliary verbs in Spanish are taken to be instantiations of the metacategory 

definition given in 4.5 and repeated here as 5.10. 
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haber 

S AUXhaber V0 

AUXhaber VS0 

AUXhaber V0S 

(John has sung the song) 
Juan ha cantado la canci6n 

ha cantado Juan la canci6n 

ha cantado la canci6n Juan 

*AUXhaber SV0 *ha Juan cantado la canci6n 

0 AUXhaber VS una canci6n ha cantado Juan 

*0 AUXhaber SV *la eanciön ha Juan cantado 

estar 
(John is singing the song) 

S Auxestar V0 Juan estd cantando la canci6n 

AUXestar VS0 estA cantando Juan la cancion 

AUXestar V0S estd cantando la canciOn Juan 

AUXestar SV0 estA Juan cantando la canci6n 

0 AUXestar VS una canci6n estd cantando Juan 

?0 AuXestar SV una canci6n estd Juan cantando 

Figure 5.4 
The Order of the Subject Relative to 

Verbs with Auxiliaries 

5.10 < S, I<S, INPsubject, Wj >, NPsubject, Wj 

Where "W" ranges over a subset of the arguments in the argument stack of the 

function. The way this works out is indicated in 5.11 below. Sample ordered 
local structures associated with each verb are given in 5.11b and 5.11c. The 

value of the variable "W" is given in 5.11d. The result is given in 5.11e. 
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5.11 a ha cantado 
(has sung) 

b ha =< S2 </<S, < /NPsubject, W>>, /NPsubject, W 

c cantado =<S, < /NPsubject, /NPobject 

dW= /NPobject 

e<S, < /NPsubject, /NPobject 

In order to establish the Lp constraints for these two auxiliaries it is necessary 

to examine the grammatical status of all relevant surface orderings. The details 

of this are presented in Table 5.9. 

As 5.10 makes clear, auxiliaries are interpreted as functions taking three argu- 

ments. One argument is the verbal function which the auxiliary always 

expects to its right; another is the subject NP of that verbal argument; and the 

last is a variable ranging over all the other arguments of the main verb with 

which the auxiliary combines. There are two dimensions of freedom with 

respect to these arguments: the directionality marker they take and their rela- 

tive ordering on the argument stack of the auxiliary. The first column in Table 

5.9 represents the case where an auxiliary combines with a transitive verb, 

therefore "W" is set to "NPobject". "S" refers to the NPsubject, "f" refers to the 

main verb function and "0" refers to the NPobject. The sets in this column 

illustrate all the possible orderings of these constituents given the fact that the 

auxiliary always looks for its main verb function to its right and the Lp con- 

straints on transitive verbs discussed earlier are such as to disallow any other 

combinations on directionality marking on the subject and object. 

The second column shows the surface ordering of the constituents and, in addi- 

tion, the bracketing indicates the order of combination, thereby indicating coor- 

dination potential. The last two columns give grammaticality judgements from 

a native speaker informant for the sort of simple sentence shown in Figure 5.4 
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Argument Stack Surface Order haber estar 

Group 1 

IS If /0 [[Aux Sl VI 0 ok 
IS If \0 0 [[Aux Sl V] ok 
\S If /0 HS Aux] VI 0 ok ok 

Group 2 

If IS /0 HAux VI Sl 0 ok ok 
If IS \0 0 [[Aux. VI S] ok ok 
If \S /0 ES [Aux V11 0 ok ok 

Group 3 

IS /0 If HAux Sl 01 V 
IS \0 If [0 [Aux S11 V 
\S /0 If US Aux] 01 V 

Group 4 

If /0 IS HAux VI 01 S ok ok 
If \0 IS EO [Aux V11 S ok ok 
If /0 \S S HAux VI 01 ok ok 

Group 5 

/0 If IS HAux 01 VI S 
\0 If IS HO Aux] VI S 
/0 If \S S HAux 01 VI 

Group 6 

/0 IS If HAux 01 Sl V 
\0 IS If HO Aux] Sl V '? * 
/0 \S If [S [Aux Oll V 

Table 5.9 
Comparison of Judgements for "haber" and "estar" 

and illustrating the constituent ordering in the second column. 

Note that a surface order can appear more than once in Table 5.9. Each 

occurrence is, however, associated with a different coordination potential and 
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therefore with possibly different grammaticality judgements. For example, the 

sequence 0 Aux SV is acceptable with estar in Group 1, which admits the coor- 
dinated sentence in 5.12. 

5.12 Una melodia estA Juan cantando y esta Marf a tocando 
(A melody is John singing and is Mary playing) 

But not in Group 3, because the coordinated sentence in 5.13 is not acceptable. 

5.13 *Una canci6n estA cantando y una melod fa estd tocando Juan 
(A song is singing and a melody is playing John) 

The Lp statements required for these data are given in 5.14 and 5.15 for haber 

and estar respectively. 

5.14 haber: 
<<S, < NPsubject, W>>, W> 

UNPsubject D<<S, < NPsubject, W>>, NPsubject >) 

5.15 estar: 
< S, < NPsubj ect, W>>, W 

These two Lp statements can be described as follows. Recall that, given the 

meta-category definition of the auxiliaries, W is instantiated to the non-subject 

arguments of the verbal argument. In the case under consideration this is the 

direct object. The Lp constraints therefore allow both haber and estar to com- 
bine with their verbal argument before combining with any non-subject sub- 

categorised elements of that argument. This is the only constraint required in 

the case of estar since it alone suffices to exclude groups 3,5 and 6 in Table 5.9 

where the object precedes the verbal argument on the stack. For haber there is 

the further constraint to the effect that it must combine with its verbal argu- 

ment before combining with a subject NP from the right. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 

give the truth-tables for a selection of the potential ordered local structures. 
Certain abbreviations have been introduced into the Lp constraint in Table 
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5.10. The verbal argument is reduced to V and the NPsubject to Subj. Other- 

wise the constraint is exactly that given in 5.14. 

The account given here also allows for fronted direct objects. In fact, all order- 
ings which are permitted for lexical verbs are also allowed when those verbs 

occur with auxiliaries since the relevant information about ordering constraints 
is passed from the rightmost verbal argument to the combination of auxiliary 

and verb. 

The analysis also accounts for the behaviour of sequences of auxiliaries given 
this passing up of information. So that, for example, the subject in a sentence 

such as that in 5.16a can be moved to any of the positions indicated in 5.16b-e. 

All of these are predicted by the analysis above including the fact that the sub- 
ject cannot occur to the immediate right of haber, as indicated in 5.16f. 

Argument Stack Surface Order 

/V & 

Lp Constraint 

(/Subj D< /V, Subj 

< S, <<S, < /NPsubject, W>>, 
/NPsubject, Haux VI Sl 0 T T T TT 
W> > 

< S, </<S, < \NPsubject, W>>, 
\NPsubject, [S [aux VII 0 T T F TT 
W> > 

< S, < /NPsubject, 
/<S, < /NPsubject, W > >,, [[aux Sl VI 0 T F T FF 
W> > 

< S, < \NPsubject, 
/<S, < /NPsubject, W > >, US aux] VI 0 T T F TF 
W> > 

Table 5.10 
Evaluation of the L Statement for "haber" 

against some Potentiaf6rdered Local Structures 
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Argument Stack Surface Order Lp Constraint 

</<S, <... > >, W> 

< S, </<S, < /NPsubject, W>>, 
/NPsubject, [Eaux VI S] 0 T 

W> > 

< S, </<S, < \NPsubject, W>>, 
\NPsubject, [S [aux VII 0 T 

W> > 

<S, < /NPsubject, 
< S, < /NPsubject, W > >, Haux S] VI 0 T 

W> > 

Table 5.11 
Evaluation of the Lp Statement for "estar" 

against some Potential Ordered Local Structures 

5.16 a Juan puede haber estado cantando la canci6n 
(John may have been singing the song) 

b Puede Juan haber estado cantando la canci6n 

c Puede haber estado Juan cantando la canci6n 

d Puede haber estado cantando Juan la canci6n 

e Puede haber estado cantando la canci6n Juan 

f *Puede haber Juan estado cantando la canci6n 

5.5 Subject Control Verbs 

The data for subject control verbs in Spanish is interestingly different to auxi- 

liaries. Some of the data are shown in Figure 5.5, again repeated from Chapter 

2. 

Table 5.12 presents the details of the correlation between grammaticality 
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(John wants to sing the song) 

S Vcontrol V0 Juan quiere cantar la canci6n 

Vcontrol SV0 quiere Juan cantar la canci6n 

Vcontrol VS0 quiere cantar Juan la canci6n 

Vcontrol V0S quiere cantar la canci6n Juan 

0 Vcontrol VS una cancion quiere cantar Juan 

*S Vcontrol 0V *Juan quiere una canci6n cantar 

*V 
control 

0VS *quiere una canci6n cantar Juan 

*0 Vcontrol SV *una cancion quiere Juan cantar 

Figure 5.5 
Word Order with Subject Control Verbs 

judgements and the ordering of items on the argument stack of the control verb 

exactly in parallel to Table 5.9 for the auxiliary verbs. The Lp statement 

required to describe these data is given in 5.17. 

5.17 < /<S, <NPsubject, W> >, W> 

(< NPsubject, < S, < NPsubject >>D Mobject) 

The first conjunct excludes the sequences in groups 3,5 and 6 of Table 5.12; the 

second conjunct excludes the ungrammatical sequence in group 1 since it 

asserts that if the subject precedes the verbal argument on the stack, the object 

must be taken from the right. This is not the case for the ungrammatical 

sequence in group 1. 
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Argument Stack Surface Order querer 

Group 1 

IS If /0 HAux Sl VI 0 ok 
IS If \0 0 HAux Sl VI 
\S If /0 HS Aux] VI 0 ok 

Group 2 

If IS /0 HAux VI Sl 0 ok 
If IS \0 0 HAux VI Sl ok 
If \S /0 [S [Aux V]] 0 ok 

Group 3 

IS /0 If [[Aux Sl 01 V 
IS \0 If [0 [Aux S]] V 
\S /0 If HS Aux] 01 V 

Group 4 

If /0 IS HAux VI 01 S ok 
If \0 IS [0 [Aux V11 S ? 
If /0 \S S HAux VI 01 ok 

Group 5 

/0 If IS HAux 01 VI S 
\0 If IS HO Aux] VI S ?? 
/0 If \S S HAux 01 VI 

Group 6 

/0 IS If HAux 01 Sl V 
\0 IS If HO Aux] Sl V 
/0 \S If ES [Aux Oll V 

Table 5.12 
Grammaticality Judgements for "querer" 
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5.6 Summary: Lp Statements for Verbal Complexes 

This Chapter has shown how a range of complex ordering data can be described 

effectively within the linear order factored Categorial Grammar presented in 

Part Two of this thesis. 

5.18 below brings together the Lp statements that have been put forward in 

this Chapter for the analysis of English and Spanish auxiliary verbs and sub- 
ject control verbs in Spanish. Each has its own ordering and combinatorial 

potential requiring different Lp constraints. There is, nevertheless, consider- 

able overlap indicated by the first conjunct for the Spanish auxiliaries and the 

English auxiliary category. In all case, the auxiliary takes a rightward verbal 

argument before taking a direct object or other complement which might 

instantiate the variable W. 

5.18 a English Auxiliaries: 

< S, < \NPsubject, W>>, W 

b Spanish Auxiliaries: 

haber: </<S, <NPsubject, W> >, W> 

(/NPsubject D 
</<S, <NPsubject, W> >, NPsubject>) 

estar: </<S, < NPsubj ect, W>>, W 

c Spanish Subject Control Verbs: 

querer: <<S, < NPsubject, W>>, W> 

(< NPsubject, < S, < NPsubject, W>>> 
/NPobject) 
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5.7 Notes 

(11 This generalisation has frequently been noted. Groos and Bok-Bennema (1987) 

argue for the following structure for the Spanish sentence: (XP) V XP*, where the first 

XP (NP in the examples here) is optional and the verb is "followed by a series of consti- 

tuents that may appear in any order" (page 68). This has also been suggested in 

Torrego (1984) in terms of a "free inversion rule" for Spanish. Groos and Bok-Bennema 

observe that this makes Spanish look very like Hungarian and so-called "topic" 

languages that have one or two pre-verbal positions which are characterised as topic 

and focus and a fixed position for the verb. See Abraham and Meij (1986) for a collec- 

tion of papers discussing the issues of topic, focus and configurationality with particular 

reference to Hungarian and German. It is the basic claim here that, simple as the Lp 

constraint offered below is, it represents the facts of ordering in Spanish more 

comprehensively and rigorously than the schema suggested in Groos and Bok-Bennema. 

[21 See Contreras (1978) for a study of Spanish word order in terms of Given/New infor- 

mation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CATEGORIAL LEXICON 

6.1 Introduction 

The structure of the lexicon is frequently not given the prominence it deserves 

in Linguistic applications of Categorial Grammar. This is rather surprising in 

the light of the lexicalist orientation of the theory indicated at the beginning of 
Chapter 1. The standard view of the lexicon which appears in most published 

accounts of Categorial Grammar analyses is a simple pairing of words with 

categories. The obvious redundancies in this idea which result, for example, 
from the fact that one category is frequently associated with more than one 

word, can be overcome in straightforward ways. But in the theory presented 
here, where linear ordering information is factored out of the category struc- 

tures, there are other and more serious forms of redundancy which cannot be 

eliminated by simply re-grouping words into sets associated with single 

categories. Two of these redundancies are particularly relevant to considera- 

tions of the structure of the categorial lexicon: 

(1) Because each category of the grammar is associated with its own Lp state- 

ments, any claim to generality for LP constraints seems to be lost. Since this 

was one of the original motivations in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 

for introducing the factoring of linear order information from structural consti- 

tuency information, this appears to be a serious weakness in the present theory 

of word order; 

(2) Lp statements need to be defined recursively over complex categories. This 
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involves considerable repetition of constraint information from one category to 

another. Furthermore, additional metatheoretical restrictions on category 

structure are required in order to define the argument structure of individual 

categories, an approach adopted earlier in the analysis of auxiliary verbs in 

English and Spanish. 

This Chapter presents an account of the categorial lexicon which avoids these 

two redundancies. Fundamentally, the problems that need to be addressed in 

considering possible ways of organising the categorial lexicon are structure 

sharing and inheritance of information from one category to another. This 

chapter presents one model, albeit a relatively simple one, of how structure 

sharing and inheritance might operate in the categorial lexicon. 

6.2 Information Sharing in the Categorial Lexicon 

Section 4.4.4 introduced the idea of metacategory definition as a general struc- 

tural constraint on subsets of well-formed categories of the grammar. This idea 

proved to be useful in accounting for the behaviour of auxiliary verbs in 

English and Spanish. However, it is now necessary to look more closely at 

metacategories in order to see what effect their introduction has on the struc- 

ture and operation of the grammar. 

A metacategory is a way of imposing a dependency between the arguments of a 

function. In the particular case of the auxiliary verbs examined in the previous 

chapters, this was a dependency between a function argument and other non- 

function arguments of a function category. This dependency specification turns 

out to be a substitute for the recursive specification of Lp constraints within a 

category. Consider the unordered local structure in 6.1 below. 

6.1 <S, I <S, INPI>, NPI> 

Assume that the grammar requires that the ordered local structures derivable 

from this lexical entry are in the set given in 6.2. 
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6.2 1<S, </<S, < /NPsubject > >, /NPsubject 

<< \NPsubject > >, \NPsubject >>I 

There are two ways of achieving this constraint on the mapping from unordered 

to ordered local structures. Firstly, the structure in 6.1 might be given a meta- 

category definition similar to that given for auxiliaries in Section 4.4.4. This is 

repeated here for convenience as 6.3. 

6.3 < h, I..., K, ... 
I> 

where, K is a complex category and 
head(K) head(C) 
argset(K) argset(C) -K 

In which case, the Lp statement in 6.4 induces the set in 6.2. 

6.4 </< S, <... > >, NP 

Without a metacategory definition, the Lp statement in 6.5 is required to 

induce the set in 6.2. 

6.5 /<S, < ... >> 

([: ]/NPsubject V E]\NPsubject) 

The difference between these two approaches lies in the fact that the first 

makes a claim about the lexical category, viz. that it belongs to a family of 

categories which have the same general properties and in which information is 

shared between the arguments of a function. By making this assumption the 

Lp statements can be simplified considerably. In the second case, no such 

assumption is made and the Lp statements must recursively constrain the 

arguments of the ordered local structures. What is really at stake here is the 

problem of the inheritance of information between categories, in particular 

information relating to linear ordering constraints. Categories are not isolated 

structures associated with lexical items as the simple view of the categorial lex- 

icon implies; rather, they are inter-related structures whose individual 
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properties are intimately bound up with the properties of other categories in 

the grammar. This is particularly clear in the case of linear order constraints. 

Each category in a Categorial Grammar is associated with a set of expressions 

of the language. These may be single lexical items, as in the case of the 

category associated with transitive verbs, or all the well-formed sentences of 
the language as in the case of the category < S, <>>, or, indeed, any substring 

of the language associated with categories that in a phrase structure context 

would be referred to as non-lexical or non-terminal. Call the set of such expres- 

sions the expression set of a category. One way of looking at the inter- 

relationships that exist between categories is to see them as inter-relationships 

between elements in the expression sets of categories. So, for instance, when a 

category takes <S, <NPsubject> > as one of its arguments, it can be thought 

of as taking any one of the members of the expression set of that category as 

one of its arguments. 

This suggests that categories in a Categorial Grammar might be thought of as 
being constituted from other categories. This idea can take one of two 

equivalent forms: either a function category literally is built up from other 

categories or a function category is made up of a number of pointers to other 

categories in the grammar. Since all complex categories might be thought of in 

this way, the resulting pattern of pointers to other structures must terminate 

in some structures which do not point at anything else. These will be primi- 

tives of the grammar and it can easily be seen that they will be the basic 

categories which have empty argument stacks. Taking up the idea that 

categories are structures which contain pointers to other structures in some 

well-defined logical space, it can be seen that such a network could be modelled 

in formal mathematical terms by lattice theory or in computational terms by a 

programming language like LISP. The point to emphasise is that a strong 

claim is being made to the effect that function categories really consist only of 

pointers to other structures in the space of potential categories of the grammar. 

The rest of this chapter is an explication and development of this simple notion. 

As a first step towards describing the categorial lexicon, a distinction can be 
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made between the logical space of category structures and the inheritance of 

information from one category to another. The recursive definition of category 

structure for Categorial Grammar induces an infinite set of categories. This is 

something that has often troubled linguists who are more familiar with the 

traditional notion that any given language has a finite (even quite small) set of 

syntactic categories associated with words in the lexicon and a relatively small 

set of non-terminal category types for deployment as phrasal nodes in Phrase 

Structure trees. Of course, feature-based grammar formalisms such as General- 

ised Phrase Structure Grammar have challenged this idea by employing feature 

sets which when expanded out result in a very large set of categories. The use 

of partially specified categories makes this innovation more tractable from a 

grammatical point of view though it in no way reduces the potential number of 

categories available to the grammar. The important point to emphasise is the 

fact that even these very large sets of categories remain finite whereas the 

category set of a Categorial Grammar is infinite. The suggestion put forward 

here is that the lexicon consists of a set of category pointers defined over the 

infinite space of potential categories. The set of pointers is finite and, although 

there is no absolute requirement that every category consists of pointers to 

other categories, the set of active categories for a given language (ie. those 

categories having expression sets associated with them) is finite. 

The picture emerging so far is of a structured lattice of categories, the lattice 

representing information shared between the category structures of the 

language. This basic idea becomes more interesting and useful when combined 

with the two-level representation of the lexicon proposed in Chapter 4: a lexi- 

con in which there is a mapping between unordered local structures and 

ordered local structures via Lp constraints. 

Consider the level of unordered local structures. The claim here is that these 

categories are related to each other by way of pointers to shared structure. The 

term "shared structure" here is to be taken quite literally: a category that 

shares structure with another inherits all the linear ordering properties of that 

structure. When the ordered local structures are projected from the unordered 

local structures, all shared structure has the linear ordering properties of its 
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origin. Ultimately, all structures resolve themselves into basic categories of 

the grammar which have no Lp constraints active upon them since they have 

nothing in their category sets. Figure 6.1 shows a sample lexicon structured in 

this way. 

The two planes of the lexicon are indicated. The lower plane represents the 

level of unordered local structures. The numbered lines indicate shared 

category structure. The basic unordered local structures of the grammar such 

as <NPjj>, labelled A in Figure 6.1, maps into a single ordered local struc- 
ture since there can be no Lp constraints associated with a category with an 

empty argument list. The function category B takes two NP's and returns an 
S. It has an Lp statement associated with it and maps into a set of ordered 
local structures, as indicated. The hypothetical category C is more complex. 
Its first argument is category B, as pointer 5 indicates. It therefore inherits the 

LP constraints which apply to B. The dependencies indicated by pointers 6 and 
7 show that the second and third arguments of C are the arguments of B. They 

therefore inherit the Lp constraints from that category. The mapping from the 

unordered local structure C to the set of ordered local structures is therefore 

mediated via a complex interaction of Lp constraints drawn directly from C 

itself and from the constraints it inherits from other categories in the grammar, 
in this case B. 

The result of this set of interactions is that the linear ordering properties of the 

arguments of C are such that there is a tight dependency between the ordering 

of arguments in the first function argument and the ordering of the NP argu- 

ments. It would not be possible, for example, to have a category such as that in 

6,6 below where the NPsubject has a different directionality marking in the 

embedded function and elsewhere in the category. 

6.6 < S, <<S, < \NPsubject, /NPobject > >, /NPsubject, Mobject 

It will be observed that this dependency has achieved the same result that the 

metacategory definition achieved in previous chapters. The structured lexicon 

is, therefore, a way of establishing dependencies within and between categories 
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which make "higher level" specification of category relations unnecessary. 

There are, of course, certain consequences of adopting this approach to the lexi- 

con. An advantage is that the Lp statements associated with individual unor- 
dered local structures in the grammar no longer need be recursive: they apply 

only to the top level of the arguments in the function's stack. This considerably 

simplifies presentation of the linear ordering constraints in the grammar. On 

the other hand, the mapping from unordered local structures to ordered local 

structures is considerably more complex, since this now has to take into 

account the fact that function arguments, so to speak, bring with them their 

own Lp constraints. The overall complexity of the lexicon has not been reduced 
by this re-interpretation of the relationship between categories, rather the bur- 

den has just been moved from the Lp constraints themselves to the mapping 
from unordered local structures to ordered local structures. The next chapter 

addresses this issue and suggests a way of allowing the combinatory rules to 

access the unordered local structures direct thereby eliminating an entire level 

in the categorial lexicon and consequently avoiding the need for a complex 

mapping between the two levels. 

The second issue mentioned in the Introduction was the apparent failure of a 
linear order factored Categorial Grammar to accommodate generalisations 

about word order on a global basis across a language. Such generalisations are, 

of course, entirely compatible with the idea that a language shows semi-free 

word order. So, for example, it is quite feasible for the Lp constraint in 6.7 to 

be true of every category in a given language which otherwise shows very com- 

plex semi-free word order. 

6.7 \NPsubject 

The problem lies in how to model obvious generalisations of this kind in the 

categorial lexicon. 

Consider the cases of intransitive and transitive verbs in a language for which 

6.7 is true. Figure 6.2 illustrates the relationships that might exist between 
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Intransitive 
Verb 

{ <\NPsubject> >I 

/I X 

Transitive 
Verb 

{ <\NPsubject, fNPobject>> 

< \NPsubject, \NPobject 

S, < /NPobject, \NPsubject 

<S, <\NPobject, \NPsubject>> I 

Lp = \NPsubject Lp = NIL 

<S, {NPI> <S, {NP, NPI> 

Ordered Local 
Structures 

Unordered Local 
Structures 

Figure 6.2 
Inheritance of Lp Statements in the Categorial Lexicon 

these two classes of verbs. The mapping from unordered local structures to 

ordered local structures is shown, but the structure sharing between the unor- 
dered local structures shown and other (basic) categories of the grammar is 

omitted for simplicity. The Lp constraint in 6.7 is defined as part of the map- 

ping between the two category levels for intransitive verbs. Transitive verbs 

are interpreted in the standard manner as structures which take two argu- 

ments and return a sentence. One of these arguments is a basic category of the 

grammar, the other is a pointer to the argument of intransitive verbs. This 

last therefore inherits the linear ordering constraints of the intransitive verb's 
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argument, In fact, given the ordered local structures which require to be asso- 

ciated in this language with transitive verbs, no Lp constraint operates in the 

mapping from unordered local structure to ordered local structures for this verb 

class. 

This scheme makes the correct predictions about the subject argument of 
intransitive and transitive verbs: they are the same category in the grammar. 
Furthermore, redundancy in the statement of Lp constraints is eliminated 
through the use of structure sharing. 
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PART THREE 

EXTENDED CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR 
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CHAPTER 7 

CATEGORY STRUCTURE AND COMBINATORS 

7.1 Introduction 

The Second Part of this thesis presented a theory of word order in Categorial 

Grammar based on a generalised notion of local structure. The aim was to 

describe a linear order factored grammar which remained close in spirit and 
fairly close in form to Generalised Categorial Grammar. It was shown how this 

approach could be used for the analysis of a range of semi-free word order data 

in Spanish. The model presented in Part Two does, however, have certain limi- 

tations. Perhaps the most serious is associated with the mapping from unor- 
dered local structures to ordered local structures. The problem here is analo- 

gous to that faced by proposals to generate fully instantiated Phrase Structure 

rules from Immediate Dominance rules in early Generalised Phrase Structure 

Grammar: by spelling out the features and linear orderings, thousands of rules 

can be generated from each immediate dominance rule. The problem in the 

case of the linear order factored Categorial Grammar described in Part Two is 

not as serious as that, but the sets of ordered local structures associated with a 

single unordered local structure may be quite large. 

Further, as was pointed out in Chapter 6, the mapping from unordered to 

ordered local structures becomes complex when categories are regarded as 

inheriting linear ordering information from other categories in the grammar. 

The only alternative is to structure the lexicon as a simple list and to employ 

complex, recursive Lp constraints, thereby losing generality and unacceptably 

increasing the redundancy in the lexicon. The obvious way to avoid these 
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problems is to do away with the level of ordered local structure altogether. 
This would eliminate the need to impose order on the local structures and 
thereby do away with the two level structure in the lexicon while at the same 
time retaining the property of information sharing since this operates at the 

level of unordered local structures. One consequence would be that Lp state- 

ments would no longer be interpreted as filters on an expansion of categories 
but rather as descriptions of the linear ordering properties of categories. Furth- 

ermore, the combinators would have to be re-structured in order to allow them 

to combine with the equivalent of unordered local structures. 

This Chapter addresses these issues in the following way. First of all, in Sec- 

tion 7.2, a formalism for the representation of category structure in linear order 
factored Categorial Grammars is presented: attribute-value matrices. The use 

of attribute-value matrices for the representation of syntactic information is, of 

course, not new. Theories such as Functional Unification Grammar (Kay (1983, 

1985)), Lexical-Function Grammar (Bresnan (1982), Kaplan and Bresnan 

(1982), Halvorsen (1983)) and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard 

(1985), Pollard and Sag (1987)) are among recent theories to use this formalism 

extensively or exclusively for modelling syntactic information. Furthermore, 

the use of attribute-value matrices in Categorial Grammar is not new. Both 

Categorial Unification Grammar (Uszkoreit (1986)) and Unification Categorial 

Grammar (Zeevat, Klein and Calder (1987), Calder, Klein and Zeevat (1988)) in 

various versions have made use of this formalism. The approach adopted here 

was developed independently of either of these recent theories, however, and 
differs from them in a number of important respects. Section 7.2 does more 
than simply present a new way of representing categories. It addresses a 

number of issues such as information sharing through re-entrancy, the use of 
functional operations over values within matrices and the typing of categories. 
Through these devices, a number of difficulties with the formalism in the previ- 

ous chapters are overcome. The new representation of category structure put 
forward in this section leads to a version of Categorial Grammar which is 

sufficiently distinct from other current versions that it is dubbed Extended 

Categorial Grammar. 
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In Section 7.3, the problem of working with a single level of unordered local 

structures is addressed. The central issue is how to ensure that the combina- 
tors can operate on two unordered structures by taking one argument of a func- 

tion at a time when the linear ordering information is represented globally for 

all arguments of the function. To solve this problem a truth-functional opera- 
tion - T-Eval - and a three-valued logic are introduced. Jn Section 7.4 the com- 
binators are discussed in detail and the suggestion is made that a number of 

the combinators introduced in Chapter 1 and retained throughout the first two 

parts of the thesis can in fact be merged into a single combinatory operation. 
The Chapter concludes in section 7.5 with a discussion of the place of Extended 

Categorial Grammar in the hierarchy of Categorial Grammars discussed in 

Chapter 1. 

7.2 Extended Categorial Grammar: Towards a New Category Structure 

As mentioned in the Introduction, this section describes each of the components 

of a theory of category structure for Extended Categorial Grammar. These 

include the following: 

1 the use of attribute-value matrices to model all aspects of category 

structure; 

2 the generalisation of attribute values to specified data types; 

3 the use of re-entrancy to model information sharing and inheritance 

both within categories and in the lexicon; 

4 category typing; 

5 the introduction of operators over attribute values; 

Each of these aspects of the formalism is discussed with examples. 
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7.2.1 Attributes, Values, Re-entrancy and Information Sharing 

Attribute-value matrices were introduced in Section 4.3. At that point they 

were applied only to the primitive semantic types of the grammar which occur 

as the heads of local structures. Atomic symbols were used for both attributes 

and their values with the result that the category for plural subject NP, for 

example, had as its head the attribute-value matrix given in 7.1. 

7.1 N+ 
v 
Phrasal + 
Num plural 

. 
GR subjec] 

In this section the attribute-value notation is generalised to model all aspects 

of category structure, thereby unifying the treatment of categories in Extended 

Categorial Grammar. 

One standard generalisation of attribute-value matrices involves attributes tak- 

ing attribute-value matrices as values. In other words, matrices are defined 

recursively. Figure 7.1 (from Shieber 1986, p. 13) illustrates an attribute 
(Agreement) taking an attribute-value matrix for its value. Extended 

Category: NP 

Number: singular 
Agreement: 

Person: third 

Figure 7.1 

A Recursively Defined Category in 

Attribute-Value Matrix Notation 
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Categorial Grammar takes this generalisation of matrix structure one step 

further by permitting attributes to take named data types as values. The data 

types available are: atoms, attribute-value matrices, sets and boolean expres- 

sions. 7.2a illustrates the notation used for set-valued attributes and 7.2b, the 

notation for boolean-valued attributes where F is the attribute name and x, y 

are arbitrary categories of the grammar. 

7.2 a [F: Ix, yl 1 

b [F: «x D y) V z) 1 

The last two will be discussed later in relation to the function categories of 
Extended Categorial Grammar where it is shown that boolean expressions can 
in fact be reduced to conventional attribute-value matrices and a reformulation 

of category matching over set-valued attributes as sets of matchings over non- 

set-valued attributes is presented. 

A property of attribute-value matrices which plays an important role in 

Extended Categorial Grammar is re-entrancy. This is the term used when two 

attributes share the same value and is the formal mechanism available in 

attribute-value matrix notation for handling information sharing within 

category structures. It is important to distinguish the situation where "same" 

in the previous sentence means the very same token, as opposed to two identi- 

cal but distinct tokens of the same type: re-entrancy refers to the former, 

stronger relation. In Figure 7.2, for example, (adapted from Shieber 1986, p. 13) 

the two categories are not the same: the top one contains two attributes (F and 
G) having distinct values; the bottom one has the attributes sharing the very 

same value. This is a notion of structure sharing that will be familiar to any- 

one who has worked with symbolic languages such as LISP. The shared value 

is indicated with coindexed integers in boxes. Other notations use lines linking 

substructures or equality signs. The first notation will be used throughout this 

and the following chapter. 
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Figure 7.2 

Re-entrancy in Attribute-Value Matrices 

7.2.2 Category Typing 

An Extended Categorial Grammar defines an association between each attri- 
bute given by the grammar, the data type of its value and the range of values 
it can take. So, for example, an attribute GR (Grammatical Relation) is atomic 

valued taking "subject" as a possible value, but not, say, "plural". However, 

the notation introduced so far places no restrictions on the attributes them- 

selves with respect to their use in categories. Placing restrictions on the attri- 
butes that can occur in categories is referred to as category typing and the 

definition of well-formedness for categories in Extended Categorial Grammar 

makes reference to the fact that categories are typed with respect to the attri- 
butes they can take. Where required for clarity, categories are labelled with 

their type, indicated on the bottom right of category brackets. 
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To illustrate the role of category typing in Extended Categorial Grammar three 

important types of category are introduced here: primitive, basic and function. 

These correspond, respectively, to the semantic primitives, basic and functor 

categories used in previous chapters. The semantic primitives of the grammar 

are syntactically complex expressions formed from syntactic primitives. Attri- 

butes such as "N" and "V" are appropriate to primitive categories but not to 

basic or function categories. The category in 7.1 is an example of a primitive 

category; it could therefore be labelled as such at the bottom right. 

Figure 7.3 shows schematic representations of function and basic categories of 

Retum: 

ArgSet: 

argset argset 

Lp: & 

: ftmction fition 

function 

Return: 

basic 

Figure 7.3 
Schematic Representations of Function and Basic Categories 

in Extended Categorial Grammar 
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Extended Categorial Grammar. Both take, among other possibilities, the attri- 
butes Return, ArgSet and Lp, The Return attribute of a function takes either a 
basic or function category as its value; the Return attribute of a basic category 
takes a primitive category as its value. The value of ArgSet in a function is a 

set of categories each of type argset; in a basic category it is the empty set (as 

indicated). The Lp attribute of a function is more complex. Briefly, it takes a 
truth value (ternary rather than binary, as discussed in Section 7.3) but this 

truth value is normally mediated by a boolean expression (such as that shown 
in Figure 7.3) each basic expression of which is of type function and which is 

evaluated in a way explained in Section 7.3 to return a truth value. 

7.2.3 Operations over Attribute Values 

One further extension to the attribute-value matrix notation which is crucial 
for understanding the combinatorial process of Extended Categorial Grammar 

and which will play a prominent role in the description of natural language 

data in the next chapter is the introduction of operations over attribute values. 
Consider the schematic category in 7.3 below. 

7.3 

G: 

H: 

p is an operation defined over the value of F, in this case a category. It is 

unconstrained except for the fact it must return a data type appropriate to the 

attribute and is typically the locus of language-specific category changing 

operations. An example of a category using two operations is given in Figure 

7.4. Firstly, there is an operation - OP - over the value of the Return attribute; 

secondly, there is the operation T-Eval over the value of Lp. OP is taken here 

to illustrate the way that Return operators work in general; T-Eval, which is 
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Return: 

ArgSet: 

Lp: 

OP (E 

T-Eval 

Return: 

ArgSet: NPsubject 

[ý 

t 

1 

Lp: / [ýl 

(, 3) 

NPobject 
F2] I 

Figure 7.4 
An Example of a Category with an Operation 

over its Return Value 

El 

an obligatory operator in all function categories, is discussed in detail in Sec- 

tion 7.3. If the operation OP is as given in 7.4 below where the arrow in the 

representation of the operation indicates a change in the value of the direc- 

tionality marker in the Lp statement for the NPobject argument, the category 

in Figure 7.4 will be interpreted as a function that takes a function of two NP 

arguments to its right and returns a similar function as value except that the 

NPobject argument is now looked for from the left instead of the right. 

7.4 Lp: /NPobject --3- \NPobject 

In Chapter 8 it is shown that the individual characteristics of certain clitic per- 

sonal pronouns in Spanish can be localised in the different Return operations 

each clitic possesses. 
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7.2.4 Example Extended Categorial Grammar Categories 

Having presented the individual components of Extended Categorial Grammar 

category structure, it will be useful at this point to bring them together and 

give some examples of Extended Categorial Grammar categories. Figure 7.5 is 

the category for a transitive verb in English taking two NP arguments and 

returning a sentence. Unlike the repre-sentations used so far, this spells out in 

detail the full structure of the category. It will be too cumbersome to continue 
to represent categories in this way, therefore various abbreviatory conventions 

will be periodically introduced. Figure 7.4 illustrated some standard abbrevia- 
tions. Later sections will use more highly abbreviated representations. 

Most categories in Figure 7.5 are labelled with their type, and typical attri- 
butes associated with the category types are shown. For example, argset 

categories take three attributes: Category, OPT and DIR, the first two of which 

are shown in Figure 7.5. The Category attribute takes either a function or a 
basic category (as here) and OPT is a binary attribute over the values NIL and 
T. T means that the argument is optional and works in a way explained in the 

next chapter to ensure that a function can be saturated even if it has not 

accepted an argument of that particular type. NIL, on the other hand, means 
that the function must accept an argument of this type if it is to be fully 

saturated. DIR takes a left or right directional slash as value. Partial 

category specification plays an important role with respect to this attribute. 
The argset categories of the function in Figure 7.5 have no specifications for 

this attribute. This is interpreted as meaning that the function is unsaturated 

with respect to its arguments. The results of combining two categories will be 

discussed in more detail in later sections. For the present it should be noted 

that in Extended Categorial Grammar arguments are not eliminated from func- 

tion categories in the way that is commonly assumed in Categorial Grammars. 

The function in Figure 7.5 would at no time during the parsing of a sentence in 

which it is employed lose any of its arguments in the sense that argset 

categories are removed from the set value of ArgSet. Rather, the DIR attri- 

butes in the argset categories are used for two purposes: they mark the fact 

that an argument of the function has been accepted and they mark the 
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N: 
Return: V: + 

Return: Phrasal: + 
Fin: + 

L primitiv! j 

basic 

N: + + 
Return: 

V: V: 

, krgSet: Category: Phrasal: + Category- Return: 
Phrasal: + 

GR subj GR obj 
L primitivj] L primitiv! j 

basic basic 

OPT: NM OPT: NIL 
L __j L- argset 

argset 

Lp: T-Eval 
ArgSet: - 

Category: 

& 
ArgSet- 

Category: 

DIR. DIP- 

function func on 
function 

Figure 7.5 
An Illustrative Extended Categorial Grammar Category 

direction from which the argument came. This innovation greatly simplifies 

the category matching operation since without it the Lp statements would also 

need to be changed and this would be difficult to model. 

The Lp attribute takes a boolean expression with T-Eval as an operator, as 

already mentioned. Notice that the basic expressions of the boolean are par- 

tially specified function categories. 

Attention should be drawn to the use of re-entrancy in Figure 7.5. Both the 

arguments in Figure 7.5 share structure with basic Lp expressions. Re-entrant 

structure is frequently used in this way in Extended Categorial Grammar but 
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it is not a requirement of the theory that a basic expression of Lp must be coin- 
dexed with an argument in ArgSet, Consider the category in Figure 7.6. This 

is similar to the category in Figure 7.5 except that the Lp constraint is not re- 

entrant with any argset category. The interpretation of the Lp expression in 

Figure 7.6 is potentially ambiguous. It can have either a universal or existen- 

tial interpretation. On the former reading, it means that every category with 

which it matches must have the appropriate directionality marking; on the 

latter reading, it means that the basic expression must be true of at least one 

N: 

Return: V: + 
Phrasal: + 

Return: Fin: +j 

primitive 
basic 

N: + + 

Category: 
Return: 

V: 

Phrasal. - + Category: Return: 
V: 

Phrasal: + 
ArgSet: GR subj GR obj 

primitive I L primitive 

I 

basic basic 

OPT: NIL OPT: NIL 

L argset argset 

IN: + 
V: 

Return: 
Category: Phrasal: + 

Lp: T-Eval ArgSet: 
primitive 

i - basic 

DIR: / 
L 

function 

Figure 7.6 
An Extended Categorial Grammar Category without Re-entrancy 
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category in the function's ArgSet. As explained later, the second reading is 

adopted in this chapter. 

As a last example, Figure 7.7 shows a category which takes a function as argu- 

ment. In conventional Categorial Grammar this is the function S/(S\NP), ie. 

one of the categories for type-raised noun phrases. 

Return: 

Return: Return: 
raaak + 

n: + 

primitive 

m 

ArgSet: 

Return- V, 

pri 

Category: 

Retum 

ArgSet: - 
Catepry* Phrasal: + 

GR subj 

primitive 

opr. NIL 

Lp: 

Catagor3r 

11 
DM. %. 

OFT: NTL 

Lir T-Eýal 
DM- 1 

E 

function 

Figure 7.7 
A Category Taking a Function as Argument 
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To conclude this section, a comment can be made about the structure of the 

categorial lexicon in Extended Categorial Grammar. In Chapter 6, a view of 

the structure of the categorial lexicon was put forward in which categories were 

seen as inheriting information, particularly linear ordering information, from 

other categories in the lexicon. The concept of typing introduced in this section 

may be used to model this aspect of the lexicon. The category space can be 

represented as a single attribute-value matrix (of type "lexicon") which takes 

category* for its attributes (the kleene star notation is used to indicate that 

"lexicon" can take any number of attributes of type "category"). Within the lex- 

icon, structure sharing can operate between categories of the grammar in the 

way indicated in Section 7.2.1, a fact which allows for simplification of the Lp 

constraints. For ease of exposition, however, Lp statements will continue to be 

represented as one element in categories. 

7.3 T-Eval and the Interpretation of Lp Constraints 

T-Eval is an operator over the boolean expressions which are the values of the 

Lp attribute. It evaluates Lp expressions and returns a truth value. One of 
the conditions for successful application of the combinators of Extended 

Categorial Grammar is that T-Eval of the function returns a non-false value; it 

therefore plays a crucial role in the formal grammar model presented here. 

Two questions need to be considered with regard to T-Eval: (1) what sort of 
truth value does it return, and (2) how are the basic Lp expressions evaluated? 
Each of these is considered in this section. It is shown in 7.3.1 that a binary 

truth value interpretation is not adequate for modelling the contingency of par- 

tial information displayed by Extended Categorial Grammar function 

categories. 7.3.2 goes on to argue that a three-valued logic does provide the 

means to model this partial information and examples of the application of the 

three-valued logic are given. The second question with respect to T-Eval is 

addressed in 7.3.3 which provides a detailed account of how basic Lp expres- 

sions are evaluated and presents the formal algorithms. 
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7.3.1 The Inadequacy of a Two-Valued Interpretation of Lp Statements 

Boolean values of the Lp attributes are evaluated by T-Eval to return a truth 

value. It might be thought that a two-valued interpretation of the boolean 

expression would be adequate, but this turns out not to be the case. This sub- 

section examines the reasons for this. 

To assist with the presentation of the argument, a shorthand notation for func- 

tion categories is introduced, an example of which is given in 7.5 below. 

7.5 1 XI, y2 I 
\1 & /2 

This is function category missing its Return attribute and value (since these 

are not relevant to the interpretation of T-Eval) and the attributes ArgSet and 
Lp, The values of these last two attributes are, however, represented (although 

only in abbreviated form) and re-entrant values are marked by coindexing. 
The category in 7.5 is a function looking for an X to its left and aY to its right. 

Combination of a function and argument takes place in two stages. Firstly, 

when a potential argument is offered to a function it is required to match with 

one of the categories in the function's ArgSet. If there is a successful match, it 

is assumed that the DIR feature of the relevant argset category in ArgSet is set 

appropriately and remains set if the second stage of the combination goes 

through, that is, if T-Eval returns a non-false value for the Lp expression of the 

function. So, if the category in 7.5 is offered an X from the left, the result will 

be the category to the right in 7.6. Note that neither at this stage nor later is 

the X argument removed from the function; rather, it is given the appropriate 

directionality marking and is assumed to be "neutralised" as far as further 

combination is concerned. 

7.6 X j\Xl, y2ý 
U& /2 

Now consider the evaluation by T-Eval of the boolean expression in 7.6, given a 
I 
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binary truth value. It seems clear that the first conjunct of the Lp statement 

should evaluate to T since the DIR values are the same. Equally, it seems 

obvious that if the DIR values had been contradictory, it should have evaluated 

to F. What about the cases where the DIR attribute in the relevant argset 

category is absent, as with the second conjunct in 7.6? Should this cause the 

basic Lp expression to evaluate to T or F? The obvious answer seems to be T. 

This would then model the intuition that a basic Lp expression may be true, 

and certainly should not be false, of an argument which the function has not 

yet encountered. In the case under consideration, this would indeed produce 

the desired result, as indicated in 7.7, where the truth values are indicated 

beneath the Lp expression for the category. 

7.7 X j\xl, Y11 
U& /2 

T&T 
T 

Both conjuncts in 7.7 evaluate to T and therefore the argument X to the left 

would be combinatorially acceptable. Not only that, but the category abbrevi- 

ated in 7.7 in which the X argument of ArgSet retains its leftward looking DIR 

value can itself accept aY from the right following the same algorithm for 

evaluation of the boolean expression. Notice, that another X category cannot 
be accepted given the assumption mentioned above that an argument may not 

unify with a category in ArgSet which has a DIR value. 

Now consider the function in 7.8. 

7.8 IX 11 y21 

U& --1 /2 

The proposed binary version of T-Eval will not return the correct result for this 

category. Assume that 7.8 is presented with an X from the left, as in 7.9. 
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7.9 X j\x 12 y21 

U& --1 /2 

T 
T 

The first conjunct will return T, as required, but the second will return F given 
the earlier assumption that basic expressions of Lp return T for categories in 

ArgSet which have no specific setting for their DIR attribute. The result is 

that the function in 7.8 will not combine with an X to the left, which is wrong. 
Negation, therefore, causes problems for the evaluation of Lp expressions. It is 

not only negation, however, that causes problems. Implication also fails to pro- 
duce the correct results. Consider the category in 7.10. 

7.10 fXl, Y2ý 
U :D 

If 7.10 is offered aY from the left, as in 7.11, T-Eval will evaluate the Lp 

expression to 

11 Y jX1, \y2l 
\1 D /2 

D 
F 

This is wrong, since the category in 7.10 can accept aY argument from the left, 

although only on the condition that the X argument it receives comes from the 

right. This is demonstrated in Table 7.1 below where the relevant sequence is 

highlighted. 

What is the nature of the problem here? The Lp expression of the function 

encodes all information about the the relative orderings of its arguments. In 

Extended Categorial Grammar, however, as in conventional categorial gram- 

mar, arguments are presented to functions one at a time. There must therefore 

be a way of encoding partial information in functions with regard to the 
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linear order \X D /Y 

1 XfY T T T 

2 xYf T F F 

3 YfX F T F 

4 YXf T F F 

5 fXY F T T 

6 fYX F T T 

Table 7.1 

validity of the combination. When an argument is presented to a function 

there are three possible outcomes: the combination may be successful, it may 
fail or it may be undecidable without further information concerning future 

arguments the function might receive. This suggests the usefulness of a three- 

valued logic to model the contingency of partial information in which the inter- 

mediate truth value represents the undecidability of the truth conditional 

status of the function with respect to its putative argument. This forms the 

topic of the next subsection. 

7.3.2 Three-valued Logic in Extended Categorial Grammar 

Three valued logics have a long history and have been used for modelling 

uncertainty in a number of different domains. One of the earliest systems 

(Lukasiewicz (1920)) was introduced to model future contingency in which the 

third, intermediate truth value was intended to be read as "indeterminate" or 
it possible". A more recent system due to Kleene (1952) was introduced to model 
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it undecidability" in which the intermediate truth value was intended to be 

taken by statements which are neither true nor false. It is the kleene matrices 

that are relevant for modelling the undecidability of categorial combination in 

Extended Categorial Grammar. These matrices are presented in Figure 7.8. 

They differ from the original Lukasiewicz tables only with respect to material 
implication. Whereas Lukasiewicz set the result of an implication to T when 
both the antecedent and consequent are indeterminate, Kleene set that result 

to indeterminate. In general, "Kleene's matrices are thus constructed on the 

principle that where the truth or falsity of one component is sufficient to decide 

the truth or falsity of a compound, the compound should take that value despite 

having (an)other, undecidable component(s); otherwise, the compound is itself 

undecidable" (Haack 1978 p. 207). 

In order to understand the operation of these truth tables in the present con- 

text, consider again the schematic Extended Categorial Grammar function 

category given in 7.8 above. It is assumed, as seems reasonable, that a basic 

expression of Lp will return i if it unifies with an argset category which has no 
DIR attribute, Consequently, if 7.8 is presented with an X from its left (as in 

7.9), it will return the intermediate value i as indicated in 7.12 below. 

7.12 X I\Xl, y2l 
\1 & --1 /2 

T 

This is the desired result since it means that 7.8 can accept an X from the left 

but only contingently. If aY argument later comes from the right, this 

category cannot accept it and further combination is blocked. 

The introduction of three-valued logic also overcomes the problem with condi- 

tional Lp expressions, as 7.13 shows. 
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&TiF 

T T i F 

F 

F F F F 

VTiFTiF 

T T T T T T i F 

i T i i i T i i 

F T i F F T T T 

Figure 7.8 
Truth Tables for a Three-Valued Logic 

7.13 Y fxl, \Yll 
U :D /2 

i :DF 
i 

The combination of these two categories is, therefore, undecidable as indicated 

earlier until the X argument is received. Again, 7.14 shows the case of an X 

argument to the left. 

7.14 X ý\Xl' Y11 
\1 /2 

T 
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Orders 1 and 4 in Table 7.1 show that the validity of this combination is not 
decidable until further information about the direction of the second argument 
becomes available. 

One side-effect of using a three-valued logic in this way is that further informa- 

tion becomes available (especially at parse time) about the status of a potential 

argument of a function. There are, in fact, four outcomes of an attempted com- 
bination. Firstly, T-Eval might return F, in which case the combination does 

not go through. Secondly, T-Eval might return T with the function saturated 
(ie. all the DIR attributes of the argset categories are set to values). Thirdly, 

T-Eval might return T with the function being unsaturated. This is an 
interesting case; it means that the argument is acceptable to the function no 

matter what other arguments may be accepted at a later stage. Such situations 

arise in cases where a function always looks in a certain direction for an argu- 

ment of a particular type no matter what other arguments it might accept. 
Fourthly, T-Eval might return i, which means that the combination of function 

and argument is undecidable given current knowledge. 

7.3.3 The Evaluation of Basic Lp Expressions 

The previous two sections motivated the introduction of a three-valued logic for 

the interpretation of Lp expressions by T-Eval and showed how this works to 

make the right predictions about the combinatorial properties of Extended 

Categorial Grammar categories. There remains the task of showing in detail 

how basic expressions of Lp receive their truth values. This is quite complex 
but the leading idea is as follows: a basic Lp expression receives its truth value 

via an algorithm which assumes an attempted match of the basic expression 

against the function category of which it is a part. Depending on the success or 
failure of this attempted match certain information is made available to the 

algorithm to determine the truth value associated with the basic expression. 

Recall that the Lp logic of Part Two defined three basic expression types: a 

category (with or without a directionality marking), and expressions of the form 
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<a, #> and f: a, where a, P are categories of the grammar. In the terms of 

Part Two, the first type of basic expression asserted the existence of a category 

(often with a directionality marking) in the stack of arguments of the ordered 

n-tuple. The second type of expression asserted an order on the stack, viz. a is 

to the left of fl. The third type asserted the presence of some feature elsewhere 
in the n-tuple. These expressions need to be re-interpreted in Extended 

Categorial Grammar given the fact that function categories take a set rather 

than a stack of arguments. The first and third expression types both assert the 

presence of certain attribute-value structure in the function, they can therefore 

be amalgamated. This satisfies the claim made earlier that the use of 

attribute-value matrices permits significant generalisation not available in the 

model developed in Part Two. There remains, however, the expression of form 

< a, # >. Clearly, the interpretation of this expression needs to be quite 
different in Extended Categorial Grammar compared with its interpretation in 

the model in Part Two. Instead of asserting an order on a stack of arguments, 
in Extended Categorial Grammar it is interpreted to mean that the function 

must combine with an a category before combining with aP category. It will 
be clear, however, that this new interpretation is simply a reflex of the fact 

that it evaluates against a set rather than a stack, the underlying effect is the 

same. 

The outcome of these changes is that Extended Categorial Grammar is left with 
two basic expression types in its Lp constraints: one is a partially specified 

function category (usually with a directionality marking), the other is an 

ordered pair of partially specified function categories (usually without direc- 

tionality markings). The fundamental operation used by the algorithms for 

assigning truth values to basic expressions is a category matching operation of 

the basic expression against the function category in which it is contained. The 

details of this are given in the following paragraphs. 

Category matching and unification are closely related operations. The only 

difference between them is that with category matching no new category struc- 

ture is created by the operation: it is simply a matter of checking one category 

against another. Certain information is made available following an attempt 
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to match two categories, which is used by T-Eval, as explained below. 

Category matching over simple and recursive attribute-value matrices is 

exactly like the unification operation introduced in 4.3, ie. two categories match 

if they do not contain contradictory information. However, the generalisation 

of attribute values to named data types requires a fuller account than that 

given in Chapter 4. Recall that the four data types for values are atoms, 

attribute-value matrices, sets and boolean expressions. Matching over boolean 

expressions reduces to matching over atoms and attribute-value matrices given 

the fact that arbitrary boolean expressions can be structured as conventional 

attribute-value matrices, as indicated in Figure 7.9. The problem case is 

matching over set-valued attributes. The proposal made here is not intended as 

a general solution to the problem of matching or unification over set-valued 

attributes, but it is a solution in the context of Extended Categorial Grammar. 

Set-valued unification or matching reduces to a set of unifications or matchings 

(a D b) V '(a & b) 

CAT: a 

CAT: CONN: D 

CAT: b 

CONN: v 

CONN: 

CAT: 
CAT: a 

CAT: CONN: & 

CAT: b 

Figure 7.9 
A Boolean Lp Expression as an 

Attribute-Value Matrix 
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of categories without set-valued attributes where every combination of potential 

pairs is represented under the constraint that each value must appear at least 

once. With respect to the evaluation of basic Lp expressions, the evaluation 

function returns a set of truth values, one for each of the attempted matches in 

the set of possibilities. Some examples will make this clear. 

The reduction of category matching over two set-valued attributes each with 

two element sets to sets of category matches is illustrated in 7.15. 

7.15 [F: Ix, yl 1 >gL [F: ýa, bl 1 

reduces to: 

f [F: x1 194 [F: a 1, [F: y1 ->94 [F: b 11 

OR 

f [F: x11,; ý [F: b 1, [F: y1 -ý94 [F: a 11 

where 

x, y, a, b are categories of the grammar; 

ý74 is the general category matching operation-, 

F is exactly like F except that it is not set-valued; 

The interpretation of this is as follows. If two categories each with a set-valued 

attribute containing two categories are matched, either of two situations can 

obtain, indicated by the disjunct. In each of these there will be enough pairings 

to cover all possibilities with every value being represented at least once. The 

match works if, for at least one of the disjunctive sets, every match in the set 

succeeds. 

Category matching over two set-valued attributes, where one has a single ele- 

ment set, is given in 7.16 below. 
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7.16 [F: Ix, yj ] -, Vt [F: fal I 

reduces to: 

I [F: x1 -\, 4 [F: a 1, [F: yI 1v4 [F: aII 

where 

x, y, a are categories of the grammar; 

Aq, is the general category matching operation; 

F is exactly like F except that it is not set-valued; 

This reduction is fully general insofar as it provides a way of matching any two 

categories each with any number of arguments. The two cases of interest in 

Extended Categorial Grammar are, however, the two cases shown in 7.15 and 

7.16 above. The former covers cases where a function takes a function argu- 

ment which must, therefore, match with a category in the function's ArgSet; 

the latter covers the case of Lp statements. 

One further piece of notation is required before describing how T-Eval works in 

detail. When unification fails, a failure path is constructed terminating at the 

point of failure. This may be illustrated using the abbreviated categories in 

7.17a and 7.17b. These two categories will not unify because of the clash 
between the respective values of the GR attribute. 
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7.17 

Category: 

ArgSet: 

DM 

b 

N: + 

Return: V: 

GR: subj 

ArgSet: 0 

Lp: NIL 

N: + 

Return: V: 

GR: obi 

Category: 

ArgSct: ArgSet: 

Lp: NIL 

DIR: 

The failure path is a list of those attributes the two categories have in common 
between the highest level attribute and the lowest (or most deeply embedded) 

attribute whose values fail to unify. In the case of the two categories in 7.17, 

the failure path is that given in 7.18 below. 

7.18 < ArgSet, Category, Return, GR 

Given the basic notions of category matching and failure path, it is possible to 
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present the algorithm for the evaluation of the first type of basic Lp expression. 
However, before doing that, it will be useful to discuss the evaluation of these 

expressions informally. 

7.16 above showed the case relevant to Lp expressions where a category with a 

set-valued attribute with a single element in the set (the basic Lp expression) is 

matched against a set-valued attribute with two elements in the set (the con- 
taining function). Of course, this last attribute may have one or more elements 
in its set, but so far all the examples in this chapter have made use of functions 

of two arguments. The principles outlined here are not affected by the number 

of arguments in a function's ArgSet. As indicated above, this set matching 

reduces to a single set of matches. The idea behind the algorithm is that each 

of these matches evaluates to a truth value. Consequently, a set of truth 

values is initially returned. Three situations can obtain. The truth value set 

might be empty. In this case T-Eval returns F. The truth value set might con- 

tain one value, in which case that is the truth value returned by T-Eval for the 

basic expression. Finally, there may be more than one value in the truth value 

set, in which case T-Eval returns the highest value on the scale "F <i< T". 

The reason for this choice is discussed in relation to one of the examples below 

but, in effect, it amounts to existential quantification over the categories in 

ArgSet. It is possible to write LP constraints on Extended Categorial Grammar 

categories using the equivalent of either existential or universal quantification 
but the constraints given in Chapter 5 for Spanish assumed the weaker, 

existential form. 

The range of possible basic Lp expressions and ArgSet configurations can be 

illustrated using an ArgSet of one element. The possibilities are shown in 7.19 

below. 
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7.19 a1 xl 1 => 
1 

\i 

1 

\i 

ef \X' 1 ==> 
/l 

fF 
2 

X1 no truth value 
\2 

7.19a and 7.19c each has a non-directional Lp expression and an argument in 

ArgSet with which it unifies. In the case of 7.19a, the argset category is 

unsatisfied (has no directionality marking); in 7.19c the function has already 

accepted an argument of type X. Standardly, basic Lp expressions of the first 

type are directional since their primary purpose is to define and constrain the 

ordering of arguments relative to the function. However, non-directional 

expressions of this sort can be used simply to assert the existence of a particu- 
lar category type in the function's ArgSet. If a match is found for such an 

argument category, whether or not it has a DIR value, T-Eval should return T 

for this sort of basic expression. It is possible, of course, for a non-directional 
basic expression to find no category in ArgSet with which it matches. This 

would imply a badly formed Lp expression and the truth value set associated 

with this expression would then be the empty set, in which case T-Eval will 

return F. This case is illustrated by 7.19f. 

7.19b illustrates the case where a directional basic Lp expression matches an 

argument in ArgSet which has not yet been satisfied. In this case T-Eval 

returns i. 7.19d is the case where the basic Lp expression matches an argument 

which has a DIR value. The very fact that the match is successful indicates 

that the DIR values on the basic expression and the argument must be the 
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same. T-Eval returns T in this instance. 7.19e illustrates a case similar to 

7.19d except that the two DIR values clash. In this case T-Eval returns F. 

Finally, 7.19g stands for all the cases where a directional basic Lp expression 
fails to match with an argument because of a clash between the categories 

rather than between the DIR values. In all such cases, no entry is made in the 

truth value set associated with the basic expression since the argument is not 

relevant to the evaluation of the expression. 

Given this informal background, the algorithm for assigning truth values to 

the first type of basic expression is presented in Figure 7.9. Different actions 

are taken by T-Eval depending on the success or failure of the category match. 
If it succeeds, two tests are made of the containing function category (fp) and 
the basic expression category j1p), respectively. If flp contains structure not 

in fp this can only mean that f lp has a value for the DIR attribute which is 

For each attempted match, let f lp be the basic Lp expression and 
fp be the function category in which it is contained. 

if category matching succeeds, then 

if f1p contains structure not in fp 

then enter i in the truth value set associated with the 
basic expression; 

else enter T in the truth value set associated with the basic 
expression; 

if category matching fails, then 

if <ArgSet, Category, ... > is in the failure path 

then make no entry in the truth value set associated 
with the basic expression; 

else enter F in the truth value set associated with the basic 
expression; 

Figure 7.9 
Algorithm for the Evaluation of Basic Lp Expressions 

of the First Type 
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not instantiated in fp. In this case i is entered in the truth value set associ- 

ated with the basic expression. If neither of these situations hold, the basic 

expression is evaluated to T. 

If the category match fails and that failure is due to a clash between the values 

of the Category attribute no entry is made in the truth value set since fp is not 

relevant to the evaluation of f1p. On the other hand, if the failure to match is 

due to any other reason, F is entered in the truth value set associated with the 

basic Lp expression. 

Some examples of the application of the algorithm will show how it works with 

actual function categories. The abbreviatory convention for function categories 

adopted earlier is used throughout the examples. 

Consider the category in 7.19. 

7.19 NP I\NPsubjl, NPobj2j 
\1 & /2 

Evaluation of the first conjunct reduces to the set of category matches in 7.20 

7.20 1 [ArgSet: \NPsubjll -%ý [ArgSet: \11 , 

[ArgSet: NPobj2]., Vz [ArgSet: \11 I 

where the first category in each matching pair is a partial specification of fp 

and the second is f1p. The first match in this set succeeds, f lp does not contain 

structure not in f p, therefore T is entered in the truth value set associated with 

the basic expression. The second match in this set fails and the failure path 

contains < ArgSet, Category, ... >, therefore no entry is made in the truth value 

set. The result is that the truth value set associated with the first conjunct is 

JTJ and therefore T is returned by T-Eval. 

Evaluation of the second conjunct reduces to the set of category matches in 7.21. 
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7.21 1 [ArgSet: \NPsubjl] -174 [ArgSet: /21 , 

j2] 'ý [ArgSet: NPob 4 [ArgSet: /21 

The first match in this set fails giving a failure path containing < ArgSet, 

Category, 
... > and therefore making no entry in the truth value set. The 

second match succeeds with f lp containing structure not present in f p. Conse- 

quently, i is added to the truth value set. The result is that the truth value set 

associated with the second conjunct is fil and therefore i is returned by T-Eval. 

This means that the entire Lp expression in 7.19 becomes "T & i", which evalu- 

ates to i, the desired result since, clearly, the function in 7.19 is one which can 

accept an NP to the left so long as it can match with the subject NP of the 

functor's ArgSet, as here. 

Next, consider the function in 7.22 below. 

7.22 INPsubjl, /NPobj2 I NP 
\1 D /2 

Evaluation of the antecedent reduces to the set of category matches in 7.23. 

7.23 1 [ArgSet: NPsubjll 4,74 [ArgSet: \11 , 

[ArgSet: /NPobj2] 1,74 [ArgSet: \11 I 

The first match in this set succeeds, f lp contains information not in fp (ie. the 

DIR attribute and value), therefore, i is entered in the truth value set. The 

second match fails giving a failure path containing <ArgSet, Category, ... > 

and therefore no entry is made in the truth value set. Consequently, i is 

returned as the truth value of the antecedent. 

Evaluation of the consequent reduces to the set of category matches in 7.24. 

7.24 1 [ArgSet: NPsubjll -,, 94 [ArgSet: /2] , 

[ArgSet: /NPobj2] 194 [ArgSet: /211 
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The first match in this set fails with a failure path containing <ArgSet, 

Category, 
... >, therefore no entry is added to the truth value set. The second 

match succeeds with flp not containing structure not in fp and T is therefore 

entered into the truth value set for this basic expression. The resulting truth 

value set for the consequent is ITI with T therefore being returned by T-Eual. 

The Lp expression in the category in 7.22 therefore becomes iDT which evalu- 

ates to 

This is an interesting outcome. Consider the category in 7.22 in more detail. 

It is not a fully saturated function, having accepted only one argument to its 

right. It nevertheless evaluates to T. The reason is that this function will 

accept a direct object NP to its right no matter from which direction its subject 
finally comes. This is illustrated in 7.25 where the sequences accepted and not 

accepted by this function (labelled 0 are indicated. 

7.25 NPsubj f NPobj 

*NPsubj NPobj f 

NPobj f NPsubj 

*NPobj NPsubj f 

f NPsubj NPobj 

f NPobj NPsubj 

The sequence f NPobj is decidable, as indicated by the first and last orderings 

in 7.25, no matter where the subject comes from. This is not true of other 

sequences, such as NPobj f. The acceptability of this depends on where the sub- 

ject will finally come from, as shown by comparing the second and third order- 

ings in 7.25. 

Now consider the function category in 7.26. 

7.26 INPsubj, /NPobjj NP 
\NP 
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This category does not use re-entrant values in its Lp constraint and since the 

function takes two arguments, it might be expected that T-Eval would return a 

truth value set containing more than one truth value, and this is in fact the 

case. There are two possible interpretations of the Lp constraint in 7.26: either 
it constrains all NPs to be accepted from the left, or it constrains at least one 
NP to be accepted from the left. In order to maintain consistency with the 

model developed in Part Two, the latter interpretation is adopted in Extended 

Categorial Grammar. So, word orders involving the function in 7.26 will be 

well-formed if at least one NP argument is to the left of the function. The 

effect of this in the present context, as pointed out earlier, is that the highest 

truth value in the truth value set is returned as the final truth value for basic 

expressions. If universal quantification were required, this would mean that 

the lowest truth value in the truth value set would have to be selected. 

Evaluation of the basic expression reduces to the set of category matches in 7.27 

below. 

7.27 1 [ArgSet: NPsubjl -, Vc [ArgSet: \NPI 

[ArgSet: /NPobjl -V [ArgSet: \NPI I 

The first match succeeds, f lp contains structure not in f p, therefore i is entered 
in the truth value set. The second match fails with < ArgSet, Category, ... 
not in the failure path, therefore F is entered in the truth value set of the Lp 

expression. The resulting truth value set is Ii, Fj and since the highest value is 

selected, i is the final evaluation returned by T-Eval for this attempted match, 

as required. 

The examples above illustrated the way T-Eval evaluates basic Lp expressions 

of the first type. The second type of basic Lp expression requires a different 

algorithm, although it builds on the category matching of the algorithm for the 

first type of basic expressions. As explained earlier, the form <a, #> is inter- 

preted to mean that the function must combine with an a category before com- 

bining with aP category. T-Eval has access to the information that a function 

has accepted an argument through the presence of the DIR attribute in the 
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relevant argset category in ArgSet. The algorithm therefore needs to check for 

this attribute in categories. 

Consider the function in 7.28 below. 

7.28 INPsubjl, NPobj2j 
<1) 2> 

This function will combine with an NPsubj and NPobj categories from any 
direction just so long as it combines with the NPsubj before combining with the 

NPobj. This means that the grammaticality pattern associated with this func- 

tion is that given in 7.29 below, where the brackets indicate the first combina- 
tion and therefore the coordination potential of the function. 

7.29 a [NPsubi fl NPobi *NPsubi [f NPobil 

b *NPsubj [NPobj fl 

c NPobj [f NPsubj] *[NPobj f] NPsubj 

d NPobj [NPsubj f] 

e [f NPsubjl NPobj 

f *[f NPobil NPsubi 

Each of the component categories a, P of the basic expression must return a 

value indicating whether or not a DIR attribute has been found in any category 
in the function's ArgSet with which the component category can match. Call a 

positive return Dir and a negative return NoDir. The four possibilities for the 

basic expression together with the truth value returned for the expression are 

given in 7.30. 
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7.30 a <Dir, Dir> =: > T 

b <Dir, NoDir> ==> T 

c <NoDir, Dir> ==> F 

d <NoDir, NoDir> i 

7.30b and 7.30c are self explanatory. For example, the values in 7.30c mean 

that the function has combined with aP category before combining with an a 

category: this must therefore return F. The two Dir values in 7.30a evaluate to 

T because there is only one way that a function could arrive at this distribution 

of Dir values: by having first combined with aa category. This distribution 

therefore returns T. In the case of 7.30d, the fact that neither of the category 

elements of the basic expression produce Dir values means that the function 

has yet to combine with these two category types and therefore i is the only 

possible value to return. 

The algorithm for evaluating basic expressions of the second type is given in 

Figure 7.10. To see how this works out, consider the category in 7.28 again. 
With f1p =a in the basic expression, the set matching reduces to the set of 

matches in 7.31 below. 

7.31 [ArgSet: NPsubjll ,, 74 [ArgSet: 11 
[ArgSet: NPobj2l 40C [ArgSet: 111 

The first match succeeds but there is no Dir attribute in fp; the second match 
fails. Consequently, no truth value is returned for this setting of f lp. 

With flp =P in the basic expression, the set matching reduces to the set of 

matches in 7.32. 

7.32 [ArgSet: NPsubjll -ý94 [ArgSet: 21 
[ArgSet: NPobj2] 494 [ArgSet: 211 

In this case also, no truth value is returned. Consequently, i is returned as the 

evaluation of the basic expression in 7.28, as required. 
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Let f1p be the basic Lp expression and fp be the function 
category in which it is Contained. 

for fip =a in < a, P 

if category matching succeeds then 

if fp has Dir value 

then return T 

for f1p =P in < a, P 

if category matching succeeds then 

if fp has Dir value 

then return F 

if neither of these return a truth value, return i 

Figure 7.10 
Algorithm for the Evaluation of Basic Lp Expressions 

of the Second Type 

It is easy to see how the introduction of DIR values into the argset categories of 
the function in 7.28 would produce a different evaluation. 

This section concludes with a re-interpretation in Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar terms of the word order constraints for Spanish sentences involving 

discourse saliency information presented in Chapter 5. Recall that two linear 

ordering constraints were proposed for verbal functions. The first constrained 
the verb to a non-final position if a direct object were present. This Lp state- 

ment is repeated as 7.33a below. The second constrained the appearance of 
discourse saliency information. The Lp statement is repeated as 7.33b. 

7.33 a NPobject D /NP 

b /NPsubj D (f: GIVEN & /<..., GIVEN,... >) 

The interpretation of 7.33b given in Chapter 5 was as follows: if the function's 
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argument stack contains a rightward looking subject NP, then the discourse 

saliency information on the function itself must be GIVEN and there must be 

at least one rightward looking GIVEN constituent in the function's argument 

stack. Otherwise, all distributions of grammatical relations and discourse 

saliency information are acceptable. Clearly, some of the terms of this 

interpretation need to be changed in Extended Categorial Grammar. 

The Extended Categorial Grammar equivalent of 7.33a is 7.34. 

7.34 

ArgSet: Category: NPobj 
IIID 

ArgSet: 
Category: NP 1 11 1 11 

DIR: 

III 

The equivalent of 7.33b is 7.35. 
7.35 

ArgSet: 
Category: NPsubj 

D 
III 

DIR: 

III 

DIR: / I 
DS: GIVEN 

I&I 
ArgSet: 

II 

DS: GIVEN 

III 

Two examples will illustrate the way these constraints work. 

Consider the partial category specification in 7.36 below. 

7.36 fNPsubil, Npobj2l 
[DS: NEW] 

This is to be read in conjunction with the two Lp constraints in 7.34 and 7.35 

which are assumed to be conjoined. Further, the NPsubj and NPobj are taken 
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to be re-entrant with the categories bearing those labels in the two Lp con- 

straints. The function in 7.36 is, therefore, a verbal function looking for two 

arguments constrained in the ways defined by the statements in 7.34 and 7.35 

and carrying a discourse saliency (DS) specification of NEW. 

What happens when this function is offered an NP which is new information to 

the left? Firstly, either of the arguments will unify with the NP. There are, 

therefore, two potential output categories, reflecting potential indeterminacy in 

the parsing. Restricting attention to the case where the NP unifies with the 

NPsubj in the function's ArgSet, the category in 7.36 is instantiated to that in 

7.37. 

7.37 NP I\NPsubj'[DS: NEW], NPobj2j 
[DS: NEW] [DS: NEW] 

The evaluation of the Lp expressions proceeds as follows. The antecedent of 
7.34 evaluates to T since it matches with NPobj and contains no more informa- 

tion than NPobj. The consequent returns a truth value set with two values : 
IF, ij. The first, because flp and fp fail to match for the reason that the DIR 

clash, and the second because flp and fp match with flp containing structure 

not in fp. The result is that i is returned for the consequent. T-Eval therefore 

returns i for 7.34. 

The antecedent of 7.35 evaluates to F which means that the entire expression 

evaluates to T. For completeness, the first conjunct of the consequent in 7.35 

evaluates to F since the function has a DS value of NEW, and the second con- 
junct evaluates to i. The consequent therefore evaluates to F. 

The conjunction of 7.34 and 7.35 evaluates to i which is the desired result since 

the function in 7.37 can accept an NP[DS: NEW] from the left but only condi- 

tionally. Notice that the condition does not depend on the discourse saliency 

constraint embodied in 7.35 since all settings of discourse saliency for the SVO 

order are acceptable, as established in Chapter 5. The constraint in 7.34 does, 

however, impose a conditionality on the acceptability of SV orders since the 
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OSV order is ungrammatical. 

As a last example, consider the function and argument in 7.38 below. 

7.38 I/NPsubj'[DS: GIVEN], NPobj2j NP 
[DS: NEW] [DS: GIVEN] 

The function has accepted an NP[DS: GIVEN] from the right as a potential 

subject. 7.34 evaluates to T since both the antecedent and consequent evaluate 

to T. The second Lp constraint is more complex. Its antecedent evaluates to T 

since the NPsubj is to the right. The first conjunct of the consequent evaluates 

to F, however, since the verb is [DS: NEW]. Of course, this alone is enough to 

ensure that the entire expression evaluates to F and consequently the conjunc- 

tion of the two Lp constraints evaluates to F. This sequence of categories with 

this particular distribution of discourse saliency information is not grammati- 

cal, a fact established in Chapter 5. 

7.4 The Combinators of Extended Categorial Grammar 

This section addresses itself to the combinators of Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar. It would be possible to use the range of combinators available in General- 

ised Categorial Grammar that were discussed in Chapter 1, though modified to 

take account of the fact that functions take sets of arguments. However, it is 

suggested here that several of these combinators can be collapsed into a single 

rule schema. Motivation for this view and the issues arising from it are the 

principal topics of this section. 

The issue of generalising over the combinators can be looked at from two 

angles: from the point of view of conventional Generalised Categorial Grammar 

using curried functions; or, from the point of view of the Extended Categorial 

Grammar model. The advantage of examining the issue from the viewpoint of 

curried functions is that it allows certain of the logical underpinnings of the 

generalisations to be drawn out more clearly. Of course, for the work reported 
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in this thesis, it is the generalisation in terms of Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar that is ultimately of importance. This section is consequently divided into 

three parts: in 7.4.1 a generalisation over Functional Application, Composition 

and Substitution is suggested within the framework of Generalised Categorial 

Grammar with curried functions; in 7.4.2 the same generalisation is presented 

and discussed from an Extended Categorial Grammar perspective; finally, in 

7.4.3 some worked examples of the generalised combinator are offered. 

7.4.1 A Generalised Categorial Grammar Rule Schema 

It is argued here that Functional Application, Composition and Substitution 

are each special cases of the same combinatorial principle. This can be demon- 

strated using the curried versions of functions and by considering the condi- 
tional equivalences of categorial categories. 

The category "Xly" can be interpreted (as it standardly is) to mean that a 

category "X" can be asserted if there is a category "Y" (adjacent). This 

interpretation can be expressed using a conditional proposition as follows: 

7.3 9YDX 

In general, any complex Categorial Grammar category can be represented in a 

conditional form by reversing the two constituent categories and joining them 

with hook. Such a statement will be referred to as the conditional equivalent of 

the categorial category. So, the complex category in 7.40a can be represented 

as its conditional equivalent given in 7.40b. 

7.40 a (SINP, )I(SINP2) 

b (NP 2D S) D (NP, D 

The rule of functional application can therefore be stated as an expression of 

propositional logic in the following way: 
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7.41 «Y !) 

which is a tautology of the propositional calculus if taken as a theorem or the 

rule of modus ponens if interpreted as a rule of inference. 

Functional Composition is also a tautology of propositional logic, given by the 

expression in 7.42. 

7.42 a XJY YJZ XJZ 

b «Y D X) & (Z D 

(Standardly, this is one form of the rule of the syllogism). 

Likewise, the rule of Functional Substitution introduced in Chapter 1 is a tau- 

tology given by the expression in 7.43. 

7.43 a (XIY)IZ YJZ =ý XJZ 

b ((Z D (Y D X)) & (Z D Y)) D (Z D 

It turns out that all the combinatory rules which have been suggested for Gen- 

eralised Categorial Grammar in the literature have, in fact, conditional 

equivalents in the propositional calculus which are tautologies. This is not 

surprising, of course, given the fact that it has been demonstrated that Gen- 

eralised Categorial Grammar can be expressed as a sequent calculus (see 

Moortgat 1988b for detailed discussion). What is of interest here is the obser- 

vation that the conditional form of Functional Application can be seen to be a 

special case of the conditional form of Functional Composition: that case where 

the second conjunct (either a basic expression or a conditional) is identical to 

the antecedent of the first conditional of the conjunct. 

Consider the sequence of schematic non-directional combinatory-style rules in 

7.44 below. 
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7.44 a XJY Y =* X 

b XJY YJZ XJZ 

c Xly YIZ (XIZ)IZ 

d (XIY)IZ Y => XJZ 

(XIY)IZ YJZ =ý XJZ 

f (XIY)lz YIZ =* (XIZ)lz 
(XIY)lz YIW =: > (XIZ)lw 

Each of these rules has a conditional equivalent which is a tautology of the 

Propositional Calculus. 7.44a and 7.44b are, of course, Functional Application 

and Composition respectively. 7.44c is a variant of Composition which is a tau- 

tology because of the following strict equivalence in Propositional Logic: 

7.45 (Z 1) (Z D X» ý#> (Z :) X) 

The number of categories of type Z which can be added in this way is unlimited 

so that the categorial forms XJY, (XIY)IY, ((XIY)IY)IY for instance are all logi- 

cally equivalent though categorially distinct. This is far too liberal for natural 
language analysis and, although there are cases where a constrained use of this 

copying can be motivated (see Moortgat 1988b, page 47), in general, the output 

of a combinator should not allow redundant multiplication of identical argu- 

ments in this way. 7.44d is a rule that has not been put forward in the litera- 

ture in precisely this form but can be seen as a variant of Functional Applica- 

tion where the Y argument is picked out internally rather than peripherally 
from the arguments of the function. The effect of this rule can be achieved in 

conventional Categorial Grammars by judicious use of Associativity. 7.44e is 

the rule of Functional Substitution and 7.44f is the same rule but with one 

extra Z category added to the output. It therefore parallels 7.44c and the same 

comments apply. 7.44g, which differs from 7.44e and 7.44f only with respect to 

the non-identity of the principal and dependent functor arguments, has not 
been suggested in the categorial literature but might be useful for the incre- 

mental parsing of VSO languages. Consider the Spanish sentence in 7.46 
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below. 

7.46 vio el hombre a la mujer 
(the man saw the woman) 

The type assignments for this sequence of words is given in 7.47. 

7.47 vio 
el 
hombre 
a 
la 
mujer 

(S/NP1)/NP2 
NP/N 
N 
NP/NP 
NP/N 
N 

The incremental parsing strategy involves parsing a sentence in a strictly left 

to right manner where each new input category is fully integrated into the 

existing parse structure before proceeding to the next input. Clearly, the struc- 

ture built will not correspond to conventional phrase structure and so any claim 

to be able to use constituent structure, say for coordination, will have to be 

given up. However, one of the strengths of Categorial Grammar is that is pro- 

vides a mapping directly from the lexical type assignments to the semantic 

interpretation of the string via the semantics of the combinators without 

recourse to an "intermediate" phrase structure and that it is possible to build 

partial incremental semantic representations in this way. Incremental parsing 

is an area of active research in Categorial Grammar at the present time. The 

position taken in this thesis has been that coordination is evidence for consti- 

tuent structure. It has therefore been decided to retain a notion of constituent 

structure as the domain for coordination. 

The first two words of the sentence in 7.46 can be combined using Functional 

Composition to yield a category of type (S/NP, )/N looking for an N and NP. It 

is often assumed in curried Categorial Grammar representations that the order 

of the arguments reflects the grammatical relation of the NP arguments to the 

verb so that, for example, the last NP to combine with the verb is the subject, 

thereby incorporating the theory of grammatical relations in Keenan (1974). 

This is a way of deriving grammatical relations from the functional hierarchy 
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rather than taking them as primitive notions as has been done in this thesis. 

However, notice that Functional Composition will give the wrong result under 
these assumptions since the definite article has composed with the NP which 

would standardly be regarded as the direct object NP of the verbal function. 

The rule in 7.44g, however, will give the correct results as indicated in 7.48. 

7.48 (S/NP YN 
(4 S&Pl)/NP2 ) vio 
NP/N ) el 

This interesting set of rule types, which covers all the standard combinators as 

well as some extra rules which may well have independent motivation under 

certain parsing and processing assumptions but which also has the undesirable 

property of allowing unconstrained copying in the output, can be generalised by 

the schema in 7.49 below. 

7.49 (XIY)la YIP => (Xla)lp 

The way this works out for various values of a and P is shown in Figure 7.11. 

The characteristic of the schema is that the argument's Return value cancels 

an argument of the function with other arguments (represented by a and P) 

being carried over to the output. When a, ft =0 then the instantiation of the 

schema is Functional Application since the Y argument is simply cancelled 
from the function. Notice that in this schema variables stand for any arbitrary 

categories of the grammar. Consequently, the application in 7.50 below will go 

through with X, Y= (S/NP). 

7.50 (S/NP)/(S/NP) S/NP ==ý S/NP 

The second version, where a=Z, is the variant of Functional Application men- 

tioned above where the argument is removed from within the function rather 

than peripherally. The third version of the schema where P=Z induces Func- 

tional Composition. The version where both a and P are instantiated to the 
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General Rule Schema: (XIY)Ia YIP (Xla)lp 

where X, Y, a, P are categories of the grammar. 

Instantiations: 

1 

Xly Y =* x 
2 a=Z; ß=ø: 

(XIY)lz Y =* xjz 
3 a=ø; ß=Z: 

Xly YIZ ==ý xjz 
4 a, ß=Z: 

(XIY)lz YIZ ==> (XIZ)lz 
Z, ß= 

(XIY)lz YIW =* (XIZ)lw 
Figure 7.11 

A Schema for Generalised Categorial Grammar Rules of Combination 

same value induces a rule which resembles Functional Substitution but is not 
identical to it since it has too many arguments in the output. Within the con- 

ventional framework of curried category structure used in this section, Func- 

tional Substitution proper remains outside the scope of this generalisation. In 

7.4.2 it will be shown how it can be brought within the scope of this generalisa- 

tion in Extended Categorial Grammar. 

Finally, the last version of the rule schema where both a and P have values 

but a ;tP has already been discussed in connection with the brief remarks 

above about incremental parsing strategies. 
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7.4.2 A Combinator for Extended Categorial Grammar 

The purpose of this section is to adapt the observations above about the possi- 
bility of generalising over several of the combinatory rules of Generalised 

Categorial Grammar to the Extended Categorial Grammar framework. 

Transferring the generalisation of the rule schema in Figure 7.11 to Extended 

Categorial Grammar involves taking into account the set-valued ArgSet attri- 
bute of function categories. Consider the function- argument pair in 7.51. 

7.51 [X IY 11 Y ==> [X I /Y 11 

The abbreviatory conventions used in 7.51 are as follows. X and Y are basic 

categories of the grammar. Functions are represented by their Return value 

and the contents of their ArgSet. The function on the left in 7.51 is, therefore, 

looking for aY argument. The output category shows that the Y has been 

accepted by marking the DIR value on the relevant argument. Further, recall 
that the combination of the two categories on the left in 7.51 would not have 

gone through unless T-Eval over the Lp constraint of the function (not given) 
had returned a non-false value. 

7.51 is a case where the function has one argument, the argument has no argu- 

ments itself and therefore the only possible match is between the entire argu- 

ment and the function's ArgSet category. Now consider 7.52 below. 

7.52 [X IY, ZII Y ==> [X IN, ZII 

Here the function has two arguments, one of which matches with Y, resulting 
in the output shown. Clearly, both 7.51 and 7.52 are instances of Functional 

Application. The only difference between them being that the function in 7.52 

may be taken as an example of 2 in Figure 7.11. 

What happens when the argument itself has categories in its ArgSet? Consider 

7.53. 
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7.53 [X IYII UY M] => [X IN, ZII 

In terms of Figure 7.11, this is the third instantiation of the rule schema, with 

a=0 and P=Z. It is, of course, an instance of Functional Composition. If a 
has a value in the function, 7.54 is the result. 

7.54 [X fY, ZII [Y IZII =* [X f/Y, ZII 

This is related to the fourth instantiation of the rule schema but with one 
important difference: there is only one Z argument in the output. It therefore 

models Functional Substitution. This is valid on the assumption that the out- 

put category is constructed by taking the union of all the arguments not to be 

marked with a DIR value. If the two remaining arguments are different, like 

the fifth example in Figure 7.11, the result will be that shown in 7.55 below. 

7.55 [X IY, ZII [Y IWII =* [X t/Y, Z, Wll 

The picture which emerges from this discussion is that two categories combine 
if either the entire argument category or its Return value match a category in 

the functions ArgSet. The output has this category neutralised by the intro- 

duction of a DIR value and the union of the remaining categories in both func- 

tion and argument is taken. 

This generalisation covers the examples above but is not complete. The situa- 

tion is rather more complex than this. Consider the two categories in 7.56 

below. 

7.56 [X ýY, ZII [Y JW, MII 

According to the combinatory algorithm in the previous paragraph, these 

should combine to produce the category in 7.57. 

7.57 [X 1/Y, Z, W, MII 
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But this is wrong. The curried versions corresponding to the rightmost 

category in 7.56 (taken as the argument category) would be 

7.58 a (YIW)IM 

b (YIM)IW 

and those corresponding to to the leftmost category in 7.56, taken as the func- 

tion would be 

7.59 a (XIY)IZ 

b (XIZ)IY 

Neither version of the function can accept either version of the argument. The 

function would, of course, have to have either YJW or YJM as a category in its 

ArgSet for the combination to go through. The change to the algorithm to 

ensure that all cases are covered is straightforward: a category in the function's 

ArgSet must combine with an argument category formed by taking either the 

entire argument or the category formed by removing at most one category from 

the argument's ArgSet. This is summed up in the combinator schemata given 
in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. Two versions of the combinator are given to reflect 

the directionality of the potential argument. 

The schemata show that a category in the function's ArgSet must match with 

the potential argument and that the argument can have at most one category 
in its own ArgSet which is not part of the match. The output is a category in 

which the matched argument is given an appropriate DIR value and the union 

of the other categories in the two ArgSets is taken, thereby eliminating repeti- 

tions of identical categories. The Lp constraint for the output category consists 

of a conjunction of the Lp constraint for the function with the results of apply- 

ing the operator f over the constraints of the argument. This operator simply 

selects the constraint relevant to the P category in the argument, filtering out 

constraints relating to other categories in the argument's ArgSet. 
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Return: 

ArgSet: U W, 

Lp: e (y) 

Return: x 

Return: y 

ArgSet: U ArgSet: wa 

LLP: e (a) 

Lp: e (8) 

=> 

RcLurn- x 

Return: Y 

Category: ArgSet: w 

ArgSet: Ua 
Lp: e (a) 

DIR 
L- 

-1 

Lp: e (8) &e (y) 

Figure 7.12 
The Extended Categorial Grammar Combinator Schema: 

Leftward Looking Version 
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Return: x 

'Return: 

ArgSet: U ArgSet: 

11 

Lp: 

Lp: e (8) 

y 

w 

e (a) 

Return: 

ArgSet: 

Lp: 

Return: 

ArgSeL- U W. 0 

Lp: e (y) 

x 

eturn: 

Category: ArgSet: 

u 
Lp: 

DIR 
L- 

e (5) & (Y) 

=> 

y 

w 

e (0) 

Figure 7.13 
The Extended Categorial Grammar Combinator Schema: 

Rightward Looking Version 

7.4.3 Parsing with the Combinator Schemata in Extended Categorial 

Grammar 

Having presented the general schemata for functi on- argument combination in 

Extended Categorial Grammar, this section illustrates their operation through 

two concrete examples: Application and Composition. 

Consider the abbreviated category in Figure 7.14. This is a function looking for 

either an NP or another function. Assume it is offered the category in Figure 

7.15 as an argument. These two categories combine according to the rule 

schema with the following settings for the variables. 
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Return: 

ArgSet 

Lp: 

S 

C ategory: NPsubj Category: 

Return: s 

ArgSet: 
[Category: 

NPsubj* 2 

Lp: \2 

\1 

Figure 7.14 
A Hypothetical Function Category 

Return: 

ArgSet: NPsubj 

Lp: \1 

Figure 7.15 
A Potential Argument for the Function in Figure 7.14 

7.60 X S 
y S 
W NP 
a NPsubj 

08 
0 
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The output category is given in Figure 7.16. The satisfied argument has an 

appropriate DIR value and the Lp constraint on the output is taken from the 

function only since no category remains in the ArgSet of the argument. It 

might be helpful at this point to spell this combinatorial process out using cur- 

ried representations. The function in 7.13 has the set of curried functions in 

7.61 as its equivalent. 

7.61 a (S\NPsubj)/(S\NPsubj) 
b (S/(S\NPsubj))\NPsubj 
c (S/NPsubj)\(S\NPsubj) 
d (S\(S\NPsubj))/NPsubj 
e (S/NPsubj)/(S\NPsubj) 
f (S/(S\NPsubj))/NPsubj 

The output in Figure 7.16 is a function looking for an NP to be saturated. It 

can find that NP from either the left or right. This is the desired result since 

Return: 

Return: s 

Category: ArgSet: NPsubj 2 

ArgSet: II 

Lp: \2 

DIR. 

Lp: 

3 

I 

[Category 
NPsubj 11 

Figure 7.16 
Output Category for the Combination of Categories 

in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 
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the two curried versions in 7.61a and 7.61c have as their output categories 
looking for their NP argument in either direction. The category in Figure 7.16 

is simply a generalisation over these two curried functions. 

Functional Composition is illustrated using the same function in Figure 7.14 

and the function in Figure 7.17. 

The settings of the variables are given in 7.61 below. 

Return: 

Return: s 

ArgSeL ategory: NPsubj Category; ArgSet: ategory: Nhiubj 2 
IC I IC 

Lp: \2 

Lp: xi 

Figure 7.17 
A Function to Compose with the Category 

in Figure 7.14 
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7.61 XS 
Ys 
W [Category: NPsubj3] 
a [Category: NPsubj] 

Return: S 

Category: ArgSet: 

I 

NPsubj 

Lp: 

The output category is given in Figure 7.18. 

Return: 

ArgSet: 

up 

3 
Return: s 

Category: ArgSet: NPsubj 

Lp: \1 

DIR: 

(\2 3 /3) & /6 

6 
Return: S 

NPsubj 
21 

Category: ArgSet: 

( 

NPsubj 

Lp: \4 

Figure 7.18 
Output of Functional Composition of the 

Categories in Figures 7.14 and 7.17 
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7.5 Extended Categorial Grammar and the Hierarchy of Categorial 

Grammars 

Sections 7.2 to 7.4 presented the outline of a monostratal linear order factored 

version of Categorial Grammar. The intention was to show how certain prob- 
lems with the simpler model presented in Part Two can be overcome by the use 

of formal devices such as category typing and matching. Part of the intention 

of this chapter was also that the formalism should be explicit enough to point 

towards an implementation. It is appropriate now to stand back and try to 

view the model presented here in the context of the hierarchy of Categorial 

Grammars outlined in Section 1.5. 

Section 1.5 introduced a hierarchy of Categorial Grammars as it is presented in 

Moortgat (1988). It was pointed out there that the classical system L is too 

weak for natural language description but that the permutation closure of L- 

LP - is far too unconstrained since for any sequence of categories that can be 

parsed to a given type, any ordering of those categories will parse to that type. 

One of the principal aims of this thesis has been to display and analyse natural 
language data which calls for a degree of flexibility from the grammar formal- 

ism with respect to word order but where that flexibility is strictly constrained. 
One of the tasks of any syntactic model must be to provide a mechanism for 

describing such semi-free word order. LP cannot do that. 

It will be useful at this point to categorise the properties of L which are 

relevant to the problem of placing Extended Categorial Grammar in the hierar- 

chy of Categorial Grammars. The combinators of the product-free version of L 

which has been the subject of this thesis may be classified as in 7.62 below. 

7.62 a Application 
Composition 

b Associativity 

c Raising 
Division 
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7.62a are the combinatory rules to which can be added Functional Substitution. 

The previous section showed how it was possible to generalise over these three 

rule types. The rule in 7.62b is particularly important in the present context. 
It is the source of the structural completeness of L, the property that guaran- 

tees that a sequence of categories which parses to a particular type will parse 

to that type for any bracketing of the category pairs. Finally 7.62c is the group 

of type changing rules which have been motivated from both a logical and 
linguistic perspective. They will not be discussed here since they are not the 

focus of attention in this thesis. 

Moortgat (1988) investigates ways of defining Categorial Grammars in the logi- 

cal space between L and LP. He considers two approaches to the problem. The 

first involves introducing specific theorems from LP into L. He shows, how- 

ever, that the axioms motivated by linguistic phenomena such as discontinuous 

dependencies cause collapse into LP. The second approach involves the intro- 

duction of non-concatenative operations into L. The work reported here 

addresses itself to the same issue but from a different perspective: Extended 

Categorial Grammar has the generative power of LP but the Lp constraints 

permit the definition of grammars with generative powers between L and LP. 

Lp constraints employing basic expressions of the form \a and /a define the per- 

mutation possibilities of categories whereas expressions of the form <a, P 

on the other hand, constrain the associativity of categories. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE EXTENDED CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR ANALYSIS OF 
SEMI-FREE WORD ORDER 

8.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine a range of data from Spanish using 

the Extended Categorial Grammar model developed in the previous chapter. 
The analysis of word order in Spanish transitive sentences in Chapter 5 left a 

number of issues unaddressed: in particular, the categorial status of the parti- 

cle a, the role of the determiners and the interaction of these with the process 

of Grammatical Relation assignment and word order constraints. As a first 

step towards a more complete analysis of Spanish, it is suggested in Section 8.2 

that appropriate generalisations can be expressed about the particle a by factor- 

ing the conventional Grammatical Relation assignment of subject, direct and 
indirect object into two more primitive features. This innovation is then used 

as the basis for a detailed examination of the Spanish data. 

In Sections 8.3 the problem of describing word order variation within languages 

in the Extended Categorial Grammar framework is briefly addressed. The 

word order data presented for Spanish in Chapter 2, which formed the basis of 

the analysis in Chapter 5, involved certain decisions being made about the 

acceptable sequences in Spanish. Basically, it was decided to take the broadest 

view of grammaticality that had been found among informants. This amounted 

to accepting all orderings of S, V and 0 except the verb final ones. However, 

this is an area where there is considerable variation between speakers. 
Extended Categorial Grammar should be able to model these differences and 
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thereby allow comparisons to be made. These are discussed and Lp statements 
for the various orderings are offered. 

Finally, the presence in sentences of personal pronoun clitics (referred to here 

as pronominal clitics or, simply, clitics) has significant effects on the ordering of 

arguments relative to verbal functions and so has important implications for 

the statement of linear ordering constraints. These issues, together with the 

issue of the categorial status of clitics form the topic of Section 8.4. 

8.2 The Analysis of Basic Sentences in Spanish: The Roles of a and the 

Determiners 

The analysis of word order in Chapter 5 was conducted primarily on the basis 

of simple transitive sentences. The underlying idea was that the Noun Phrase 

argument specifications in the verbal function's ArgSet would carry information 

about the Grammatical Relations that potential arguments might take, This 

relieves the Noun Phrase arguments themselves from having to have an expli- 

cit Grammatical Relation assignment. There are two drawbacks to this 

approach. Firstly, it leads to indeterminacy in parsing. When a Noun Phrase 

becomes available as an argument to a transitive verb, it is assumed to be 

underspecified with regard to the categories in the function's ArgSet, particu- 
larly for Grammatical Relations. Consequently, it may match with either the 

subject or direct object if both are unsaturated, a process potentially involving 

the hypothesising of two output categories. Secondly, the claim that Noun 

phrases in Spanish are neutral with respect to Grammatical Relation assign- 

ment is counterfactual since the Grammatical Relation a Noun Phrase may 
bear to a verb is to some extent predictable independently of any specific con- 

text in which the Noun Phrase occurs. Showing how this second point resolves 

itself in Spanish also shows how the problem over indeterminacy can be 

reduced or even eliminated in many situations. The particle a plays a key role 

in the assignment of Grammatical Relations and the presence of the definite 

and indefinite determiners is also relevant. 
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In Chapter 2 evidence was presented from Sufier (1988) to show that the parti- 

cle a when used with indirect objects is not a preposition, as is sometimes 

assumed. The conclusion to be drawn from that discussion is that both direct 

and indirect objects are Noun Phrases and that the particle a has the dual role 

of assigning direct and indirect object Grammatical Relations to Noun Phrases. 

Without further analysis this would mean positing two homophonous items 

which assign different Grammatical Relations. The discussion following shows 
how the Extended Categorial Grammar framework, together with a new 

approach to factoring Grammatical Relations into more primitive concepts, pro- 

vides the means of analysing the particle a as essentially a single functional 

category. 

As indicated above, the Grammatical Relation that a Noun Phrase may bear to 

a verb is to some extent predictable in Spanish independently of any specific 

context in which the Noun Phrase may occur. For example the Noun Phrase 

Maria can only be the subject of a sentence, as in 8.1a, never the direct object 
(hence the judgement in 8.1b) or indirect object (hence 8.1c). 

8,1 a Maria cant6 la canci6n 
(Mary sang the song) 

b *el hombre vio Maria 
(the man saw Mary) 

c *Juan dio el libro Maria 
(John gave the book to Mary) 

An animate Noun Phrase can only be the direct or indirect object of a verb if it 

is preceded by the particle a, a fact illustrated in Chapter 2. The corollary of 

this is that no Noun Phrase preceded by the particle a can be the subject of a 

sentence. The inanimate Noun Phrase La cancl6n, however, is potentially 

either a direct object, as in 8.1a, or a subject, as in 8.2. 

8.2 La canci6n pareci6 sin melodia y poco interesante 
(the song seemed tuneless and uninteresting) 

This array of facts suggests that the tripartite distinction between subjects, 
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direct and indirect objects will prove inadequate when it is necessary to state 

generalisations over direct and indirect objects on the one hand (eg. a Maria) 

and subject and direct objects on the other (eg. la canci6n). To overcome this 

problem, it is suggested here that the Grammatical Relations used so far are 
decomposed into two primitive binary features called Primary and Objective. 

The Primary feature serves to distinguish subjects and direct objects on the one 
hand from indirect objects and more peripheral arguments of verbs on the other 
hand. The motivation for this distinction derives from the linguistic typology 

literature. Andrews (1985) is an excellent survey of the issues involved. In 

common with many authors in this field, he derives Grammatical Relations 

from more fundamental semantic and semiotic functions of language: 

The semantic roles and pragmatic functions of the NPs in a sen- 
tence may be called their "semiotic" functions, since they have 
to do with the meaning of the sentences. Semiotic functions are 
ultimately signalled by "overt coding features" such as word 
order, case marking and cross-referencing (agreement). But it is 
difficult to provide a coherent account of how this occurs in 
terms of a direct connection between coding features and the 
semiotic functions they express. Rather it seems better to posit 
an intervening level of grammatical structure: the coding 
features indicate the grammatical structure of the sentence, and 
the grammatical structure determines the semiotic functions. 

(Andrews 1985, page 63) 

The "grammatical functions of the NPs are the relationships in this grammati- 

cal structure which participate in determining the semantic and pragmatic 
functions of the NPs ... and are involved in governing the form of sentence 

structure" (page 63). What Andrews calls "grammatical functions" play a pivo- 

tal role in determining the structural and "semiotic" properties of sentences. 

One class of sentences is frequently taken as basic because of its universality: 

the class of two-argument verbs taking an Agent and Patient. Andrews refers 

to these as "primary transitive verbs (PTVs)". 
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Languages always seem to have a standard way or small set of 
ways in which they normally express the Agent and Patient of a 
PTV. If an NP is serving as argument of a two-argument verb, 
and receiving the morphological and syntactic treatment nor- 
mally accorded to an Agent of a PTV, we shall say that it has 
the grammatical function A; if it is an argument of a verb with 
two or more arguments receiving the treatment normally 
accorded to the Patient of a PTV, we shall say that it has the 
grammatical function 0. A sentence is called "transitive" if it 
has A and 0 functions in its syntactic structure, "intransitive" if 
one or both functions is missing... An NP in an intransitive sen- 
tence that is receiving the treatment normally accorded to the 
single argument of a one-argument predicate will be said to 
have S function. 

(Andrews 1985, page 68) 

These grammatical functions are related to Grammatical Relations in different 

ways in different languages: "Most often, one finds one Grammatical Relation 

associated with A and S, and another with 0. The former sort of Grammatical 

Relation we will call subject, the latter object" (Andrews 1985, page 69). Since 

Spanish is a Nominative/Accusative rather than an Ergative language, these 

associations will be adopted here. 

It is clear that, from this perspective, the subject and direct object share a 

mutual significance in the mapping between semiotic function and grammatical 

structure. Other arguments of the verb do not have this centrally important 

role. It seems legitimate, therefore, to distinguish the subject and direct object 
from other subcategorised roles and this is exactly the purpose of the Primary 

feature. 

The Objective feature is motivated in a rather different way. Many languages 

exhibit so-called subject-object asymmetries with respect to grammatical 

processes such as agreement and control of reflexivisation. From a typological 

perspective, Tomlin (1986) provides extensive evidence for this asymmetry 

sufficient to raise it to one of three fundamental principles that "shape the 

grammars of natural languages" (Tomlin 1986, page 73): 
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The principle of Verb-Object Bonding is presented in (1): 

(1) Verb-Object Bonding (VOB): the object of a transitive 
verb is more tightly bonded to the verb than its subject. 

This principle claims that a transitive verb and its object form a 
more cohesive, unified syntactic and semantic whole than do a 
transitive verb and its subject. The data ... show that it is more 
difficult to interfere with the syntactic unity of the verb and its 
object, by attempting syntactic insertions, movements and so on, 
than to interfere with any such possible unity between the verb 
and its subject. They show further that there is also a greater 
semantic unity between verb and object than between verb and 
subject. 

(Tomlin 1986, page 74) 

This insight is also encoded explicitly in some recent theories such as Govern- 

ment and Binding by treating the subject differently to the strictly subcategor- 
ised constituents of verbs: subjects have "external" 8-roles (Agent, Patient etc) 

while other subcategorised objects, including the direct and indirect object, are 

said to have "internal" 6-roles (Cook 1988, page 115). The Objective feature 

identifies the non-subject subcategorised arguments of the verb. 

The assignment of Grammatical Relations to the distribution of values for Pri- 

mary and Objective is given in Table 8.1. It is clear from Table 8.1 how this 

distribution of the two features will allow for the generalisations mentioned 

above: direct and indirect objects are [+Objective]; subjects and direct objects 

are [ +Primary]. 

The assignment of these features Primary and Objective to different Noun 

Phrase types is shown in Table 8.2. Bare animate Noun Phrases such as 
Maria can only be subjects, they are therefore [+Primary, -Objective]. The 

particle a can only occur with animate Noun Phrases to form Noun Phrases 

which are either direct or indirect objects. The resulting Noun Phrase is conse- 

quently [+Objective] with no restriction on the Primary feature. 
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Subject Direct Object Indirect Object 

Primary 

Objective 

+ + 

+ + 

Table 8.1 
The Decomposition of Grammatical Relations 

into Primary and Objective Features 

Noun Phrase 
Type 

Examples Possible 
GRs 

Primary Objective 
Feature Feature 

NP[ + Animate] Maria subject + 

a NP[ + Animate] a Mari a direct object + 
indirect object 

Det N[ + Animate] la mujer subject + 

Det N[-Animatel la canci6n subject ++ 
direct object 

Table 8.2 
Assignment of Features to the Principal 

Noun Phrase Types 

The definite and indefinite determiners are more complex. Table 8.2 shows 

that the potential Grammatical Relations of a Noun Phrase with a determiner 

at its leading edge depends on the animacy of the Noun. Such a Noun Phrase 

which is [+ Animate] can only have the Grammatical Relation subject whereas 

if the Noun Phrase is [-Animate], it can be either subject or direct object. 

Notice that a Noun Phrase such as a la mujer, which is not explicitly given in 

Table 8.2, can be thought of as composed of a Noun Phrase, la mujer, which 

would be a potential subject, prefixed by a which causes it to take on the 
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Grammatical Relations of direct or indirect object, exactly analogous to Maria 

and a Maria. 

How can these distributions be secured in the grammar of Spanish without 

resort to excessive feature stipulation in the lexicon? Firstly, a and the definite 

and indefinite determiners are taken to be functions over Noun Phrases and 
Nouns respectively; each function returning a Noun Phrase. The category for a 
is given in Figure 8.1. The abbreviatory conventions used here and throughout 

this Chapter are as follows: the alias NP stands for a basic category of the form 

in8.3. 

8.3 NP = 

N: 

Return: V: 

Phrasal: 

Return: NP[+ Animate, +Objective] 

ArgSet: 
[Category: 

NP( + Animate] 
01 

Lp: /0 

Figure 8.1 
The Category for the Particle a 
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The attribute-value assignments (where ±F is used as a short form for [F: ±D 

following the alias are regarded as part of the primitive return category. The 

abbreviated form NP[+animate, +Objective] is therefore the category in 8.4 

below. 

8.4 NP 
+ Animate] 
+ Objective] N: + 

V: - 

Return: Phrasal: 

Animate: 

Objective: 

The function in Figure 8.1 therefore generalises over the use of a with direct 

objects as well as indirect objects, in keeping with the discussion of data from 

Sufier (1988) mentioned earlier. 

The determiners might be analysed as two categories (one returning a definite 

Noun Phrase, the other an indefinite), each with the feature analysis of the 

returned Noun Phrase being in part dependent on the animacy of the Noun 

argument. A different solution is adopted here, however. The general feature 

constraint in 8.5 below is added to the grammar. 

8.5 NP[ + Animate] =* NP[ + Primary, -Objective] 

The interpretation of this is as follows: whenever a Noun Phrase is instantiated 

for features, if it is [+Animate] it is also [+Primary, -Objective] unless this 

clashes with features already instantiated on the category. This is primarily a 
default constraint which applies to categories at parse time, since that is when 

values of these features are added to categories. Notice also that this con- 

straint is thought of as applying to all Noun Phrase categories including those 

which form the Return and ArgSet values of functions. The examples below 
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will illustrate its effects. 

The results of introducing this constraint are twofold: lexical entries can be 

simplified and a single category each for the definite and indefinite determiners 

suffices. An example of simplification in the lexicon is offered by the category 
for a in Figure 8.1. The argument to this function is any NP[+Animatel but a 

will not combine with any NP[+Animatel. Essentially, it is a Grammatical 

Relation changing particle, changing subjects to direct or indirect objects. It 

will, therefore, only combine with an NP[+Animate, +Primary, -Objective]. 
This is ensured by the default in 8.5 since the Noun Phrase argument will 
default to these values. By contrast, the Return value of this function is given 

as NP[+Animate, +Objective]. Since this feature complex conflicts with the 

output of 8.5, the default instantiation does not apply and the Return value is a 

partial specification of direct and indirect object categories, as required. 

The category for the Definite Determiner is given in Figure 8.2 below where a 

is a variable over binary atomic values. 

Lexical entries for some Proper and Common Nouns and the transitive verbs 

cantar and ver are given in Figure 8.3. Again, the default in 8.5 will 

Return: 

ArgSet: 

Lp: 

NP[aAnimate, +Definite] 

[Category: 
NP[cLAnimatel 

0 11 

/E 

Figure 8.2 
The Category for the Definite Determiner 
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instantiate Marfa with [+Primary, -Objective] features. The verbs have two 

NP arguments with full Grammatical Relation specification. The Lp state- 

ments for these transitive verbs are left unspecified here since they are not 

relevant to the present discussion and have been fully described in earlier 

chapters. 

Details of the analysis of some basic sentence types showing how the Grammat- 

ical Relations of Noun Phrases are correctly predicted from the lexical entries 

and default in 8.5 are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Consider the sentence in 8.6 below. 

8.6 Maria cant6 la canci6n 
(Mary sang the song) 

Marf a (Mary): 

canci6n (song): 

mujer (woman): 

cantar (to sing) 
ver (to see): 

Return: 

NP[ + Animate] 

N[-Animatel 

N[ + Animate] 

ArgSet: ategory: NP 
IC 

[+ Primary] 
(-Objective] 

Lp: e(y) 

]. [Category: 
NP 

+ Primary] 
[+Objective] 

Figure 8.3 
Some Lexical Entries for an Extended Categorial Grammar 
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In this sentence Maria can only be the subject whereas la canci6n is potentially 

a subject or direct object. There is consequently only one possible distribution of 
Grammatical Relations over the NP arguments. From the point of view of the 

present discussion, an interesting word order variant of this sentence is the one 

given in 8.7 which is, of course, acceptable according to the Lp constraints for 

Spanish. 

8.7 cantö la canciön Maria 

During the parsing of the sentence in 8.7, the assignment of Grammatical Rela- 

tion to the first Noun Phrase will be non-deterministic since it can be subject or 
direct object. Only when the second Noun Phrase is accepted is a non- 

ambiguous assignment of Grammatical Relations possible. Of course, other 
features (such as animacy) are relevant to the assignment of Grammatical 

Relations and these may well conspire to exclude la canci6n as a suitable sub- 
ject for cantar. This, however, involves drawing on semantic and possibly real- 

world knowledge which is not being considered here. 

The sentence in 8.8 below offers different problems. 

8.8 ? *a la mujer cant6 la canci6n 
Mthe song sang the woman) 

a la mUier cannot be the subject of the sentence but la canci6n can be subject or 
direct object. This means that this sentence can parse with an OVS assign- 

ment. This syntactic possibility, however, breaks two semantic constraints on 
the choice of subject and direct object. Contrast this with the sentence in 8.9. 

8.9 A Juan vio Maria 
(Mary saw John) 

This has the same Grammatical Relation assignment as 8.8 with an OVS order 
but does not break any semantic selectional restrictions. It is therefore accept- 

able syntactically and semantically. 
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The sentences in 8.10 are both unacceptable. 

8.10 a *Marf a eantö a la eaneidn 

b *Marf a vio Juan 

The particle a cannot occur with inanimate Noun Phrases (hence the ungram- 

maticality of 8.10a) and in 8.10b there are two conflicting subjects with no 

potential direct object. 

Finally, consider the sentences in 8.11. 

8.11 a Maria (le) dio el libro a Pedro 
(Mary gave the book to Peter) 

b el gobernador envi6 a la esclava al emperador 
(the governor sent the slave to the emperor) 

The assignment of Grammatical Relations in 8.11a is unambiguous even 

though the Grammatical Relations of both el libro and a Pedro are ambiguous: 
the former can be subject or direct object, the latter direct or indirect object. 
The unambiguous distribution is locked into place by the fact that Maria can 

only be the subject. On the other hand, although a single translation has been 

given for 8.11b, it is in fact ambiguous. Both phrases introduced by a can be 

either direct or indirect objects. Grammatical Relation assignment therefore 

results from non-syntactic information such as the tendency in unmarked con- 
texts to order direct before indirect objects re-enforced by the real-world 
knowledge that the slave is more likely to be sent to the emperor than the 

other way round. 

8.3 Word Order in Spanish: Some Further Observations 

In Chapter 2 certain decisions were made about the word order possibilities in 

simple transitive sentences in Spanish. Basically, these involved the generali- 

sation that all orderings are acceptable so long as a Noun Phrase argument 
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follows the verb. There is considerable support for this among the informants 

used for collecting data for this study. However, it is important to recognise 

that this generalisation is by no means acceptable to all Spanish speakers and 

that other constraints are frequently cited in the literature. Armed with a 

model for the description of complex word orderings, it is now possible to 

address this problem of word order variation directly and this is explored in 

Section 8.3.1. 

Another aspect of the problem of word order in transitive sentences is that of 

markedness. Within the set of grammatical sentences some are clearly more 

marked than others. Again, the Extended Categorial Grammar model provides 

the foundations of a theory of markedness. This is explored in Section 8.3.2. 

8.3.1 Alternative Data on Word Order in Transitive Sentences 

Green (1988) offers opinions about word order in Spanish which are explicitly 

contrary to the simple generalisation of Chapter 2. Green asserts (pages 103-4) 

that Spanish is a VO language, having many of Greenberg's (1966) typological 

characteristics of VO languages. These include prepositions rather than postpo- 

sitions (Universal 3), the genitive following the governing noun (Universal 2), 

interrogative words coming first in interrogative word questions (Universal 12), 

and inflected auxiliaries preceding main verbs (Universal 16). 

In addition, "It is certainly possible to topicalise an object consisting of a 
definite Noun Phrase or a Proper Noun by moving it to the front of the sen- 

tence, but when this happens there is an intonation break after the topic, and 

an object clitic is obligatorily inserted before the verb: el coche, lo compr6 Elena 

"(as for) the car, Helen bought it". The result is no longer a simple sentence; lo 

cornpr6 Elena is a complete structure in its own right" (Green 1988, page 114). 

Green goes on in the same article to argue that Spanish has acquired the repu- 

tation of a "comparatively free" word order language largely because of the 

mobility of the subject rather than because of any other degree of freedom at 
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the sentential level. This is clearly in contradistinction to the data based on 

informants presented in Chapter 2. It serves to show how variable judgements 

can be on the matter of word order freedom in languages. 

If Spanish is VO, as Green suggests, then the Lp constraint in 8.12 defines the 

correct orderings. 

8.12 [+Objective] D --l\[ +Objective, +Primary] 

This constraint says that if a function takes an argument which is [+ Objective] 

then it cannot take a[+ Primary, + Objective] argument from the left. This 

covers all three classes of verbs which have been the main focus of this study 
ie. intransitive, transitive and di-transitive. 

In addition to the view expressed above, there are speakers of Spanish who 

accept an ordering which is freer than VO but not so free as that adopted in 

Chapter 2. These speakers accept fronted direct objects in relatively unmarked 

contexts just so long as they are indefinite. Again, this can be modelled in 

Extended Categorial Grammar with the Lp constraint in 8.13. 

8.13 [+Objective] D -i\[+Objective, +Primary, +Definite] 

The only difference between 8.12 and 8.13 is in the additional specification of 

the definiteness feature in the latter case. 

Notice that the freer word order described by the Lp statement in 8.13 does not 
imply a simpler Lp statement. There are six logically possible orderings of S, V 

and 0. Of two languages L1, L 
2' 

if L1 admits three of these orderings and L2 

admits four, including the three of L1, L2 might be described as having freer 

word order but the Lp constraint necessary to define the pattern for L2 might 

be much more complex than that required for L,, 

This section has shown how Lp constraints can be used to model the varying 

judgements by Spanish speakers of the limits of intra-linguistic 
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grammaticality. It is naturally inviting to speculate on cross-linguistic varia- 

bility as well. During the course of this study data were collected for several 

Romance languages and comparisons were made with regard to the linear ord- 

ering constraints operative in those languages. These data were, however, par- 

tial and there was little opportunity for verifying the judgements in detail. It 

has therefore been decided to present the data and analysis in the form of an 

Appendix rather than as main text. As a result, Appendix 4 is offered as a 

preliminary examination of the problem of analysing cross-linguistic data 

within the Extended Categorial Grammar framework. 

8.3.2 Word Order and Markedness 

The Lp constraints in 8.12 and 8.13 are consistent with the general assump- 
tions and criteria for linear order factored Categorial Grammar laid out in the 

Introduction: they define the limits of grammaticality for different classes of 

speakers. However, each set of orderings induced by these Lp statements can 
be further analysed in terms of the relative markedness each ordering exhibits. 
Not only that, but whether the claim is that Spanish is VO or the weaker claim 
that it is not verb final, judgements about markedness remain fairly consistent 

across different speakers. So, for example SVO is generally agreed to be the 

least marked order and OVS to be highly marked for those who accept it. 

Markedness is a difficult topic but the following comment from Comrie provides 

a guide to the use of the term in the present context: 

The intuition behind the notion of markedness is Linguistics is 
that, where we have an opposition between two or more 
members, .... it is often the case that one member is felt to be 

more usual, more normal, less specific than the others. 

(Comrie 1976, page 111) 

In other words deviations from a norm tend to be marked in some way. Word 

order is clearly a way of marking utterances and deviations from a basic or nor- 

mal order will be perceived as less usual, more specific and less flexible as far 
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as the contexts in which it may naturally appear are concerned. The interest- 

ing question is whether the linear order factored version of Categorial Gram- 

mar developed in these chapters can be used to model this intuition. 

A good starting point is the work carried out by Uszkoreit within the General- 

ised Phrase Structure Grammar framework presented in a series of papers 
deriving from his thesis (Uszkoreit 1984,1986a, 1986b). Uszkoreit's theory of 
linear precedence was designed to accommodate ordering constraints which 

appear to be less of the "all-or-nothing" variety suggested by conventional 
linear precedence rules and more in the way of a scale of possibilities, a scale 

which reflects the degree of acceptability of the utterance to native speakers. 

Uszkoreit's primary data come from the so-called Mittelfeld (middle field) in 

German. The characteristic of which he describes as follows: 

In main clauses [complements and adjuncts] follow the finite 
verb, with the possible exception of a single fronted constituent. 
They can in turn be followed by a nonfinite main verb and 
nonfinite auxiliary verb. Since the string of complements and 
adjuncts might be surrounded by other material, it is tradition- 
ally referred to as the "middle field" (Mittelfeld) of the clause. 

(Uszkoreit 1986b, pages 886-7) 

An example of the phenomenon is given in 8.14. Note here that the brackets 

indicate the Mittelfeld, not the constituent structure. 

8.14 Dann wird [ der Doktor dem Patienten die Pille 1 geben 
NOM DAT ACC 

(then will the doctor the patient the pill give) 

All six orderings of the noun phrases in 8.14 are grammatical. However, "if we 

consider the full range of phrases that can fill the roles of subjects and objects, 

we immediately find numerous ungrammatical sequences" (Uszkoreit 1986b, 

page 887). So, for example, compare 
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8.15 Dann wird [ es ihm einen Ball 1 geben 
NOM DAT ACC 

it him a ball 

with 

8.16 *Dann wird [ einen Ball ihm es 1 geben 
a ball him it 

where the only difference lies in the ordering of elements within the middle 
field. Uszkoreit argues that the standard interpretation of linear precedence 

statements cannot capture these facts, nor the degree of acceptability judge- 

ments found with respect to the various orderings within the middle field. 

However, Uszkoreit claims that a number of generalisations fall out from the 

data given an analytical vocabulary extended to include grammatical and 

semantic relations, as well as pragmatic roles. The principal generalisations he 

draws from his study are given in 8.17 (Uszkoreit 1986b, page 889). 

8.17 a The agent precedes the theme 

b The agent precedes the goal 

C The goal precedes the theme 

d Focused constituents follow other constituents 

e Personal pronouns precede non-pronominal constituents 

Without going into the detailed interpretation of notions such as "focus", it is 

clear that each of these is readily converted into a linear precedence statement. 
So, 8.18 repeats 8.17 in conventional Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 

terms. 
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8.18 a TRAGENT 

b TRAGENT 

TR: GOAL 

d FOCUS: - 

PPRN: 

TR: THEME 

TR: GOAL 

TR: THEME 

FOCUS: 

PPRN: - 

where TR, FOCUS and PPRN are features for thematic role, focused consti- 
tuent and personal pronoun respectively. 

Now, if these linear precedence statements were simply added to a Generalised 

Phrase Structure Grammar as a conjunctive list, many of the grammatically 

acceptable sequences in the middle field would not be induced. There appear to 

be two facts true about these genera li sati ons: firstly, not all of them hold in 

every grammatical local structure; secondly, some are stronger constraints than 

others. So, for example, in the latter case, breaking linear precedence state- 

ment 8.18e almost always results in ungrammaticality whereas breaking linear 

precedence statement 8.18a alone rarely does so. 

Uszkoreit's solution is to postulate a new type of linear precedence statement. 
He treats sets of linear precedence rules such as those in 8.18 as clauses in a 

complex disjunction. Because it is a disjunction, not every clause has to hold of 

every given local structure. He does, however, add that, roughly speaking, the 

more clauses that hold of a local structure, the more likely it is to be grammati- 

cal. Further, the clauses are ordered with respect to one another, this order 

reflecting the fact that some are more constraining than others. 

Not surprisingly, many of these ideas carry over to the linear order factored 

Categorial Grammar presented here. Recall that the basic linear ordering con- 

straint for Spanish transitive sentences is that given in 8.19 below. 

8.19 NP[ + Objective] D /NP 

This is a strong constraint on Spanish sentences since it prevents verbal final 
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sequences in transitive sentences, something all informants have been agreed 

upon. At the other end of the scale could be put the constraint in 8,20. 

8.20 \[-Objective] 

This simply says that subjects appear to the left of the verb. Clearly, this is a 

very weak constraint since VOS and VSO orders are frequent in Spanish. 

However, it does encode the fact that the least marked order is SVO. These 

two constraints, together with those in 8.12 and 8.13 can be put in an ordered 
list following Uszkoreit's suggestion. If a penalty is associated with each order, 

where the higher the number, the more important the constraint, the results 

are shown in Tables 8.3 and 8.4. 

The numbers assigned to the penalties are, of course, merely illustrative. The 

ordering of the constraints is important, however. It can be seen that the VO 

orders have the smallest penalties and may therefore be interpreted as the 

Penalty Lp Constraint 
Orderings 

SV0 VOS VS0 

\[-Objective] T F F 

4 [+ Objective] + Objective] 
+ Primary] T T T 
+ Definite] 

6 [+ Objective] + Objective] T T T 
+ Primary] 

10 [+ Objective] /NP T T T 

TOTAL 0 1 1 

Table 8.3 
Orderings for Spanish Transitive Sentences 
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Penalty Lp Constraint 
Orderings 

OVS OVS SOV/ 
1[-Defl [+Defl OSV 

\[-Objective] F F T 

4 [+ Objective] + Objective] 
+ Primary] T F T/F 

[+Definite] 

6 [+ Objective] + Objective] F F F 
+ Primary] 

10 [+ Objective] /NP T T F 

TOTAL 7 11 16/20 

Table 8.4 
Orderings for Spanish Transitive Sentences 

least marked. For those accepting OV orders, the two OVS orders in Table 8.4 

are clearly distinguished. The two verb final orders have a penalty which is 

greater than that assigned to the strongest Lp constraint, which may be inter- 

preted as indicating that these two orderings lie well outside the set of gram- 

matically acceptable sequences. 

8.4 Spanish Clitic Pronouns 

The syntax and semantics of clitic personal pronouns in the Romance languages 

is an immensely complex matter. It would be out of the question to review 

here all the issues that are currently discussed in the literature under the 

headings of the theory of clitic pronouns and cliticisation processes. It is, how- 

ever, germane to examine aspects of this topic insofar as they are relevant to 

the analysis of word order constraints in Spanish. 
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8.4.1 The Categorial Status of Pronominal Clitics 

Cross-linguistically, clitics satisfy the subcategorisation requirements of verbs 

and are frequently found in complementary distribution to Noun Phrases. Both 

of these are characteristics which are typically stated in terms of phrasal con- 

stituents (see Borer 1986, page 2) and at first sight it seems reasonable, there- 

fore, to take clitics to be Noun Phrases. However, there are difficulties with 

this view. For one thing, it means that phrasal status is being assigned to 

items which enter into word formation processes; for another, as Borer (1986, 

pages 2-3) points out, clitics have no internal structure or other NP-like proper- 

ties: they cannot take specifiers, modifiers or complements. Of course, they 

have these characteristics in common with non-clitic pronouns and proper 

names but, in addition, clitics cannot be conjoined whereas non-clitic pronouns 

and proper names can be. 

These arguments weigh heavily against the claim that pronominal clitics are 

Noun Phrases. An alternative view available in Categorial Grammar, and the 

one adopted here, is to treat clitics as functions over verbal functions which 

return a verbal function identical to their argument except for certain sys- 

tematic changes in the valency and linear ordering properties of the argument. 

Through the mechanisms of re-entrant structure and operations over Return 

values, Extended Categorial Grammar is able to model this behaviour in 

interesting ways. The essential point about this analysis is that all pronominal 

clitics are categorially related (ie. they are functions over verbal functions) and 

the idiosyncratic behaviour distinguishing dative from accusative clitics, for 

example, is located entirely within the operations over the Return values. Fig- 

ure 8.4 shows the category assigned to accusative clitics in Extended Categorial 

Grammar; Figure 8.5, the category for dative clitics. Both these category 

representations are provisional at this stage. The simple Lp constraint 

assigned in each case is not adequate. The details of this are discussed below 

and a final version of each category with the full Lp constraint is given later. 

Given this category structure for clitics, it is possible to offer an Extended 

Categorial Grammar account of, for example, a transitive sentence containing a 
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Return: ACC ( 0) 

Return: s 
ArgSet: Category: 

ArgSet: U WY NP 

+ Primary] 

+ Objective I 
L -J 

Lp: 

Figure 8.4 
The Category for the Accusative Pronominal Clitic: 

- Preliminary Version 

pronominal clitic direct object, such as that in 8.21 below. 

Return: DAT ( E) 

ArgSet: Category: 

L 

Lp: / fl 

Return: s 

ArgSet: u wo NP 
[-Primary] 

[+Objective] 

Figure 8.5 
The Category for the Dative Pronominal Clitic: 

Preliminary Version 
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8.21 Juan lo compr6 
(John bought it) 

The Rightward Looking version of the Extended Categorial Grammar combina- 

tor schema in Chapter 7, repeated here as Figure 8.6, will allow the combina- 
tion of the clitic and verb in 8.21. 

The category for the clitic is that given in Figure 8.4 and the category for 

compr6 is given in 8.22. It is assumed that the inflectional affix adds an OPT 

value to the subject NP and relevant features to the Return value of the 

category. 

Return: 

Return: y 

ArgSet: U ArgSet: w I 

Lp: e (a) 

Lp: e (8) 

Return: 

ArgSet: 
a 

Lp: 

FReturn: 
x 

ArgSet: 

Y 

U WJ3 

e(y) 

Return: Y 

Category: ArgSet: w I 

Lp: eM 

DIR 

Lp: e (6) e 

Figure 8.6 
The Extended Categorial Grammar Combinator Schema: 

-Rightward Looking Version 
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8.22 

Return: 

ArgSet: 

Lp: 

V: + 

Return: Phrasal: + 
Pers: 3 
NUM: Sg Tense: pret 

I-- 

Category: 

OPT: 

NP 
Category: 

C+ Primary] 
C-Objectivel 

T 

NP 
+ Primary] 
+ Objective] 

e(y) 

The settings for the variables in the combinator schema are given in 8.23. 

8.23 X ACC(l) 
yS 
W INP[+Primary, +Objectivell 
a0 
ft 0 

The index in ACC(l) is used here as an abbreviation for the structure the 

number indicates. 

The result of the combination is given in 8.24 below. 
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8.24 

Retum: 

ArgSet: 

ACC ( ý) 

Category: 

Retum: 

NP 

ArgSet: 
Cat (+Primaryi 

[-Objectivel 

LOPT: T 

Lp. e(y) 

Return: 

N: - V: + 
PhrasaL + 
Pers: 3 
Num: sg Tease: pret 

NP 

C+ Primary] 
[+Objective' 

IR: 

Lp: 

IE 

Recall that whenever T-Eval of an Extended Categorial Grammar category 

evaluates to T, as it does for the category in 8.24, the Return value of the func- 

tion is also made available as a category. In this case the Return value is sub- 

ject to the operation ACC. The details of this operation are discussed below but 

for the present it can be assumed that the category returned is that given in 

8.25. 

8.25 

N: 
V: + 

Return: Return: Phrasal: + 
Pers: 3 
Num: sg 
Tense: pret 

NP NP 

ArgSet: 
Cat + Primary] Cat f +Primary] 

[-Objective] (+Objective] 
I- __J I L_ __J 

_OPT: 
T LOPT: T 

Lp: e(y) 
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This category has an optional marking for the direct object NP indicating that 

it may combine with a lexical NP but does not need to do so for the sentence of 

which it is a constituent to be regarded as fully saturated. 

This simple example indicates the general approach adopted in Extended 

Categorial Grammar for the analysis of the combination of clitics with their 
hosts (see Zwicky (1977) for this term). Two questions immediately arise with 

respect to this proposal. Firstly, what is the categorial status of the host? 

Secondly, how can it be ensured that the clitic combines immediately with its 

host to the right with no intervening lexical material? As indicated below, the 

answers to these two questions are interconnected. 

Clitics are commonly assumed to take lexical categories as hosts. In the Phrase 

Structure Grammar literature this has led to the proposal that clitics occur in 

structures such as the following (Borer 1986, page 3): 

8.26 
v 

CLITIC v 

Since the clitic is dominated by a (pre)-terminal or lexical category, this tree 

can be regarded as specifying word internal structure. However, the rule which 
induces this local tree breaks standard X-Bar conventions since neither 
daughter has a bar level lower than the mother and there seems to be little 

motivation for a special class of rules of this kind apart from the fact that they 

are required to introduce clitics. It remains, therefore, a statement of an excep- 
tion, rather than a generalisation. 

In Categorial Grammar there is no clear distinction between terminal and 

non-terminal categories. Consequently, if clitics take only categories which 
have accepted no other arguments as hosts, this might prove difficult to model. 
The Spanish data clearly show, however, that clitics can combine with verbal 
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functions which have already accepted arguments. Consider the sentences in 

8.27 below. 

8.27 a Juan la canta y toca 
(John sings it and plays it) 

b la canta Juan y toca Marf a 
(John sings it and Mary plays it) 

In both 8.27a and 8.27b the second verb (tocar in each case) may be interpreted 

transitively, so that the song John plays in 8.27a is the same as he sings and 
the song Mary plays in 8.27b is the same as John sings. In 8.27a, the verbs are 

conjoined. It would be difficult to see how to represent the semantics of' the 

transitive reading if the clitic combined with cantar before the conjunction 

operation. 8.27b is even more interesting: both verbs must combine with their 

subjects and then conjoin before combining with the clitic in order to secure the 

transitive reading. The category of the clitic host is, therefore, any verbal 

category which carries an argument relevant to the clitic. In the categories 

given in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 the variable W ranges over all arguments in the 

host's ArgSet except the direct and indirect objects respectively. The result of 
this is that the clitic will combine with verbs which have already accepted some 

other arguments, such as subjects. 

The second question raised above concerned the fact that clitics attach them- 

selves immediately to a verbal host. This is difficult but the Extended 

Categorial Grammar model does offer a solution. Consider the data in 8.28 

below. 

8.28 a Juan la canta 
(John sings it) 

b la canta Juan 

c *la Juan canta 

Nothing in the above account of the categorial status of the clitic host predicts 

that 8.28c is ungrammatical. Indeed, the contrary is the case since the 
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category associated with the sequence Juan canta is identical to that associated 

with canta Juan except for the value of the DIR attribute. Consider the clitic 

category in Figure 8.4 again. This must combine with a verbal category with 

no intervening lexical material although the host may well have accepted argu- 

ments already, as the examples in 8.27 indicate. In other words, if the host has 

already accepted arguments, they must have been taken from the right before 

it combines with the clitic. To enforce this constraint requires that the 

category in the ArgSet of the clitic in Figure 8.4 can only unify with a host if 

there is no leftward instantiated DIR value in the host's ArgSet. The Lp con- 

straint of the clitic category, as it is given in Figure 8.4 at least, refers only to 

the direction of the host category in its entirety, not to the host's ArgSet. 

There is, however, a mechanism available within Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar for imposing constraints of this kind. Recall from Chapter 3 the basic Lp 

expression of the form Fýa. This was taken to mean that a returns T only if it 

is true of every category within the category in which the expression is given. 
Recall also that Extended Categorial Grammar categories combine only if T- 

Eval of the function returns a non-false value after the putative argument has 

unified with one of the categories in the function's ArgSet. This unification is 

important since the resulting category may contain new information drawn 

from either the function or argument or both. 

The result of these observations is that it is possible to define the Lp con- 

straints of the clitic in such a way that they constrain the arguments of the 

putative host which has unified with the clitic. The revised category structures 

for accusative and dative clitics are given in Figures 8.7 and 8.8. The first con- 

junct of the Lp statement is identical to the earlier version; the second conjunct 

ensures that no Noun Phrase category within the ArgSet of the clitic's argu- 

ment Ge. the host verb) can have been found from the left. 
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Return: ACC ( 0) 

Return: s 

ArgSet: Category: 
ArgSet: U wy NP 

(+ Primary] 

[+Objective] 
L 

Lp: /E& EI -ýNP' 

Figure 8.7 
The Category for the Accusative Pronominal Clitic: 

Revised Version 

Return: DAT ( E) 

Return: s 
ArgSet: Category: 

ArgSet: U wil NP 

[-Primary] 

+ Objective] 
L 

Lp: /U Ei -ýNP 

Figure 8.8 
The Category for the Dative Pronominal Clitic: 

Revised Version 

8.4.2 Clitic Doubling and the Return Operations 

The previous Section dealt with problems relating to the categorial status of 
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the clitic host and the Lp statements required by the clitic to ensure that it 

combines directly with its verbal host without intervening lexical material. 
There is one remaining aspect of the category structure given in Figures 8.7 

and 8.8 which must be considered: the operations ACC and DAT over the 

Return values of the functions. Consideration of these operations must take 

into account the phenomenon of clitic doubling which is so common in Spanish 

(see Jaeggli (1986) and Beaven (1989) for recent discussions of this 

phenomenon). Before discussing this, however, it is important to observe that 

there can be no question that pronominal clitics do satisfy the valency require- 

ments of verbs exactly like Noun Phrases, so that the sentence in 8.29, for 

example, is a fully grammatical sentence. 

8.29 Juan la compr6 
(John bought it) 

Notice further that 8.29 is verb final, apparently in contravention to the Lp 

constraints for transitive sentences discussed in earlier chapters. 

Since the subject in 8.29 can also come to the right of the verb, it might be 

thought that the operation of the accusative clitic (ACC in Figure 8.7) could 

simply involve the removal of the direct object argument from the ArgSet of the 

verb. Recall that the basic Lp statement for intransitive, transitive and di- 

transitive verbs accepted in Chapter 5 is that given in 8.30a, which is now 
better represented as 8.30b. 

8.30 a NPobj D /NP 

b NP[+Objectivel :D /NP 

With the removal of an NP[+ Primary, + Objective] argument from its ArgSet, 

the accusative clitic/transitive verb combination becomes, in effect, an intransi- 

tive verb. In the case of di-transitive verbs, the clitic/verb combination is one 

which will allow further combination with a subject and indirect object, one of 

which must occur to the right of the verb. This captures the data judgements 

in 8.31 below. 
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8.31 a Juan le dio un libro 
(John gave him/her a book) 

b *Un libro Juan le dio 

c *Juan un libro le dio 

The fact of clitic doubling complicates this picture and makes this simple ver- 

sion of ACC untenable. It is commonly argued that the accusative clitic does 

not double with a Noun Phrase equivalent. This is not strictly correct. The 

data in 8.32 shows the possibilities. 

8.32 a *La compro una easa 

b Una casa la compr6 
(s/he bought a house) 

The direct object can co-occur with the accusative clitic but only if accepted 
from the left. Notice that 8.32b is not a dislocated construction since there is 

only a single intonation contour. The ACC operation is therefore required to do 

two things: to mark the direct object as optional (rather than to remove it), and 

to change the Lp constraints so that the verb accepts its direct object (if any) 
from the left only. 8.33 spells out this operation in Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar terms. 

8.33 ACC: 

1 ArgSet: NP[ +Primary, + Objective] 

NP[+Primary, +Objective] 
[OPT: TI 

2 Lp: NP[ + Objective] D /NP 

==> NP[ + Objective] D \NP[ + Primary, + Objective] 

The first operation in 8.33 changes the direct object category in ArgSet, placing 

the attribute-value pair [OPT: TI in the argset category, The OPT feature was 

introduced in Chapter 7 but not discussed at that point. It is, however, impor- 

tant for the evaluation of basic Lp expressions. Essentially, it guarantees that 
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a basic expression which matches with an argset category will be evaluated to 

T if that argset category is marked as optional, whether or not it has accepted 

an argument. The introduction of this feature is more than just a mechanism 
for marking the optionality of arguments. It has major consequences for the 

definition of sentencehood in Categorial Grammar. In a conventional 
Categorial Grammar, a sentence is a sequence of categories which reduces to S, 

leaving no argument in any function in the sequence unsatisfied. In other 

words, sentencehood is defined in terms of valency satisfaction. Clearly, how- 

ever, in a language where there are optional components to sentences, the 

definition of sentencehood and the notion of valency satisfaction need to be 

treated separately. The proposal adopted here regards sentencehood in Spanish 

not solely as a syntactic concept but also as a pragmatic one. OPT is, in effect, 

a feature marking this pragmatic aspect of functions. 

The second component of the operation in 8.33 is the change to the Lp expres- 

sion. This ensures that if a direct object is accepted, it must come from the left. 

It also allows for the fact that transitive sentences with clitic objects appear to 

be verb final, since the Lp constraint applies only to the direct object and leaves 

the ordering of the subject free. 

The dative clitic is rather different to the accusative. The phrasal indirect 

object freely co-occurs with the dative clitic, which places no ordering con- 

straints on it. Consequently, DAT is given by 8.34 below. 

8.34 DAT: 

ArgSet: NP[-Primary] ==> NP[-Primary] 
[OPT: TI 

It is easy to see how these two clitic operations will feed each other in the case 

of a sentence like that in 8.35. 

8.35 Juan se lo dio 
[DATI [ACCI 

(John gave it to him/her) 
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ACC ensures that the direct object argument of dar is marked as optional but, 

if present, found only to the left. DAT will then take the output of the combi- 

nation of the accusative clitic and verb to mark its indirect object as optional. 
Hence admitting the sequence in 8.35 as a sentence. 

8.4.3 Clitic Climbing 

As the previous discussion has made clear, clitics normally occur in close prox- 
imity to the verb they are semantically related to. There is, however, a partic- 

ular type of clitic behaviour in Spanish that has long been discussed and which 
is commonly referred to as clitic climbing (see Fish (1961), Rolddn (1972), Mon- 

zon (1979), Lujdn (1980), Bok-Bennema (1982) and Beaven (1989)). This 

behaviour involves the clitic occurring to the left of its semantic host attached 
to a verb which does not necessarily take a Noun Phrase argument. This is 

very difficult to model in most current syntactic frameworks and Extended 

Categorial Grammar is no exception. The nature of the problem is illustrated 

by the data in 8.36. 

8.36 a quiero comprarlo 
(I want to buy it) 

b lo quiero comprar 

c lo quiero poder comprar 
(I want to be able to buy it) 

In 8.36b the clitic, which satisfies an argument requirement of comprar, is 

found apparently attached to the "higher" control verb. 8.36c shows that the 

clitic can be separated by an arbitrary number of verbs from its semantic host, 

although sequences of more than three are extremely difficult to construct for 

semantic reasons. 

The first step towards addressing this problem in Extended Categorial Gram- 

mar is to observe the position of the clitic relative to its host. In 8.36a it is 

enclitic, whereas in a sentence like 8.37 it is proclitic. 
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8.37 Juan lo compr6 
(John bought it) 

The orderings in 8.38 below are absolutely ungrammatical. 

8.38 a *quiero lo comprar 

b *Juan compro lo 

In general, pronominal clitics are enclitic with present participles and 

infinitival (basal) forms of the semantic host but proclitic with past participles 

and finite forms of the host (Ramsey 1956, pages 74 and 94-95). This pattern 

must simply be taken as a raw fact needing to be explicitly stipulated in the Lp 

constraints for clitics. Consequently, the full Lp constraint for clitics in 

Extended Categorial Grammar is given in 8,39. 

8.39 ([Return: [+PRP11 V [Return: [+BASE]]) D 
1& \N P) 

v 

([Return: [+ PSP11 V [Return: [+ FINM D 
Yl &R \NP) 

Here standard abbreviations are used for Present Participle (PRP), Past Partici- 

ple (PSP), the base form of the verb used as the infinitive in Spanish (BASE), 

and finite (FIN). 

Given this characteristic of clitic ordering relative to their hosts, some of the 

clitic climbing facts fall out without the need for further principles. Thus, the 

enclitic form in 8.36a is in accordance with the constraint in 8.39 and the form 

in 8.38a is predicted to be ungrammatical. Likewise, the proclitic in 8.37 is 

predicted to be grammatical, the sentence in 8.38b to be ungrammatical. 

There are further complications, however. Data from coordination shows that 

the predictions based on stipulating the proclitic and enclitic behaviour relative 

to morphosyntactic characteristics of the host are not descriptively adequate. 
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Consider the sentences in 8.40 and 8.41 below, where the bracketing indicates 

the first two categories to combine. 

8.40 a quiero [comprar lol 
(I want to buy it) 

*[quiero comprar] lo 

8.41 a lo [quiero comprarl 
(I want to buy it) 

b [lo quiero] comprar 

The sentence in 8.40a is straightforward. The clitic combines with its semantic 
host and the result becomes the argument for querer. This means that the 

coordination in 8.42 is correctly predicted to be grammatical. 

8.42 quiero [[comprarlo] y despuds [venderloll 
(I want to buy it then sell it) 

The combination in 8.40b is correctly predicted to be ungrammatical. It was 

established earlier that clitics can combine with verbs which have already 

accepted some of their arguments. Querer takes a basal form of the verb (here, 

comprar) and returns a finite verb looking for the arguments comprar requires. 
The ungrammaticality of the sentence in 8.40b is, therefore, not due to the fact 

that the two verbs combine first, rather it is due to the fact that the category 

resulting from the combination is finite and therefore must take its clitic from 

the left. This is illustrated in 8.41a where the verbs combine and form a suit- 

able argument for the clitic. The availability of the bracketing in 8.41a is 

shown by the acceptability of 8.43 below. 

8.43 lo [[quiero comprarl y [quiero vender]] 
J want to buy (it) and sell it) 

Here both verbs, comprar and vender, can have transitive readings. It seems 

therefore that at least one version of the clitic climbing in 8.36b and 8.36c can 
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be explained by assuming that the verbal categories combine first and the posi- 

tion of the clitic is determined by the constraint in 8.39. 

The problem sentence is 8.41b. This is clearly an acceptable order of combina- 
tion, as shown by the grammaticality of the sentence in 8.44. 

8.44 [[Io quierol y Ro deboll comprar 
(I want to and must buy it) 

This sentence shows quite clearly that the clitic, when it has climbed over a 
"higher" control verb, can combine with that verb before the result of that 

operation combines with the clitic's semantic host. This is a serious problem. 

It is tempting to suggest that this behaviour finds its proper explanation at the 

level of parsing and linguistic processing. So, for example, assuming a left-to- 

right incremental parsing of sentences, the dislocated appearance of the clitic 
for which there is no immediate host might result in the clitic being "stacked" 

until a suitable host becomes available. An account along these lines would, 
however, have to offer a quite different approach to coordination to the one 

assumed throughout this thesis, since the stacked clitic and the control verb are 

available for coordination even though they have not formed a single category. 

A more syntactically oriented explanation is tentatively offered here, though 

one which requires much further research. Recall that control verbs belong to 

the class of metacategories defined in Chapter 4 and defined in Extended 

Categorial Grammar terms in 8.45 below. 
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8.45 C 
Retum: x 

ArgSet: K 

Lp: e(y) 

where, K is a complex category and 
Return value of K= Return value C 
ArgSet of K= ArgSet of C-K 

Specifically, the category for querer is that given in 8.46. 

Return: 

8.46 

s 

Return: 

ArgSet: 
NP 

+ Primaryl 
C -Objective] v 

NP 

Lp: e(y) 

ArgSet: + Primary] 
w 

-Objective] 

Lp: e(8) 

� 
w 

Two new assumptions need to be made. Firstly, that the variable W in 8.46 

may be distributed over any number of potential arguments by division of W 

into w1)w2) "'Wn) in which case the category in 8.47 is equivalent to the 

category in 8.46. 
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8.47 

Return: 

ArgSet: 

LP: 

S 

NP 
+ Primary] 

-Objective] 

Return: s 

NP 
ArgSet: I+ Primary] 

1 -Objective] 

Lp: e(8) 

p 
wl 

, 
W2 

0 
Wl 

, 
W2 

e(y) 

Secondly, P in the combinator schema is taken to range over sequences of 

categories, not a single category. 

The result of adopting these two assumptions means that the sequence lo quiero 
is parsed as a single category with the following settings for the combinator 

schema: 
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8.48 

Return: s 

NP 
ArgSet: C+ Primary] 

-Objective] 

Lp: e(5) 

IN 

NP 
+ Primary] 

wl 
+ Objective I 

aø 

NP 
+ Primary] 

-Objective] 

NP 
+ Primary] 
+ Objective I 

The output category is shown in 8.49. 

8.49 

Return: 

Return: s 

NP NP 
ArgSet: [+Primary] [+Primary) wl 

NP Cat: 
-Objective) J +Objectivel 

ArgSet: (+Primaryl 
(-Objective) 

Lp: e(8) 

DIR 

Lp: e(y) 
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This analysis allows for the combination of a pronominal clitic with its host 

which does not take a Noun Phrase argument in its own right but which can 

accept a category following combination with the clitic which does take Noun 

Phrase arguments. 

8.5 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter was to apply the Extended Categorial Grammar model 

to a variety of natural language problems involving complex semi-free word 

order. The first of these involved a detailed examination of the structure of 
Spanish transitive sentences, paying particular attention to the roles of the 

determiners and the particle a. This led into a discussion of alternative data on 

word order which had been encountered among informants and in the literature 

with respect to the ordering of the direct object and finite verb. It was shown 
how the linear ordering logic of Extended Categorial Grammar can model these 

different views of the limits of grammaticality in Spanish. 

An interesting approach to the problem of defining variable word ordering has 

been developed in the Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar framework by 

Uszkoreit. This was briefly discussed and a method of implementing these 

insights in a linear order factored Categorial Grammar was suggested. 

Finally, an analysis was offered of Spanish clitic pronouns with respect to their 

effects on word order. The well-known phenomena of clitic doubling and clitic 

climbing were addressed from this point of view. It was shown how the 

Extended Categorial Grammar model provides a powerful tool for the explora- 

tion of these issues. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE CATEGORIAL PERSPECTIVE ON WORD ORDER 

The work reported in this thesis began with the apparently straightforward 

aim of factoring out linear ordering constraints from other syntactic informa- 

tion in a Categorial Grammar on the model of the Immediate 

Dominance/Linear Precedence factoring in Generalised Phrase Structure Gram- 

mar. The first step in this programme involved demonstrating the existence of 

a common formal ground between Phrase Structure rules and Categorial Gram- 

mar categories. The common structure which emerged - referred to as a local 

structure - was then used to develop a model of Categorial Grammar in which 

explicit word ordering statements could be expressed independently of other 

structural aspects of the calculus, 

It had already become obvious that the full range of word orders found in Span- 

ish transitive sentences could not be uniformly analysed in an Immediate 

Dominance/Linear Precedence format grammar. The same difficulties naturally 

carried over to a linear order factored Categorial Grammar. It was therefore 

necessary to introduce a full propositional logic for the description of semi-free 

word order. The important point is that this extension to the formal power of 

the grammar was motivated entirely by the data: the facts of semi-free word 

order force the introduction of such a logic. This generalisation in the power of 

the linear ordering component of the grammar, together with a more principled 

account of the basic linear ordering expressions, made it possible to account for 

the variations in word order in Spanish. The details of this were presented in 

Part Two. 
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While the motivation for these generalisations of the formalism were funda- 

mentally empirical, it became clear during the investigation of this model that 

a linear order factored grammar using boolean combinations of ordering con- 

straints addressed in a rather direct way the problem of defining grammars in 

the categorial space between L and LP, something that has been the concern 
those approaching Categorial Grammar from a more logical and mathematical 

point of view. The weakest grammars admitted by the model presented in Part 

Two are, in fact, slightly weaker than L (strictly they are product-free versions 

of L without Associativity); the strongest grammars are LP. The linear order- 
ing constraints can be used to define explicitly the limits of grammaticality for 

languages between these extremes. This approach has its drawbacks as well as 
its advantages. The formalism of the model presented in Part Two places no 
inherent restrictions on linear ordering in this categorial space. All restrictions 

must be explicitly given in the Lp expressions associated with functions. 

Different attitudes can be taken towards this. On the one hand, the formalism 

clearly does not carve out a subset of Categorial Grammars weaker than LP 

corresponding to the class of natural languages. On the other hand, from an 

empirical point of view, it is not at all obvious that it is possible, given current 
knowledge, to define such a subset. Simply not enough is yet known about the 

limits of word order freedom in languages. It may be very unlikely that there 

exist languages requiring full permutation closure over their stringsets, but the 

limits of scrambling have not yet been empirically determined. Consequently, 

it seems premature to require of a grammatical model that it carve out some a 

priori determined subset of languages between L and LR 

Part Three extended the formalism presented in Part Two by the use of 

attribute-value matrices to represent category structure, the introduction of 

unification as part of a general category matching operation, and the elimina- 

tion of the expanded level of ordered local structure. The motivation for this 

last innovation was originally implementational. There are well-known prob- 

lems with the expansion of partially specified Immediate Dominance statements 

to fully instantiated Phrase Structure rules; a very similar problem arises with 

the model in Part Two. The consequences of making this move proved to be 

unexpectedly interesting. It provoked the introduction of a three-valued logic 
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for the interpretation of the Lp constraints. Furthermore, new opportunities 

arose for categorial interaction following the adoption of the attribute-value 

matrix formalism with its operations over the Return values of functions. It is 

obvious, however, that the extended model as it it presented in Chapter 7 has 

serious limitations. Although it was originally intended as a preliminary to an 
implementation of a linear order factored Categorial Grammar, it is clear that 

certain aspects of the model could prove very difficult to implement efficiently. 
In particular, the shift in computational burden from the precompilation of 

ordered lexical categories to run-time evaluation of Lp constraints is likely to 

be problematic. There is also an unresolved question about the types of combi- 

nators required in the new model. Given the use of variables in categories, it is 

not at all clear that the full range of functional combinators is required. Much 

closer examination of the relevant data, particularly that which has been used 
to motivate Composition and Substitution, would be required before the status 

of the Combinator Schema as it is presented in Chapter 7 could be finalised. 

One further aspect of the presentation of Extended Categorial Grammar in 

Chapter 7 also requires comment. The relation between the declarative and 

procedural aspects of the grammar is unclear as it stands. On the one hand, 

procedural definitions are given for category matching and the evaluation of 
basic Lp expressions; on the other hand, the foundations of the linear ordering 

component of the grammar are given as a logic which is inherently declarative. 

This inadequacy in the presentation would be corrected by a stricter separation 
between a formal, declarative definition of Extended Categorial Grammar in 

line with the Categorial Grammars given in Chapter I and independent 

descriptions of the algorithms for implementation of the grammar. 

From this exploration of categorial models suitable for the expression of com- 

plex linear ordering facts there gradually emerged what might be called the 

categorial perspective on word order: an approach to the problems of describing 

semi-free word order which gives substance and form to the lexicalist claims of 

Categorial Grammar made at the beginning of Chapter 1. The essential 

ingredient in this perspective is the word: more than a Saussurean sign, rather 

a matrix of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties which fan outwards 
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left and right influencing the behaviour and properties of other words and 
being influenced by them. The conflicting restrictions and constraints that 

words impose upon their neighbours are resolved in the combinatorial processes 

of the grammar until ultimately, at the sentence level (perhaps more accu- 

rately, the discourse level) the conflicts are resolved. This is what is meant 
here by the categorial perspective. Syntactic properties, especially those relat- 
ing to word order, project out from the lexicon up the functio n- argument hierar- 

chy changing and being changed in a systematic manner. This is quite a 
different perspective on linear ordering from that encouraged by models where 

the ordering constraints are defined over structural configurations; it has more 
in common with the perspective encouraged by dependency grammar with the 

constraint that only adjacent categories may cancel in this version of Categorial 

Grammar. 

Two clear examples of the propagation of linear ordering properties up the 

function-argument hierarchy have been presented here. Auxiliary verbs com- 

bine with a verbal function, returning a verbal function with the same linear 

ordering characteristics as the argument. From the point of view of the order- 

ing restrictions across the sentence, auxiliaries are invisible. This does not 

have to be the case. Recall that the meta-category definition of auxiliaries, as 

it was given in Chapter 5, allowed them three arguments: a subject, the verbal 

function argument and a variable W. The auxiliary therefore has its own Lp 

constraints governing the behaviour of these arguments. In the examples stu- 

died, from English and Spanish, the Lp constraint required that the auxiliary 

combine first with its verbal function argument from the right. It may be that 

under different circumstances, this restriction should not hold. There is the 

obvious issue of the categorial analysis of yes-no questions in both English and 

Spanish; there is the possibility that in other languages this restriction simply 

does not operate. In other words, the auxiliary may, in certain circumstances, 

influence the linear ordering characteristics of a sentence through its own Lp 

constraints. Clearly, this is an area which is wide open for further investiga- 

tion but the categorial perspective does offer an interesting way of looking at 

the interaction of word order constraints projected from the lexicon. 
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A second and contrasting example of the propagation of linear ordering infor- 

mation up the function- argument hierarchy involves Spanish clitic pronouns. 
Clitics are not transparent transmitters of the linear ordering behaviour of 
their verbal hosts. The accusative clitic, for example, systematically changes 
the linear ordering properties of the verb so that it must collect its direct object 
(if at all) from the left rather than the right. Again, as with auxiliaries, much 

more work needs to be done on the range of functions which can be made avail- 

able to the grammar to change the behaviour of other functions. The passive 

auxiliary in English may be of the same type of category as clitics: it takes as 

an argument a verbal function with an Lp constraint to the effect that the sub- 
ject comes from the left and (for simple transitives at least) the direct object 
from the right. It returns a verbal function looking for its subject from the 

right, which is marked as optional and as, say, NP[+byl. The object is not 

optional and is required from the left. The agentive by is itself a function 

returning a suitably feature-instantiated Noun Phrase. Furthermore, it would 
be possible to avoid the redundant repetition of information on verbs to the 

effect that they require a Noun Phrase to their left by the use of a meta-level 

statement over Lp constraints. 

Finally, what conclusions may be drawn from this study and what directions 

might future research take? 

The first conclusion is the simplest. It has been demonstrated in this thesis 

that it is possible to provide a way of factoring out explicitly stated constraints 

on the ordering of arguments relative to functions in the formal definition of a 
Categorial Grammar. A considerable proportion of the thesis was given over to 

the exposition and illustration of this idea. A full propositional logic was 

chosen to express the linear ordering constraints although issues relating to the 

power of the logic required for the description of natural languages and the pos- 

sibility of introducing further meta-level generalisations over the linear order- 

ing statements themselves were left for further investigation. It is a funda- 

mental claim of the approach adopted here that this factoring out of linear ord- 

ering information from other aspects of category structure provides one way of 

addressing the important issue of defining linguistically sensitive grammars in 
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the categorial space between L and LP. 

A second conclusion to be drawn from this study concerns the analysis of semi- 
free word order data. The version of Categorial Grammar developed here 

allows for the concise description of the complex word ordering restrictions 
found in semi-free word order languages. Examples of the kinds of statements 

that can be made covered major constituent ordering in Spanish transitive sen- 

tences, the constrasting behaviour of the two auxiliary verbs haber and estar, 

and the effects on ordering of accusative clitic pronouns. Furthermore, the 

linear ordering logic used to express these complex ordering restrictions allows 

cross-linguistic comparisons to be made, as was indicated in the brief study of 

the Southern Romance languages in Appendix 4. The actual analyses offered 
in the thesis remain programmatic; there is no intention here to claim, for 

example, that the last word has been said on the nature of the constraints 
influencing the ordering of subjects and direct objects in simple transitive sen- 

tences in Spanish. Far from it, the actual influences on word order are more 

complex and subtle than those discussed in this thesis. However, it has been 

demonstrated that, for one informant at least, ordering constraints that refer to 

grammatical relations and some discourse information such as the distinction 

between given and new require complex conditional linear ordering statements. 
It can therefore be concluded that a formalism using a propositional logic such 

as Lp is required for the concise and economic description of semi-free word 

order data. 

With regard to future research, two features of the model presented here merit 

further investigation. Firstly, it was pointed out above that the categorial per- 

spective on word order suggests a picture of language in which potentially com- 

plex word order constraints are passed up the function-argument hierarchy 

from the lexicon. These constraints will tend to be local rather than global, 

insofar as they apply to the immediate arguments of functions. The picture is 

complicated by the introduction of more complex combinators some of which 

(for example the disharmonic versions of functional composition) are implicated 

in word order variation. However, the general picture which is compatible with 

the model presented here is one in which semi-free word order flexibility 
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operates locally over the arguments of individual functions rather than being a 

global operation over the entire sentence. It is a matter for further investiga- 

tion whether such a claim is compatible with the facts of word order variation 
in natural languages. 

Secondly, throughout the thesis the assumption has been made that basic Lp 

statements of the form \a, /b take an existential interpretation when evaluated 

as constraints over the argument set of unordered local structures or Extended 

Categorial Grammar categories. The effect of this is to make a basic Lp expres- 

sion such as /NP evaluate to T if at least one NP in the argument set has a 

rightward looking directionality marking. This existential interpretation was 

adopted since it fitted the Spanish semi-free word order data. It is not, how- 

ever, the only interpretation that can be adopted. Universal quantification of 
the Lp statement would require that every NP in the argument set should carry 
the appropriate directionality marking. The existential/universal distinction 

may therefore be viewed as a parameter of language variation. For example, a 

strictly verb final language such as Japanese would require a universal 
interpretation of the basic Lp constraint \NP over transitive verbs. It is 

interesting to note in this context that only one of Greenberg's (1963) univer- 

sals dealt with alternative basic word orders in the sense that has been 

explored in this thesis: Universal 6 states that "All languages with dominant 

VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only alternative basic order". 
This does not exclude the possibility of a language with word orders in the set 
JVSO, VOSI where VOS is the dominant order. However, it does suggest that 

universal quantification over rightward looking nominal arguments to verbs is 

less likely to occur than universal quantification over leftward looking argu- 

ments. Much more research needs to be carried out of course to evaluate this 

suggested parameter. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DATA FOR WORD ORDER IN SPANISH 
TRANSITIVE SENTENCES 

This appendix presents the raw data on word order in simple transitive sen- 
tences in Spanish based on an informant's responses. It consists of grammati- 

cality judgements on sets of potential answers to questions given a restricted 

preceding context. The answers were designed to cover all the syntactically 

acceptable sequences of S, V and 0, that is: SVO, VSO, VOS, and OVS. No cli- 
tic pronouns were included in the sentences. 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

[Initiating a discourse] a. unos soldados han arrestado a Maria A 
(some soldiers arrested Mary) 

b. han arrestado unos soldados a Maria A 

c. han arrestado a Maria unos soldados A 

d. a Mar fa han arrestado unos soldados 

Comments 

Table ALI 
Data for Context A 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Peter escaped into the a. la policia arrest6 a Juan A 

countryside. (the police arrested John) 
What happened to John? 

b. arrest6 la policf aa Juan 

c. arrest6 a Juan la policia 

d. a Juan arrest6 la policia 

Comments 

Table A1.2 
Data for Context B 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

There was a scuffle in a. si, Pedro apuf1a16 a Juan ok 
the street. (yes, Peter stabbed John) 
And someone got stabbed? 

b. si, apuf1a16 Pedro a Juan 

c. sf, apufia16 a Juan Pedro 

d. si, a Juan apufia16 Pedro 

Comments 

Table A1.3 
Data for Context C 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

who arrested Mary? a. los soldados arrestaron a Maria A 
(the soldiers arrested Mary) 

b. arrestaron los soldados a Maria ? 

c. arrestaron a Maria los soldados 9 

d. a Maria arrestaron los soldados 9 

Comments 

sentence d. is better with a Maria stressed or emphatic. 

Table A1.4 
Data for Context D 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Who hid the gun? a. Juan escondi6 el fusil A 
(John hid the gun) 

b. escondi6 Juan el fusil A 

c. escondi6 el fusil Juan A 

d. el fusil escondi6 Juan 

Comments 

sentence d. is A with the accusative clitic lo before the verb. 

Table A1.5 
Data for Context E 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

There was a raid on our quarter a. los soldados arrestaron a Maria A 
last night. The police and (the soldiers arrested Mary) 

army were working together. 
What did the soldiers do? b. arrestaron los soldados a Maria ? 

c. arrestaron a Maria los soldados 

d. a Mari a arrestaron los soldados 

Comments 

Table A1.6 
Data for Context F 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Peter ran away from a. Juan agredi6 a un grupo de soldados A 
the oncoming tanks. (John attacked a group of soldiers) 
What did John do? 

b. agredi6 Juan a un grupo de soldados ?* 

C. agredi6 a un grupo de soldados Juan ?* 

d. a un grupo de soldados agredi6 Juan ?* 

Comments 

Table AM 
Data for Context G 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Peter later killed a a. Juan mat6 a un guardia A 

a soldier and was (John killed a policemen) 
arrested. 
What about John? b. mat6 Juan a un guardia 

c. mat6 a un guardia Juan ?* 

d. a un guardia mat6 Juan ?* 

Comments 

sentence d is acceptable in contrastive contexts ie. John killed a 
policeman so he didn't get arrested. 

Table A1.8 
Data for Context H 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Peter tripped the a. Juan golpe6 al soldado A 

soldier up. (John struck the soldier) 
What did John do 
(to the soldier)? b. golpe6 Juan al soldado ? 

C. golpe6 al soldado Juan ? 

d. al soldado golpe6 Juan 

Comments 

Table A1.9 
Data for Context I 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

The army was on the streets a. los soldados arrestaron a Maria A 

all night. Some soldiers broke (the soldiers arrested Mary) 
into our house looking for people 
Who did theylthe soldiers arrest? b. arrestaron los soldados a Maria A 

c. arrestaron a Maria los soldados A 

d. a Mari a arrestaron los soldados A 

Comments 

sentences b, c and d require a Maria to be stressed. 

Table A1.10 
Data for Context J 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

What did John hide? a. Juan escondi6 un fusil A 
(John hid a gun) 

b. escondi6 Juan un fusil A 

e. escondi6 un fusil Juan A 

d. un fusil escondi6 Juan A 

Comments 

Table A1.11 
Data for Context K 
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Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

[There are several items a. Juan escondi6 el fusil A 
laid out on a table] (John hid the gun) 
Which one of these did 
John hide b. escondi6 Juan el fusil A 

c. escondi6 el fusil Juan A 

d. el fusil escondi6 Juan A 

Comments 

sentences b, c require el fusil to be stressed. 

Table A1.12 
Data for Context L 

Immediately Preceding 
Context and Question 

Response Judgement 

Did John visit Mary a. si, Juan visit6 a Mari a ayer A 

yesterday? (yes, John visited Mary yesterday) 

b. sf, vis1t6 Juan a Maria ayer A 

c. si, visit6 a Maria Juan ayer 

d. si, a Maria visit6 Juan ayer 

Comments 

Table A1.13 
Data for Context M 
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APPENDIX 2 

PATTERNS INDICATING GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS AND 
GIVEN/NEW INFORMATION IN SENTENCES FROM 

APPENDIX I 

This Appendix reduces the information in Appendix 1 to a series of tables 

allowing comparison of Grammatical Relations and GIVEN/NEW information 
in the sentences. 

[Initiatin ga discourse] 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

NEW information: S V 0 A 
N N N 

S unos soldados 
(some soldiers) 

V S 0 A 
V han arrestado N N N 

(have arrested) 

0a Maria V 0 S A 
(Mary) N N N 

0 V S ?* 

N N N 

Table A2.1 
Context A 
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Preceding Question: What happened to John? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: SV0 A 
NNG 

0=a Juan 
(John) 

VS0 

NEW information: NNG 

S= la polida 
(the police) V0S 

V= arrest6 
(arrested) 0VS 

GNN 

Table A2.2 
Context B 

Precedin g Question: And someone got stabbed? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: S V 0 A 
N G N 

V= apufial6 
(stabbed) 

V S 0 

NEW information: G N N 

S Pedro 
(Peter) V 0 S 

G N N 
0a Juan 

(John) 0 V S ?* 

N G N 

Table A2.3 
Context C 
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Preceding Question: Who arrested 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: SV0 A 
NGG 

V= arrestaron 
(arrested) 

VS0 ? 
0=a Maria GNG 

(Mary) 

NEW information: V0S ? 
GGN 

S= los soldados 
(the soldiers) 

0VS ? 
GGN 

Table A2.4 
Context D 

Prece ing Question: Who hid the gun? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: sV0 A 
NGG 

V= escondi6 
(hid) 

Vs0 A 
0= el fusil GNG 

(a gun) 

NEW information: V0s A 
GGN 

S= Juan 
(John) 

0Vs 

GGN 

Table A2.5 
Context E 
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Precedin Question: What did the soldiers do? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: SV0 A 
GNN 

S= los soldados 
(the soldiers) 

VS0 ? 

NEW information: NGN 

V= arrestaron 
(arrested) V0S ?* 

0=a Maria 

(Mary) 0VS ?* 

NNG 

Table A2.6 
Context F 

Precedi ng Question: What did John do? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: S V 0 A 
G N N 

S= Juan 
(John) 

V S 0 ?* 

NEW information: N G N 

V= agredi6 
(attacked) V 0 S ?* 

N N G 
0= un grupo de 

soldados 0 V S 
(a group of soldiers) N N G 

Table A2.7 
Context G 
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Precedin Queestion: What about John? 
_ 
L s Constituents Pattern Jud gement 

GIVEN information: s V 0 A 

S= Juan 

(John) 
V s 0 

NEW information: N G N 

V= mat6 
(killed) V 0 s ?* 

0=a un guardia 
(a policeman) 0 V s ?* 

N N G 

Table A2.8 
Context H 

Preceding Q uestion: What did John do (to the soldier)? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: S V 0 A 
G N G 

S Juan 
(John) 

V S 0 ? 

0 al soldado N G G 
(the soldier) 

NEW information: V 0 S ? 
N G G 

V= golpe6 
(struck) 

0 V S 

G N G 

Table A2.9 
Context I 
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Precedi Question: Who did the soldiers arrest? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: S V 0 A 
G G N 

S= los soldados 
(the soldiers) 

V S 0 A 
V= arrestaron G G N 

(arrested) 

NEW information: V 0 S A 
G N G 

0=a Maria 
(Mary) 

0 V S A 
N G G 

Table A2.10 
Context J 

Preceding Question: What did John hide? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: s V 0 A 
G G N 

S Juan 
(John) 

V s 0 A 
V escondi6 G G N 

(hid) 

NEW information: V 0 s A 
G N G 

0= un fusil 
(a gun) 

0 V s A 
N G G 

Table A2.11 
Context K 
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Precedin Question: Which one did John hide? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: s V 0 A 
G G N 

S= Juan 
(John) 

V s 0 A 
V= escondi6 G G N 

(hid) 

NEW information: V 0 s A 
G N G 

0= el fusil 
(the gun) 

0 V s A 
N G G 

Table A2.12 
Context L 

Preceding uestion: Did John visit Mar y yesterday? 

Constituents Pattern Judgement 

GIVEN information: S V 0 A 
G G G 

S Juan 
(John) 

V S 0 A 
V visit6 G G G 

(visit) 

0a Maria V 0 S ? 
(Mary) G G G 

0 V S 

G G G 

Table A2.13 
Context M 
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APPENDIX 3 

EVALUATION OF THE LINEAR ORDERING CONSTRAINT IN 5.8 
AGAINST LOCAL STRUCTURES FOR TRANSITIVE 

SENTENCES WITH GIVEN/NEW INFORMATION 

This appendix tabulates the local structures for transitive sentences with all 

possible assignments of GIVEN/NEW discourse saliency information. The Lp 

constraint given in the text is evaluated against each local structure. The ord- 

erings which are excluded by the Lp constraint in 5.1 are not included in the 

tables. 

The following abbreviations are used: 

NPsubject 

NPobject 

N= NEW 

G= GIVEN 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

iNPsubject D 

Lp Constraint 

(f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. >) 

< \S, /0, > N [S VI 0 F T FF F 
NN N N N 

< \S, /0, > N [S VI 0 F T FF T 
NG N N G 

< \S7 /0, > N [S VI 0 F T FF 
GN G N N 

<\S, /01> N [S V] 0 F T FF T 
GG G N G 

<\S, /01> G [S VI 0 F T TF F 
NN N G N 

< \S, /0, > G [S V] 0 F T TT 
NG N G G 

<\S, /01> G [S VI 0 F T TT F 
GN G G N 

< \S, /0, > G [S VI 0 F T TT T 
GG G G G 

Table A3.1 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against SVO Orders Where S Precedes 0 on the Argument Stack 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

/NPsubject D 

Lp Constraint 

(f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. >) 

</0, \S> N s [V 01 F T FF F 
NN N N N 

</O, \S> N s [V 01 F T FF F 
NG G N N 

</0, \S> N s [V 01 F T FF T 
GN N N G 

</0, \S> N s [V 01 F T FF T 
GG G N G 

</0, \S> G s [V 01 F T TF F 
NN N G N 

</O, \S> G s [V 01 F T TF F 
NG G G N 

</O, \S> G s [V 01 F T TT T 
GN N G G 

</O, \S> G s [V 01 F T TT T 
GG G G G 

Table A3.2 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against SVO Orders Where 0 Precedes S on the Argument Stack 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

/NPsubject 

Lp Constraint 

:D (f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. >) 

</S) \0> N 0 [V S] T F FF F 
NN N N N 

</S, \O> N 0 [V S] T F FF F 
NG G N N 

</S, \O> N 0 [V S] T F FF T 
GN N N G 

</S, \0> N 0 [V S] T F FF T 
GG G N G 

</Sl \O> G 0 [V S] T F TF F 
NN N G N 

</Sl \O> G 0 [V S] T F TF F 
NG G G N 

</Sl \0> G 0 [V S] T T TT T 
GN N G G 

</S, \O> G 0 [V S] T T TT T 
GG G G G 

Table AM 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against OVS Orders Where S Precedes 0 on the Argument Stack 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

/NPsubject 

Lp Constraint 

:D (f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. >) 

<\03 /S> N [0 VI s T F FF F 
NN N N N 

<\O, /S> N [0 VI s T F FF T 
NG N N G 

<\O, /S> N [0 VI s T F FF F 
GN G N N 

<\0) /S> N [0 VI s T F FF T 
GG G N G 

<\0q /S> G [0 VI s T F TF F 
NN N G N 

<\O, /S> G [0 VI s T T TT T 
NG N G G 

<\O, /S> G [0 VI s T F TF F 
GN G N N 

<\O, /S> G [0 VI s T T TT T 
GG 

1 

G G G 

Table A3.4 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against OVS Orders Where 0 Precedes S on the Argument Stack 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

/NPsubject :D 

Lp Constraint 

(f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. » 

</S, /O> N [V SI 0 T F FF F 
NN N N N 

</S, /O> N [V SI 0 T F FF T 
NG N N G 

</Se /O> N [V SI 0 T F FF T 
GN N G N 

</S, /0> N [V SI 0 T F FF 
GG N G G 

</S, /O> G [V SI 0 T F TF 
NN G N N 

</S, /O> G [V SI 0 T T TT T 
NG G N G 

</S, /O> G [V SI 0 T T TT T 
GN G G N 

</S> /0 > G [V SI 0 T T TT T 
GG G G G 

Table A3.5 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against VSO Orders 
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Argument Stack Surface Order 

Psubject 

Lp Constraint 

D (f: GIVEN&/<.., GIVEN,.. >) 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T F FF F 
NN N N N 

< /0, /S > N [V 01 s T F FF T 
NG N N G 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T F FF T 
GN N G N 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T F FF T 
GG N G G 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T F TF F 
NN G N N 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T T TT T 
NG G N G 

<103 /S> N [V 01 s T T TT T 
GN G G N 

</0, /S> N [V 01 s T T TT T 
GG 

1 1 

G G G 

1 

Table A3.6 
Truth-table Evaluation of the Lp Statement 

in 5.8 against VOS Orders 
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APPENDIX 4 

A PRELIMINARY EXTENDED CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR 
INVESTIGATION OF C RO SS- LINGUISTIC 

WORD ORDER VARIATION 

While collecting the Spanish data for this thesis, data on other Romance 
languages were encountered and collected, though not so systematically. The 
languages for which data became available from published sources and native 
speaker informants are members of the Southern Romance Group, namely, 
Catalan, Italian and Sardinian. These form an interesting group (along with 
Spanish) since they exhibit a number of common syntactic characteristics - such 
as subject drop and extensive use of clitic doubling - which distinguish them 
from other groups in the Romance family while at the same time they display 

significant differences in their word order freedom. The aim of this Appendix is 
to indicate how the Lp factoring of Extended Categorial Grammar may be used 
to compare and contrast the different word order possibilities in each of these 
languages. 

Data were collected for two variations of basic transitive sentences. Firstly, the 

sentence with a single intonation contour. This has a single tone group with 

one tonic nucleus. It is referred to here as the neutral form of the sentence. 
Secondly, sentences which are divided into two distinct intonation contours 

with two tone groups, each with its own tonic nucleus. This is often rendered 
by a comma in the written form of the sentences and therefore frequently 

referred to as comma intonation. There are two subtypes of comma intonation 

sentences: the first has the argument marked with comma intonation on the 

left periphery of the sentence (called here preposed), the second has the argu- 

ment marked with comma intonation on the right periphery of the sentence 
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(called here postposed). Collectively, these will be referred to as adposed ord- 
ers. The logical possibilities for the S, V, 0 components of these sentences are 
given in A4.1 below. 

A4.1 a neutral: 

svo, sov) VS0, 

v0s, osv, ovs 

preposed: 

sý ov 0, sv 
S, vo 0, vs 

c postposed: 

vo, s vs, 0 

ov, s sv, 0 

Notice that all the data in the following sections are of transitive sentences 

without pronominal clitics. Doubled clitics can radically alter word order possi- 
bilities, a topic discussed in Section 8.4. 

In Sections A4.1 to A4.3 below the data for the three languages are briefly 

presented and a tabular summary of the results is offered. Section A4.4 is a 
discussion of the Lp constraints required to describe and compare these data. 

A4.1 Catalan 

Catalan has a much more restricted word order than Spanish, as already noted. 
Basically, only the VSO order illustrated in A4.2 below is clearly grammatical. 

A4.2 I'home va cantar la caný6 
(the man sang the song) 

The VOS order in A4.3a is at best marginal; the VSO order is not acceptable. 
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A4.3 a ? va cantar la eaný6 l'home 

*va cantar Phome la canýo 

The exceptions to this are intransitive sentences which can exhibit the VS 

order, as an alternative to the unmarked SV order. 

The data are more interesting when adposed versions of the sentence in A4.2 

are considered. Two of the logically possible types of preposing are grammati- 

cal; they are given in A4.4. 

A4.4 a la eaný6, va cantar l'home (0, VS) 

b la caný6, Phome va cantar (0, SV) 

The preposed direct object can be either definite or indefinite. 

No clear example of postposing as defined above is grammatical in Catalan. 

There are cases in which the sentence can carry three intonation contours such 

as the two variants in A4.5 below. These possibilities require much further 

research, however. 

A4.5 a va eantar, Phome, la eaný6 (V, S, 0) 

b l'home, la eaný6, va eantar (S, 0, V) 

A4.2 Italian 

At first sight, Italian looks very like Catalan. It has a very restricted word 

order for neutral, single intonation contour sentences, This is given in A4.6. 

A4.6 Fuorno cant6 la canzone (SVO) 
(the man sang the song) 

Informants differ with regard to the acceptability of the VOS order. As with 
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Catalan, it seems at best marginally grammatical. Clear differences between 
Catalan and Italian do appear, however, in the data for preposed and postposed 
variants: Italian is much freer than Catalan. 

The data for these patterns is taken from Lepschy and Lepschy (1977, page 
155). The acceptable preposed patterns are given in A4.7. 

A4.7 a il gatto, ha mangiato la carne (S, VO) 
(the cat, has eaten the meat) 

il gatto, la carne ha mangiato (S, OV) 

c la carne, il gatto ha mangiato (0, SV) 

d la carne, ha mangiato il gatto (0, VS) 

The data for the postposed pattern are given in A4.8. 

A4.8 a ha mangiato la earne, il gatto (VO, S) 

il gatto ha mangiato, la earne (SV, 0) 

A4.3 Sardinian 

The data for Sardinian is taken from Jones (1988). These data are far from 

complete but they provide an interesting contrast to Catalan and Italian. Basi- 

cally, two orders of the neutral transitive sentence are grammatical. They are 

given in A4.9. 

A4.9 a as tunkatu su barkone (VO) 
(you-have shut the window) 

b su. barkone a'tunkatu Juanne (OVS) 
(the window has-shut John) 

These are strictly not comparable, since A4.9b has an overt lexical subject 

which is missing in A4.9a. However, the source observes that these are 
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examples of the two grammatical orderings which obey the following generali- 

sations (Jones 1988, page 339) 

1 the fronting of objects only occurs if the subject is unspecified 
or inverted; 

2 subject inversion only occurs if there is no explicit postverbal 
complement (of any sort). 

Together, these ensure that only two orders are grammatical: SVO and OVS. 

The data on preposing and postposing is sparse in the source and not substan- 

tial enough to take as the basis of generalisations. However, two possibilities 

are recorded and given in A4.10a and A4.10b below (Jones 1988, page 339), and 

two further orderings can be deduced (though they are not explicitly given in 

the source) given the following comment: "Definite subjects of finite clauses can 

also be dislocated with the null subject (or personal inflection on the verb) func- 

tioning as the resumptive pronominal element" (Jones 198, page 338). These 

are given in A4.10c and A4.10d. 

A4.10 a Juanne, su barkone a'tunkatu (S, OV) 

b a'tunkatu su barkone, Juanne (VO, S) 

c Juanne, a'tunkatu su barkone (S, VO) 

d su barkone a'tunkatu, Juanne (OV, S) 

These data, and those for Catalan and Italian, are summarised in Figure A4.1 

below. 
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Neutral Orders Adposed Orders 

Catalan 

svo *SI vo *vo, s 

*sov ? VOS *S, ov *ov, s 

*osv *vso 0, sv *sv, 0 

*ovs 01 vs *vs, 0 

Italian 

svo s3 vo vo, s 

*sov ? VOS S, ov ov, s 

*osv *vso 0, sv svý 0 

*ovs *0 vs *vs 0 , , 

Sardinian 

svo S, vo vo, s 

*sov *vos S, ov ov, s 

*osv *vso *0 sv *sv 0 , , 
ovs *0 vs *vs 0 , , 

Figure A4.1 
Summary of the Word Order Data for 

Southern Romance languages 
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A4.4 Linear Ordering Constraints: a Comparison 

As indicated above, this section is necessarily tentative. There are enough data 

in Figure A4.1, however, to provide some preliminary indications of how 

Extended Categorial Grammar might describe the variations found among 
these languages. In particular, the data on Italian are sufficiently detailed to 

allow some account of the word ordering constraints in that language and 
hence a comparison with Spanish. 

Catalan and Italian neutral orders are very restricted, with the subject to the 

left and direct object to the right. The Lp constraint in A4.11 expresses this. 

A4.11 \[-Objective] & /[+Objective] 

If the VOS order is to be included in the the Lp constraint, this poses interest- 

ing questions about the existence of the analogue of a Verb Phrase in the 

categorial analysis of these languages. It is possible that a constraint such as 

that in A4.12 is required where the verb combines with the direct object from 

the right before combining with the subject. 

A4.12 < /[ + Objective], [-Objective] 

This constraint guarantees that the VSO order is not admitted, as seems 

appropriate. 

The neutral word order for Sardinian is more problematic. The two grammati- 

cally acceptable orders are mirror images of one another and require a complex 

disjunctive constraint to exclude other sequences. The use of variables over 

DIR values in the Lp constraint would allow for a degree of generalisation over 

the data, as shown in A4.13, but the effects of introducing this kind of variable 

would have to be studied further. 

A4.13 a[-Objective] & -la[+Objectivel 
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The adposed orders for these languages are more complex and interesting. 
Catalan and Italian may have very similar ordering constraints for the neutral 
orders but their adposed orders differ significantly, as the summary table above 
indicates. The analysis of these orders requires some preliminary working 
assumptions and definitions. 

Assume a binary feature P which is taken by a Noun Phrase argument of a 

verb if it is to be preposed or postposed in a sentence. This feature can be 

understood as the marker at the syntactic level of the intonational indepen- 

dence of the Noun Phrase; any Noun Phrase carrying this feature will have an 
independent intonation contour. Further, assume that only one Noun Phrase 

in the sentence carries this feature and that it is always peripheral. The order- 
ings in A4.14 are consistent with these assumptions; the orderings in A4.15 are 

not. 

A4.14 a 0[ + Pl, SV 

b 0[+Pl, VS 

A4.15 a S, 0[ + Pl V 

b S[+Pl, 0[+Pl V 

These two assumptions are counterfactual since it it certainly possible in the 

languages under investigation here to have sentences with three intonation 

contours, in which case all three constituents would be [+P]. Data is not avail- 

able for these cases, however, therefore these simplifying assumptions are 

introduced to allow for a presentation of the constraints appearing in the data 

available. 

The Lp constraint for Catalan is given in A4.16 below. 

A4.16 [+Pl D \[+Objective, +Pl 

This states that if there is an adposed argument to the verb, it must be the 
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object and come from the left, thereby capturing the data in Figure A4.1 above. 

The Lp constraint for Italian is given in A4.17. 

A4.17 [+Pl :D-., (/[-Objective] & [+Objective, +Pl 

This is the most complex constraint of the three languages under discussion. It 
disallows a subject from the right if the object is adposed. 

Again, the Sardinian data are different. The Lp statement in A4.18 expresses 
the necessary constraint. 

A4.18 [+Pl D -, [+Objective, +Pl 

It has been pointed out already that there may be many ways of expressing a 

single set of ordering facts. The three Lp statements in A4.16 to A4.18 have 

each been expressed with an implication with the same antecedent, which is 

simply a check that the sentence for which the constraint might be true really 
does have an adposed constituent. The consequents of the three Lp expressions 

all refer to the adposed object [+Objective, +P1 but place different constraints 

on the acceptability (or non-acceptability) of this constraint. Italian is clearly 

more complex given the data available. It is these data which are taken as 

reinforcement of the observation that, at least with respect to what is at 

present known, an ordering logic of the power of Lp is required. Weaker 

boolean systems of constraints may prove eventually to be adequate and, if so, 

this would be an interesting finding, but the complexity of the Italian facts sug- 

gests that it is premature to restrict the descriptive power of the ordering logic 

at this stage. 

Finally in this section it is interesting to examine the data for Italian taking 

one further piece of information into account. Lepschy and Lepschy (1977), 

from which the Italian data above are taken, also give the orderings acceptable 

when the assignment of NEW and GIVEN information is included. 
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The data are summarised in Figure A4.2, where the N is used to indicate new 

information. According to Lepschy and Lepschy (1977), these are the only 

grammatical sequences allowed in Italian. However, further field work needs 

to be done to confirm these findings. 

The assignments appear complex and indeed Lepschy and Lepschy make no 

attempt to comment on them except to list them as possibilities. It is, 

nevertheless, possible to define the constraints on these orderings within the 

Extended Categorial Grammar framework. Two constraints characterise the 

data in Figure A4.2: the subject is never NEW information and adposed argu- 

ments are never NEW. These constraints are expressed by the Lp statements 
in A4.19. 

A4.19 a --, [-Objective] 
[DS: NEW] 

b -n[+Pl 
[DS: NEW] 

s, V 0 V 0, S 
N N 

S, V 0 V 0, S 
N N 

s, 0V0V, S 
NN 

vi 

Figure A4.2 
NEW/GIVEN Information in Italian 

Adposed Transitive Sentences 
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The first two rows of Figure A4.2 show that with a VO order and adposed sub- 
ject, all assignments of discourse saliency information are acceptable, subject to 

the constraints in A4.19. The bottom row of the Figure contains all possibili- 
ties for adposed direct objects since the LP constraint in A4.17 prohibits the VS 

order in this case and the subject cannot be NEW information according to 
A4.19a. 

The third row of Figure A4.2 poses a problem. The orderings in A4.20 below 

are unacceptable but no combination of the constraints so far given will exclude 
them. 

A4.20 a *S, 0V 
N 

b *0 V, S 

The generalisation required is that when a non-adposed object comes from the 

left, the verb must be GIVEN information. This is expressed in A4.21. 

A4.21 \[ +Objective, -P] D [DS: GIVEN] 

These constraints work together to predict the grammatical relations of the 

Noun Phrases to the verb together with the distribution of discourse saliency 
information. 
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